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ABSTRACT 
 

 Because of the severe toxicity and limiting side effects of traditional chemotherapy, 

there exists a critical need to develop better-tolerated, safer drugs to treat cancer.  Recent 

advances in our understanding of the molecular mechanisms governing carcinogenesis 

have ushered in a new age in drug discovery and have enabled the design of much more 

sophisticated agents to treat cancer. This work describes two approaches to the 

development of novel, specifically targeted cancer therapeutics.   

 The first approach involves the synthesis of a class of a new class of small molecules 

called epidithiodiketopiperazines (ETPs) designed to inhibit hypoxia-induced 

transcription.  Specifically, these agents block the interaction of the transcription factor 

HIF-1α (hypoxia inducible factor-1α) and its required coactivator p300/CBP by inducing 

a structural change in p300 that renders it incapable of binding to HIF-1α.  Preventing 

hypoxia-mediated transcription has the potential to stop the process of angiogenesis that 

is critical for sustained tumor growth and metastasis.  Moreover, because HIF-1α also 

controls genes for energy production and matrix remodeling, ETPs may also halt 

metabolic adaptation and tumor progression.  Our results show that ETPs prevent the 

association of HIF-1α and p300 and abrogate hypoxia signaling on both the 

transcriptional and translational levels in endogenous systems.  In addition, they do not 

exhibit broad-spectrum cytotoxicity or global inhibition of the transcriptional response.   

 The second approach addresses the validation of poly(ADP-ribose) glycohydrolase 

(PARG) as a new therapeutic target. This project describes studies aimed to further our 

understanding of the interaction between poly(ADP-ribose) polymerases (PARPs) and 
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PARG with the ultimate goal of using this knowledge to design novel therapeutics.  This 

portion of the dissertation involves a series of studies in mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

(MEFs) with genetic mutations in their PARP and PARG function.  MEF cell lines 

containing a truncated form of PARG lacking the regulatory domain demonstrate over-

activation of PARP-1, but not PARP-2.  Additionally, deletion of the PARG regulatory 

domain impairs the DNA damage response to SSBs and DSBs and significantly increases 

cell death resulting from genotoxic stress.  Taken together, these studies suggest a 

specific interaction between PARP-1 and the regulatory domain of PARG that is critical 

for proper PARP-1 function.  
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CHAPTER 1: GLOBAL INTRODUCTION—THE THESIS AS A 
SYNTHESIS OF TWO INDEPENDENT PROJECTS IN CANCER 

THERAPEUTICS 
 
 With over 1.4 million new cases diagnosed each year, cancer remains the second 

leading cause of death in the United States [1].  While a range of medical remedies 

currently exist such as surgery and radiation, chemotherapy still remains the primary 

choice for treating most cancers.  Prior to the last 5 to 10 years, most chemotherapeutics 

exerted their effect through broad spectrum cytotoxicity which was intended to primarily 

target rapidly dividing tumor cells.  Unfortunately, normal, healthy rapidly proliferating 

cell populations are also critically affected, such as those lining the gut, the hair follicles, 

and most importantly, leukocyte populations [2].  Because of the severe toxicity and 

limiting side effects of traditional chemotherapy, there exists a critical need to develop 

better tolerated, safer drugs to treat cancer.  Recent advances in our understanding of the 

molecular mechanisms governing carcinogenesis have ushered in a new age in drug 

discovery and have enabled the design of much more sophisticated agents to treat cancer. 

This dissertation represents a synthesis of two independent projects in cancer research, 

and this work describes two approaches to the development of novel, specifically targeted 

cancer therapeutics.  Consequently, the structure of this thesis consists of two parts 

describing each of these projects. 

 The first approach involves the synthesis of a class of a new class of small molecules 

called epidithiodiketopiperazines (ETPs) designed to inhibit hypoxia-induced 

transcription.  Specifically, these agents block the interaction of the transcription factor 

HIF-1α (hypoxia inducible factor-1α) and its required coactivator p300/CBP by inducing 
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a structural change in p300 that renders it incapable of binding to HIF-1α.  Preventing 

hypoxia-mediated transcription stops the process of angiogenesis that is critical for 

sustained tumor growth and metastasis.  Moreover, because HIF-1α also controls genes 

for energy production and matrix remodeling, ETPs may also halt metabolic adaptation 

and tumor progression.  Our results show that ETPs do indeed prevent the association of 

HIF-1α and p300 and abrogate hypoxia-driven transcription in endogenous systems.  In 

addition, they do not exhibit broad-spectrum cytotoxicity or global inhibition of the 

transcriptional response.  These results were published in the Journal of the American 

Chemical Society [3] and featured on the journal’s cover.  Because this work was 

previously published, this part of the dissertation will follow the thesis format for the 

inclusion of published papers described by Graduate of the University of Arizona.  A 

general introduction to the field of hypoxia and the relevance of studies described in the 

manuscript may be found in Chapter 2, and the published manuscript will be included in 

Appendix A along with supplementary materials supporting this work.   

 The second approach addresses the validation of poly(ADP-ribose) glycohydrolase 

(PARG) as a new therapeutic target.  One of the emerging themes in cancer research is a 

concept called synthetic lethality, in which a combination of two mutations that would 

otherwise be nonlethal results in highly specific toxicity for certain types of cancers.  All 

known examples of therapeutic agents acting in a synthetically lethal manner target 

pathways involving NAD+ metabolism [4, 5].  The therapies that have been most 

extensively pursued in this area are poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors.  

Small molecule PARP inhibitors have been shown to combine superior efficacy against 
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tumors with an extensive therapeutic index that allows these agents to be exceptionally 

safe and well tolerated [4, 6].  Because PARG activity is required for continued PARP 

enzymatic activity, inhibition of PARG may also be an effective means of blocking 

PARP.  This second project describes studies aimed to further our understanding of the 

interaction between PARP and PARG with the ultimate goal of using this knowledge to 

design novel therapeutics.  This portion of the dissertation involves a series of studies in 

mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) with genetic mutations in their PARP and PARG 

function. MEF cell lines containing a truncated form of PARG which lacks a putative 

regulatory domain demonstrate overactivation of PARP-1, but not PARP-2, following 

genotoxic stress.  Additionally, the loss of the PARG regulatory domain impairs the DNA 

damage response to SSBs and DSBs and significantly increases cell death resulting from 

genotoxic stress.  These studies suggest that there is a specific interaction between PARP-

1 and the regulatory domain of PARG that is critical for proper PARP-1 function.  This 

portion of the dissertation will be organized and presented in traditional thesis format and 

includes chapters 3 through 8. 
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CHAPTER 2: SMALL MOLECULE INHIBITORS OF HYPOXIA-
INDUCED TRANSCRIPTION 

 
2.1 Introduction to Hypoxia, HIF-1a, and ETPs 
 
 Hypoxia is characteristic of most solid malignancies and is associated with promoting 

aggressiveness and tumor progression in neoplastic disease [7].  The high metabolic 

demand of rapidly proliferating tumor cells outstrips the available oxygen supply, and 

sustained growth continually pushes burgeoning cells further from blood vessels 

delivering oxygen and nutrients.  Increased oxygen consumption and inadequate blood 

supply give rise to tissue areas with very low levels of oxygen and result in a state of 

chronic hypoxia [7-9].  Hypoxia confers a major growth advantage to cells which can 

evade apoptosis and leads to the development of a more aggressive phenotype by 

selecting for cells uniquely adapted to survive in the oxygen deficient tumor 

microenvironment.  This selection process engenders resistance to treatment including 

radiation and chemotherapy and is associated with increased patient mortality [10].   

 The cellular response to hypoxia is primarily mediated by Hypoxia Inducible Factor 

(HIF-1α), an oxygen-sensitive transcription factor.  HIF-1α is the master regulator of the 

cellular response to hypoxia and controls the transcription of a key set of genes required 

for the adaptive response to insufficient oxygen levels.  One of the principle targets of the 

HIF pathway is Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), a potent mitogen that 

mediates vessel sprouting in angiogenesis and contributes to metastasis.[8, 11-16] HIF-

1α also upregulates the transcription of other growth factor such as IGF2 and TGF-α.  

Upon binding to their cognate receptors on tumor cells, these proteins initiate a signaling 
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cascade that increases the translation of HIF-1α and results in an autocrine feedback loop 

that sustains tumor growth and hypoxic adaptation [17, 18].  In addition, HIF-1α controls 

genes responsible for altered energy metabolism, including glucose transporters such as 

GLUT-1 and many enzymes involved in glycolysis.  Consequently, HIF-1α is strongly 

implicated in promoting the switch to a more aggressive, glycolytic tumor phenotype 

which is often refractory to treatment [19-23].  HIF-1α also regulates the transcription of 

genes involved in metastasis, such as MMP’s and other proteases which degrade the 

extracellular matrix and facilitate the epithelial to mesenchymal transition [24].  Further 

HIF-1α target genes associated with metastasis include Lysyl Oxidase (LOX), which 

regulates the tensile strength of the extracellular matrix and mediates cell motility via 

regulation of FAK (Focal Adhesion Kinase) activity. Recent studies have shown that 

LOX activity is required for hypoxia-induced metastatic growth in breast cancer [25, 26].  

Furthermore, it is well established that elevated expression of HIF-1α has been correlated 

with poor clinical outcome and decreased patient survival [10, 27-31].  Given the fact that 

HIF-1α regulates multiple cellular processes critical for tumor progression, it is an 

attractive target for chemotherapeutics.  

 HIF-1α is a basic helix loop helix (bHLH) Per Arnt Sim (PAS) transcription factor 

which is regulated by intracellular oxygen levels.  Under normoxic conditions, HIF-1α is 

hydroxylated in an oxygen-dependent manner by the enzyme Prolyl Hydroxylase (PDH2) 

at residues P564 and P402 (Figure 2.1).  These hydroxyl groups serve as a binding motif 

for the tumor suppressor von Hippel Lindau protein (pVHL), [32-37] which tags HIF-1α  
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Figure 2.1: HIF Signaling Pathway 
Under conditions of normal oxygenation, HIF-1α undergoes a critical hydroxylation on 
proline 564 in a process requiring molecular oxygen and the enzyme prolyl hydroxylase.  
This hydroxylated Pro 564 serves as a recognition motif for pVHL (Von Hippel Lindau 
Protein) to bind HIF-1α and tag it with ubiquitin for degradation in the 26S proteosome.  
Conversely, under conditions of hypoxia, this hydroxylation step cannot occur and HIF-
1α accumulates and translocates to the nucleus. 
 
Figure adapted from Vincent et al 2002.  Trends Cardiovasc Med 12 (8) 2002 p. 362-7.
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Figure 2.2: HIF-1a Mediates Hypoxia-Induced Transcription in the Nucleus 
Once in the nucleus, HIF-1α forms a heterodimer with HIF-1b (ARNT) and binds to 
hypoxia responsive elements (HREs) on DNA.  It then recruits its required coactivator, 
p300, which enables the transcriptional initiation cascade (TIC) of proteins  to assemble, 
resulting in transcription of HIF-1α target genes such as VEGF and LOX.  Preventing the 
association of HIF-1α and p300 prohibits transcription. 
 
Figure adapted from Vincent et al 2002.  Trends Cardiovasc Med 12 (8) 2002 p. 362-7. 
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with ubiquitin for subsequent degradation in the proteosome.  Conversely, under 

conditions of low oxygen, HIF-1α cannot be hydroxylated.  It accumulates, 

heterodimerizes with HIF-1β, and translocates to the nucleus where it binds the 

coactivators CBP/p300 to regulate transcription of a diverse set of genes.  The association 

between HIF-1α and its required coactivator CBP/p300 is critical for transactivation 

(Figure 2.2); preventing this key interaction completely abrogates transcriptional activity 

[38, 39].  The interface between HIF-1α and CBP/p300 is extensive and largely 

hydrophobic; it spans an area of 3393 Å2 [40]. Therefore, blocking this association with 

small molecules would be extremely challenging.  Instead, disrupting the structure of the 

required coactivator CBP/p300 so that it can no longer bind HIF-1α may be more 

efficacious in attenuating HIF-driven transcription. 

 In approaching the design of non-allosteric inhibitors, it was first necessary to 

examine the structure and binding dynamics between HIF-1α and p300/CBP.  The C-

terminal transactivation domain (C-TAD) of HIF-1α specifically binds to the CH1 

domain of p300/CBP through induced folding.  The CH1 domain of p300 is a highly 

hydrophobic, triangular fold which is formed by three main α-helices (α1-α3) [38-40].  

The term CH1 refers to cysteine-histidine rich region 1, and notably there are three Cys 

residues at each vertex of the triangular region which coordinate to zinc ions.  Both the 

Cys residues and the zinc ions are required to maintain a properly folded, functional 

protein [39, 41].  We hypothesized that agents capable of disrupting these elements may 

interfere with the tertiary structure of the CH1 domain and alter the protein’s global fold.  

Because HIF-1α CTAD binds to CBP/p300 largely through hydrophobic interactions, 
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modifications in CBP/p300 polar surface area due to misfolding could prohibit the 

association of HIF-1α with the end result of transcriptional blockade.   

 The identification of the natural products chetomin and chetocin [42] as HIF-1α 

inhibitors which affect the structure of p300/CBP shaped our approach.  These molecules 

contain an epidithiodiketopiperazine (ETP) functional group with a disulfide bridge 

(Figure 2.3).  Upon exposure to reducing conditions such as those found commonly 

found in the cell, the disulfide opens to form a dithiol system readily capable of chelating 

zinc (Figure 2.3). Recent studies suggested that the disulfide bridge in chetomin and other 

sporidesmins is responsible for eliciting the transcriptional blockade [42].  If the ETP 

functionality is indeed disrupting the Cys/Zn coordination in the CBP/p300 CH1 domain, 

then molecules in which the spacing between the ETP groups most closely mimics the 

distance between Cys/Zn groups should prove to have the greatest efficacy.   To test this 

hypothesis, we designed and synthesized a series of small molecule inhibitors with 

varying distances between the position of their ETP groups. The distance between the 

Cys/Zn groups in the CBP/p300 CH 1 domain is 21 Å and the distance between the ETP 

groups in Chetomin is 10 Å.  ETP 3 was designed to match the spacing between the ETP 

groups in Chetomin, while compound LS 72 incorporates a longer linker length to almost 

double this distance to 17 Å (Figure 2.4). Finally, DKP 4 was designed as a tool to 

explore the importance of sulfur in achieving transcriptional inhibition.  The structure of 

DKP 4 also closely resembles known cellular metabolites of sporidesmins.  Beyond 

ascertaining if disulfide bridges were necessary to observe efficacy, we also wanted to 

determine if the carbon skeletal structure of these metabolites would be capable of  
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A) 

      

B) 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Structure of Chetomin and Chemistry of ETP Ring 
A) Chemical structure of Chetomin.  The red box illustrates the ETP functional group 
with its disulfide bridge.  B) ETPs are redox active structures.  Under reducing 
conditions, the disulfide bridge on the ETP ring opens to form a dithiol capable of 
chelating to Zn2+ 
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Figure 2.4: Structures of ETPs Under Evaluation 
ETP 3 was designed to match the spacing and orientation of the ETP rings in Chetomin, 
while LS 72 incorporates a longer linker length to give twice this distance between the 
ETP rings.  DKP 4 was designed as a negative control to evaluate the role of disulfide 
bridges in ETP binding and efficacy. 
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eliciting an effect on hypoxia-induced transcription. The manuscript presented in 

Appendix A reports the synthesis, biophysical characterization, and biological efficacy of 

this series of designed small molecule ETPs capable of disrupting the p300/HIF-1α 

interface and inhibiting HIF-1α-mediated transcription. 

2.2 Contribution to Studies  
 
 My work on this project involved the design, execution, and evaluation of 

experiments to examine the biophysical properties of ETPs toward their p300 target, 

assess their toxicity, and evaluate their biological efficacy.  This specifically involved the 

design, large scale expression, purification, and refolding of a p300-CH1-GST fusion 

protein.  This protein was used to run surface plasmon resonance studies (SPR) that I 

initiated and designed, and were run in conjunction with Dr. Emmannuelle Meuillet and 

Song Zuohe at the University of Arizona.  The fusion protein I produced was also utilized 

by our collaborators at New York University, Dr. Parmjit Arora and Laura Henchey, to 

conduct flurorescence polarization (FP) assays and circular dichroism (CD) studies.  I  

designed and optimized a series of toxicity assessments in cell-based assays including an 

MTS based system that was instrumental in comparing the level of toxicity of our ETPs 

against Chetomin.  I also conducted microarray studies in conjunction with the University 

of Arizona Core Genomics facility to evaluate the global toxicity of ETPs.  To evaluate 

biological efficacy, I optimized a cell-based luciferase assay used to screen HIF-1α 

promoter activity in the presence of our ETP molecules.  Finally, to examine the effects 

of ETPs on HIF-1α mediated transcription in endogenous systems, I designed, optimized, 

and conducted a series of qRT-PCR studies evaluating HIF-1α target genes VEGF, 
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GLUT1, and LOX in multiple cell lines.  I followed this with western blots and ELISA 

assays to determine the impact of ETPs upon protein levels of HIF-1α target genes such 

as VEGF and to assess levels of the transcription factor HIF-1α itself.  This work 

constitutes the majority of the data presented in the paper found in Appendix A, and 

furthermore, I wrote the text of the manuscript as well. 

2.3 Present Study 
 
 The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the paper 

appended to this dissertation.  The following is a summary of the most important findings 

in the document.  ETP 3 binds with a strong affinity to its p300 target as determined by 

SPR, and its rate of association and dissociation from the protein surface very closely 

match those of Chetomin. Moreover, this process requires the presence of DTT for high 

affinity binding which suggests that disulfide bridge must open into a dithiol for maximal 

efficacy as we hypothesized.  ETP 3 disrupts the global structure of p300-CH1-GST 

fusion protein in a similar manner to that observed for Chetomin, and importantly, ETP 3 

is capable of dissociating the HIF-1α/p300 interface in vitro.  Toxicity assessments 

suggested that ETPs exert a cytostatic effect and that they are three-fold less toxic than 

Chetomin.  Microarray studies indicated that ETPs do not globally inhibit transcription or 

affect the basal transcriptional machinery, and that ETPs are capable of selectively 

modulating HIF-1α controlled genes.  Efficacy screens in a cell-based luciferase system 

demonstrated that ETPs were highly effective at inhibiting HIF-1a promoter activity in a 

dose dependent manner.  Moreover, SAR studies in this model revealed that a 

constrained, two ETP ring system is necessary to achieve biological efficacy.   
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Quantitative RT-PCR studies in endogenous systems indicated that ETPs were highly 

effective at abrogating transcriptional levels of the VEGF and LOX genes, and that 

inhibition was dose dependent.  Western blots of VEGF protein levels demonstrated that 

ETP 3 was actually more efficacious than Chetomin, which has previously been proven 

to block vascularization in mice.  Finally, an examination of HIF-1α protein levels 

indicated that ETPs have no effect on the transcription factor itself, suggesting that the 

observed inhibition was indeed due to altering the structure of the intended p300 target.  

In conclusion, these studies establish that ETPs directly bind to their p300 target and 

dissociate the HIF-1α/p300 complex and inhibit hypoxia induced transcription on the 

both the transcriptional and translational levels.  Moreover, the mechanism of action of 

ETPs is specifc to modulating p300 structure and function and does not impact the HIF-

1α transcription factor itself. 

 The majority of the HIF inhibitors identified thus far are the product of cell-based 

screens or empirical methods.  To date, the rational design of inhibitors of the HIF-1α 

pathway has never been undertaken [43].  Furthermore, this represents the first class of 

highly specific small molecule regulators of transcriptional activity.  Beyond its 

therapeutic applications, the identification of agents capable of selectively disrupting the 

interaction between a general transcriptional coactivator and a specific transcription 

factor could offer substantial insight into mechanisms of gene regulation.  The 

development of such molecules would provide useful biochemical tools to better 

understand how we can modulate transcription in other physiologically relevant 

pathways. 
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CHAPTER 3: INTRODUCTION TO POLY(ADP-RIBOSE) 
METABOLISM 

 
3.1 Introduction to Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation 
 
 Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerases (PARPs) are a class of NAD+ consuming enzymes 

that catalyze the transfer of ADP-ribose residues onto target proteins.  This transfer 

process results in the generation of long, highly branched polymers of ADP-ribose, or 

PAR (Figure 3.1).  The process of ADP-ribosylation was originally discovered by 

Chambon [44] over 40 years ago, and the field continues to be a subject of great scientific 

interest as well as a promising source of new therapeutics. PARPs catalyze the hydrolysis 

of the high energy N-glycosidic bond between the nicotinamide and ribose moieties of 

NAD+ and utilize the 34.3 kJ of energy liberated to drive the synthesis of ADP-ribose 

polymers  [45].  With regard to their structure, PAR consist of a homopolymer of ADP-

ribose units linked by a ribose-ribose 1” 2” bond, and may contain chains of up to 200 

ADP-ribose units in length.  Branching typically occurs once per every 20 to 50 units of 

ADP-ribose [45, 46].  Polymer formation is a cycle involving the following three 

processes: 1) chain initiation by mono-ADP-ribosylation of a target protein, 2) elongation 

of the polymer chain, and 3) addition of branch points.   All these reactions are carried 

out by PARPs, with the rate-limiting step being the mono-ADP-ribsylation of the 

substrate [45, 47, 48].  To complete the cycle, polymers are degraded by poly(ADP-

ribose) glycohydrolase (PARG), through cleavage of the glycosidic bond between ADP-

ribose residues.  Polymers are turned over extremely rapidly; a polymer residue has a half 

life of less than 1 min (Figure 3.2) [49].  PARG acts in concert with PARPs and plays a 

critical regulatory function. 
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 Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation represents an important form of post-translational 

modification, and key targets are typically nuclear proteins.  The most generally 

recognized targets for PAR modification include proteins involved in chromatin 

structure, such as histones; transcription factors such as NF-κβ; and proteins involved in 

the recognition and repair of DNA damage such as DNA polymerases, DNA-

topoisomerases, and DNA-dependent protein kinase. However, the most highly 

PARylated proteins are the PARPs themselves, in a process called automodification [45, 

46].  PAR is attached to acceptor proteins via ester and schiff base linkages involving the 

γ-carboxyl group of glutamate residues and the ε-amino groups of lysine residues, 

respectively [47, 48, 50].  Modification with PAR modulates protein function, and even a 

small amount of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation can significantly impact an acceptor protein due 

to the size and high negative charge of the ADP-ribose unit [51]. 

3.2 Classification of the PARPs and Physiological Role of Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation 
 
 The family of proteins with a signature PARP sequence consists of 16 distinct 

enzymes, each with a uniquely targeted function and subset of interacting proteins within 

the cellular context (Table 3.1).  All members of the PARP superfamily contain the 

PARP signature sequence of the  β-α-loop-β-α fold which is responsible for binding 

NAD+ [52, 53].  The contribution of each PARP member to the total poly(ADP-

ribosyl)ation activity depends strongly on tissue type, cell type, and specific stimuli [54]. 
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Figure 3.1: The Chemistry of Poly(ADP-ribose) Metabolism 
Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerases (PARPs) utilize NAD+ as a substrate to add ADP-ribose 
units onto acceptor proteins via glutamate or lysine residues.  Poly(ADP-ribose) 
glycohydrolase (PARG) catalyzes the breakdown of these polymers into smaller polymer 
units via endo activity and into free ADP-ribose (ADPR) via exo activity.   
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Figure 3.2: The Dynamic Cycle of Poly(ADP-Ribose) Metabolism  
Activated by the presence of DNA strand breaks, PARP-1 and PARP-2 rapidly 
synthesize PAR (polymers of ADP-ribose) utilizing NAD+ as a substrate.   In this 
process, NAD+ is converted to adenosine diphosphate ribose (ADPR) which is used for  
polymer synthesis, and the byproduct nicotinamide (Nam).  PAR are subsequently 
degraded by PARG to liberate free ADP-ribose and unmodified nuclear protein targets.  
This process consumes NAD+ and can result in NAD+ depletion under conditions of high 
genotoxic stress.  
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However, they may be classified according to three main subgroups: 1) those with 

genuine PARP activity, 2) those with mono-ADP-ribose transferase activity, or mARTs, 

and 3) PARPs that do not appear to have catalytic activity.   PARPs 1 through 5 are true 

PARPs and exhibit catalytic activity achieved via a well-conserved glutamate residue.  

PARPs 6 through 8, 10 through 12, and 14 through16 are best classified as mARTs, while 

PARPs 9 and 13 do not appear to possess catalytic activity.  They lack both the catalytic 

glutamate required for polymerase activity as well as the NAD+ binding histidine that is 

characteristic of the mARTs [55, 56].  Mono-ADP-ribosyl transferases were originally 

identified from pathogens such as cholera and pertussus toxins, which exert their effect 

by mono-ADP-ribosylation of the host’s G-proteins to inactivate critical signaling 

pathways.  Unlike the complexity involved in generating long PAR polymers, mono-

ADP-ribosylation represents a simpler form of post-translational modification.  In 

addition to auto-modification, PARP-10 and other mARTs are also capable of trans-

ADP-ribosylation of target proteins, such as histones. [56]   

 The formation of PAR and poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation of target proteins play an 

important role in a number cellular functions.  PARPs are involved in cell cycle 

progression, cell proliferation, and play an integral role in cell division and telomere 

maintenance.  They also serve a critical function in chromatin remodeling and loosening 

chromatin structure.  Their involvement in regulating chromatin architecture also 

facilitates their role in DNA repair, which is perhaps their best characterized function to  
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PARP 

No. Protein Name MW 
(kDa) Classification Major Functions 

1 PARP-1 113 PARP 

DNA repair, chromatin 
structure, transcription, 
cell division, cell death 

2 PARP-2 64 PARP DNA repair, cell division 
3 PARP-3 60 PARP Cell division 
4 PARP-4, vPARP 193 PARP Intracellular transport 
5a Tanykrase-1 142 PARP Telomere maintenance 
5b Tankyrase-2 127 PARP Telomere maintenance 
6 PARP-6 71 mART Unknown 
7 PARP-7, tiPARP 79 mART Neurological function 
8 PARP-8 56 mART Unknown 

9 PARP-9, BAL1 96 inactive 
Immune function, 
transcription 

10 PARP-10 109 mART Cell proliferation 
11 PARP-11 39 mART Ubiquitin binding 
12 PARP-12 79 mART Ubiquitin binding 

13 PARP-13, ZAP 101 inactive 
Viral infection, immune 
fucntion 

14 PARP-14, BAL2 171 mART Transcription 
15 PARP-15, BAL3 112 mART Transcription 
16 PARP-16 36 mART Unknown 

 
Table 3.1: The PARP Family of Proteins 
PARPs are classified with regard to type of enzymatic activity: PARP is poly(ADP-
ribose) polymerase activity; mART is mono-ADP-ribosyltransferase activity.  The main 
biological functions for each protein are listed if known. 
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date.  In addition, PARPs also are involved in transcriptional regulation and are 

implicated in inflammatory processes associated with shock and ischemia/reperfusion 

injury [57].  Finally, one of the newer functions of PARPs currently being explored is the 

initiation of caspase-independent apoptosis [46, 49, 51, 52]. 

3.3 PARPs in the Regulation of Mitosis and Cell Cycle Progression 
 
 PARPs are involved in a range of functions to regulate cellular replication, including 

structural roles, enzymatic activity, and protein-protein interactions.  PARPs 1, 2, and 3 

localize to centromeres and interact with other key centrosome proteins such as CENP-A, 

CENP-B, Bub3, and NuMA [54].  PARP-3 contains a DNA binding domain of 54 amino 

acids that specifically targets it to the centrosomes.   It coordinates the maturation of the 

daughter centriole through the G1/S checkpoint.  Tankyrases, which will be described in 

detail below, also play a regulatory role during mitotic separation through their 

association with centrosomes and telomeres [46, 52-54].  In addition to its role at the 

centromere, PARP-2 is also associated with kinetochores and proper segregation of 

chromosomes through resolution of cohesions [46, 53].  Furthermore, both PAR and 

PARG are found to localize to the spindle during mitosis, where PAR are postulated to 

act as a molecular scaffold for the assembly of mitotic proteins [52, 54].  Overall, 

multiple PARPs and PAR work in conjunction to tightly regulate progression through the 

cell cycle and the separation of chromosomes.  Given that PARPs 1 and 2 also play an 

integral role in maintaining genomic integrity, their involvement in this process 

effectively links DNA damage surveillance to cell cycle progression checkpoints to 

ensure continued genetic fidelity.  
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3.4 PARPs Involved in Telomere Maintenance 
 
 Telomeres are tandem repeated hexamers found at the ends of eukaryotic 

chromosomes that serve to protect the chromosomes during successive rounds of 

replication.  Telemore length is important in the aging process, as well as cancer and 

other diseases.  Tankyrases are PARPs that are intimately involved in the regulation of 

telomere length.  The term tankyrase derives from TRF-1 interacting, ankyrin-related 

ADP-ribose polymerase.  Ankyrin repeats are a motif of 33 animo acids that mediate 

protein-protein interactions, and are unique to tankyrases [52].  Tankyrase 1, which is 

also known as PARP-5a, associates with TRF-1, which is a negative regulator of 

telomere length.  Once activated by phosphorylation, Tankyrase 1 poly(ADP-ribosyl)ates 

TRF-1 to prevent it from binding to telomeres [46, 51, 54].  Thus, PARylation effectively 

allows telomere extension.  Tankyrase 2 (PARP-5b) is structurally and functionally very 

similar to Tankyrase 1.  However, it lacks the HPS domain found in Tankyrase 1, where 

HPS refers to homopolymeric repeats of His, Pro, and Ser [52, 53].  Both Tankyrase 1 

and 2 can self associate to form high molecular weight complexes, which suggests that 

they might also play a scaffolding role in telomeric maintenance as well [46].  

3.5 PARPs in Cellular Transport 
 
 Cellular transport is perhaps the least characterized function for members of the 

PARP family.  PARP-4, or vPARP, is an integral component of vault particles, which are 

barrel shaped ribonuclear protein complexes.  Vault particles consist of three proteins 

which are 100, 193, and 240 kDa, respectively to give a total complex of 13 MDa, which 

is the largest ribonuclear protein structure in mammalian cells.  PARP-4 represents the 
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193 kDa component of the vault particle and PARylates the 100 kDa subunit as well as 

itself [46]. It is also capable of localizing to the nucleolus, nuclear spindle and nuclear 

pores [53]. Vault particles are involved in cellular transport and typically show high 

levels of expression in drug resistant cancer cell lines.  Tankyrase 1 is also involved in 

cellular transport through its associated with GLUT4 vessicles.  It appears to play an 

important role in insulin signaling by regaling GLUT4 trafficking via the MAPK   

cascade [46].   

3.6 PARPs and Chromatin Regulation 
 
 PARP-1 also plays a critical role in modulating chromatin structure and function.  

Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation of histones confers a highly negative charge onto these proteins 

and causes repulsion from negatively charged DNA.  This repulsion loosens the 

chromatin structure, thereby facilitating access to DNA for purposes of repair and 

transcription.  Moreover, the highly anionic PAR may also act as a matrix for core 

histones which have been released from destabilized nucleosomes during the process of 

chromatin remodeling [58].  As confirmation of this process occurring in vivo, chromatin 

puffs were observed in heat shocked drosophila which correlated directly with the level 

of PARP-1 activity and PARylated proteins [59].  Interestingly, PARylation can also 

result in chromatin condensation, although the mechanism for this process is still under 

investigation [60].  It is believed that PARP-1 may impact this process by inhibiting 

DNA methyl-transferase 1, which is involved in transcriptional silencing and chromatin 

compaction [51].  While PARP-1 function and chromatin architecture remains a subject 

of intense research interest, several recent studies have contributed to a mechanistic 
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understanding of how PARylation might drive chromatin reorganization.  Firstly, it is 

known that nucleosomes potently activate PARP activity and that histones are major 

targets of PARylation [60].  Furthermore, the discovery of macro domain motifs has been 

a key factor in understanding how histones, PARP-1, and chromatin remodeling agents 

might interact to alter chromatin structure. Macro domains are a conserved motif of 190 

amino acid residues that specifically bind to ADP-ribose [61, 62].  In a study using 

pulsed laser irradation to induce SSBs in living cells, fluourescently tagged 

macrodomains in histone protein macroH2A1.1 were rapidly recruited to sites of PAR 

synthesis.  Importantly, this recruitment is solely dependent upon PAR binding [62, 63].  

Moreover, this chromatin-bound macroH2A1.1 causes chromatin compaction upon PAR 

binding [62, 63].  An additional study using laser-induced DNA damage involved the 

chromatin remodeler ALC1, an ATP-ase of the same family as SWI/SNF.  The these data 

show that ALC1 also binds PAR via macro domains, and that nucleosome remodeling 

activity is dependent upon PAR binding of automodified PARP-1 [62, 64, 65].  Taken 

together, these studies clearly demonstrate that PARP-1 activity is inherently tied to 

chromatin structure and function.   

3.7 PARPs as Transcriptional Coactivators  
 
 In addition to its role in chromatin remodeling, PARP-1 is also involved in the 

regulation of transcription by acting as part of gene specific promoter complexes. The 

role of PARP-1 as a coactivator in NF-κβ transcription of target genes has been well 

documented [45, 51, 53, 54].   Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation is also thought to positively 

regulate p53 function [51].  Moreover, acetylation and phosphorylation of PARP-1 
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enhances the synergy between PARP-1, p300, and mediator in NF-κβ mediated 

transcription [51]. Interestingly, the transcriptional coactivation activity is ablated upon 

PARP enzymatic activity; once automodified, PARP-1 will not act as a coactivator. An 

example of this activity can be observed from the role of PARP-1 in RAR/RXR (retinoic 

acid receptor/retinoid x receptor) mediated transcription.  PARP-1 is required for retinoic 

acid induced transcription by the RAR/RXR complex, but this process is abrogated upon 

PAR synthesis [60].  Therefore, acetylation, phosphorylation and PARylation represent 

important switching mechanisms for modulating the activity of PARP-1 [50].  In 

addition, the Macro PARPs, PARP-9/BAL1, PARP-14/BAL2, and PARP-15/BAL3 are 

also believed to function as transcriptional co-regulators.  These proteins contain 1 to 3 

macro domains linked to the PARP domain which specifically bind to ADP-ribose.  

PARP-9/BAL1 is thought to be a co-repressor, while PARP-14/BAL2 functions as a co-

activator for STAT6 mediated transcription [53].  

3.8 PARPs and Inflammation.   
 
 Because PARP-1 enhances transcription of NF-κB gene targets, such as iNOS, and 

TNF-α, it is directly involved in the initiation of the inflammatory cascade.  PARP-1 is 

also required for the activation of other inflammation related transcription factors, such as 

AP1, AP2 (activator protein 1/2), TEF1 (transcription enhancer factor-1), SP1 (trans-

acting transcription factor-1), Oct1 (Octamer binding transcription factor-1) YY1 (yin 

yang-1), and STAT1 [58, 66].  PARP-1 also appears to act as a basal transcriptional 

regulator for the cytokines IL-6, ICAM-1, TNF-α, COX2, and iNOS [58].   
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 Furthermore, PARP-1 hyperactivation can lead to necrotic cell death (See section 8.1) 

which is also accompanied by inflammation.  PARP-1 knockout mice are extremely 

resistant to LPS-induced shock and ischemia/reperfusion injury [57], both of which share 

a pathophysiology characterized by excessive inflammation.  Furthermore, PARP 

inhibitors have a protective effect in inflammatory diseases such as endotoxic shock, 

chronic gut inflammation, arthritis, and circulatory shock [58].  This suggests that PARP-

1 strongly mediates the inflammatory response and as such, may represent a good target 

for therapeutic intervention.   

3.9  PARPs Involved in Maintaining Genomic Stability  
 
 Perhaps the best characterized function of the PARPs is their ability to recognize and 

respond to DNA damage.  PARP-1 and PARP-2 are the only known members of the 

PARP family which are specifically activated by the presence of DNA strand breaks.  

Both proteins are constitutively expressed and are primarily regulated at the level of 

catalytic activity [58].  Indeed, both PARP-1 and PARP-2 are activated over 100 fold by 

the presence of DNA damage [45, 53, 67].   Both proteins contain similar core structural 

elements such a DNA binding domain (DBD), a nuclear localization signal (NLS), an 

automodification domain, and a conserved catalytic region near the C-terminus.  Both 

PARP-1 and PARP-2 contain caspase cleavage sites and are major targets for degradation 

during apoptosis.  

 PARP-1 and PARP-2 coordinate a response to genotoxic stress that is critical for 

maintaining genomic stability.  The key elements of this response involve recognition of 

DNA damage and activation of enzymatic activity to rapidly generate PAR.  The 
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synthesis of PAR serves several critical functions: firstly, it signals the location and 

extent of the damage, secondly, it loosens chromatin structure to facilitate access to the 

DNA, and finally, it enables the recruitment of necessary repair proteins [45, 53, 54, 58].   

These functions will be discussed in greater detail below, along with a detailed 

consideration of PARP-1 and PARP-2.   

3.10 PARP-1 Structure and Function 
 
3.10.1 PARP-1 DNA Binding Domain.  

 PARP-1 is a 113 kDa, 1014 amino acid protein located on chromosome 1q41-42 in 

humans, and is abundantly expressed by cells of every tissue type.  Over 200,000 copies 

of PARP-1 per cell are typically found in HeLa cells, which far exceeds the copy number 

of other nuclear enzymes such as RNA polymerase II or topoisomerase II [46, 68], and is 

a principle indicator of its importance in cellular processes.  The PARP-1 protein 

structure consists of a 42 kDa DBD at the N-terminus, a 46 kDa automodification 

domain, and a 55 kDa catalytic region at the C-terminus (Figure 3.3) [45, 58, 69].  The 

DBD comprises three zinc fingers and two helix-turn helix motifs including many basic 

residues to interact with DNA. Zinc finger 1 (F1) corresponds to Cys 21 to Cys 56 while 

FII corresponds to Cys 125 to Cys 162, and FIII includes amino acids 233 to 373 [50].  

These zinc fingers are unique in that they are 28 to 30 amino acids in length as compared 

to more typically zinc fingers which generally contain only 12 amino acids.  Moreover, 

these zinc fingers recognize altered DNA structures such as breaks, nicks, hairpins, 

cruciforms, and supercoiled DNA, as opposed to a specific DNA sequence [45, 51].   F1 

is required for activation by both SSBs and DSBs, while FII may be exclusively a SSB 
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sensor; FIII function is currently unknown [50].   PARP-1 contains a caspase cleavage 

site at the end of the DBD that when activated by caspases 3 and 7, cleaves the protein 

into a 25 kDa fragment containing the DBD and an 85 kDa fragment containing the 

catalytic domain [54, 60, 70]. 

3.10.2 PARP-1 Automodificaton Domain.   

 The automodification domain includes residues 374 to 525 in the human protein, and 

is located in the central region of the enzyme.  This region contains a BRCT (BRCA C-

Terminal) domain believed to be important for protein-protein interactions [51, 54, 70].  

In addition, this region contains many glutamic acid residues which have been considered 

a major acceptor site of modification with PAR, which is attached via a g-carboxylate 

linkage to Glu [45, 53, 54].  However, recent studies have suggested that modification 

also occurs on lysine resides via a Schiff base/ketamine linkage to the e-amino group on 

Lys [50].  Modification on Lys residues would effectively link automodification to 

acetylation status and may explain why PARP-1 may only act as a transcriptional co-

activator when it is not automodified with PAR [50].  This is an intriguing possibility, 

however, additional studies would be necessary before definitive conclusions could be 

drawn.     

 The automodification domain is critical for the regulation of PARP activity.  PARP-1 

is the primary target of PARylation, and over 90% of all PAR generated are found on 

PARP-1 [45, 60, 71].  This modification serves to recruit other proteins in the repair 

process, but more importantly, also controls the enzymatic activity of PARP-1 itself.  

Once sufficiently automodified, PARP-1 becomes highly negatively charged.  This  
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Figure 3.3: PARP-1 Structure and Key Domains 
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negative charge results in its repulsion and release from DNA, which essentially 

abrogates its polymerase activity because PARP-1 must bind DNA to remain catalytically 

active [45, 51, 53, 70].  Thus, automodification enables a vital feedback mechanism that 

regulates PAR synthesis.  PARG activity to remove the polymer residues from PARP-1 is 

critical in allowing the cycle to resume, and PARP-1 and PARG function are highly 

coordinated.  In addition, PARP-1 is known to form both heterodimers and homodimers 

via the automodification domain.  Furthermore, dimer formation is required for PARP 

catalytic activity [50, 53]. 

3.10.3 PARP-1 Catalytic Domain and Enzymatic Properties.   

 The PARP-1 catalytic domain is 55 kDa and comprises residues 526 to 1014 in the 

enzyme’s C-terminus, with residues 859 through 908 belonging to the PARP signature 

sequence.  A key glutamic acid residue, Glu 988 is absolutely required for catalytic 

function and is found within the active site.  With regard to enzyme kinetics, PARP-1 that 

has not been automodified has a Km for NAD+ of 20 µM to 80 µM [45, 50, 53].  This 

suggests that there is always a saturating concentration of NAD+ in vivo under basal 

conditions, as typical cellular levels of NAD+ can be 600 µM or higher [45].  PARP-1 

exhibits a Vmax of approximately 2,000 nmol of ADP-ribose transferred/min per 

milligram of protein.  The mono-ADP-ribosylation reaction is considerably slower than 

the polymerase activity of the enzyme, by a factor of roughly 50-fold [45].  Binding DNA 

activates PARP-1 by over 500-fold [67] in a process that lowers that effectively lowers 

the Km for NAD+ while increasing Vmax [50].  In contrast, automodification significantly 

lowers Kcat and reduces the overall efficiency of the enzyme [45].   
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3.10.4 PARP-1 and Cellular Function.   

 In addition to its roles in transcriptional activation and cell division described above, 

PARP-1 plays a paramount role in responding to DNA damage and determining cell fate.  

PARylation is a mechanism for preventing the accumulation of genomic instability and 

its accompanying effects such as cancer and other related diseases [49].  One of clearest 

indications of the importance of PARP-1 in maintaining genomic integrity comes from 

studies involving PARP-1 knockout mice.  These animals show delayed base excision 

repair (BER) and an increased frequency of sister chromatid exchange (SCE) after 

exposure to ionizing radiation or alkyating agents [58, 72].  Moreover, these animals also 

have major defects in multiple DNA repair pathways [73] and exhibit hypersensitivity to 

genotoxic insult [74, 75].  Thus, it becomes apparent that PARP-1 is an integral part of 

the cellular response to genotoxic stress such as alkylating agents and ionizing radiation.  

It recognizes both SSB’s and DSB’s and is a key component of the BER pathway, where 

it serves to recruit and interact with repair factors such as XRCC1, PCNA, and DNA 

polymerase δ, among many others (See Chapter 7 for more detail).  In addition, PARP-1 

activity is also critical in the response to DSBs where it serves to potentiate the 

phosphorylation of repair factors such as H2AX by ATM and other DNA kinases [76] 

(See Chapter 7 for more detail).   

 Through the synthesis of PAR, PARP-1 also plays a key role in determining the 

extent of DNA damage, and engendering an appropriate cellular response.  PAR 

production is an immediate response to DNA damage caused by oxidation, alkylation, 

and/or ionizing radiation.  When DNA damage is mild to moderate, PARylation of 
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nuclear targets allows effective repair and cell recovery.  However, when DNA damage is 

extensive, PARP-1 becomes hyperactivated which can rapidly result in NAD+ depletion 

and cell death [77].  This is likely the reason for the caspase cleavage site that separates 

the DBD of PARP-1 from the catalytic portion.  It uncouples DNA binding and 

polymerase activity to prevent energy depletion and necrosis from futile attempts to 

repair the damage incurred [60]. Moreover, when PARP-1 is highly activated, free ADP-

ribose polymer is liberated faster than the exoglycosidic activity of PARG can catabolize 

it.  The result is the liberation of free polymer that acts on the mitochondria to release 

AIF (apoptosis initiating factor) and effect caspase-independent cell death [53, 54, 77, 

78].   Thus, PARP-1 activity is inherently tied to decisions of cellular fate, and is an area 

that will be discussed extensively in Chapter 8.   

3.11 PARP-2 
 
 PARP-2 was initially discovered by the presence of residual PARP-1 activity 

observed in PARP-1 knockout animals [79].  The enzyme responsible for this remaining 

5 to 10% of  PAR synthesis was designated PARP-2 [80].   

While they are involved in similar biological processes, PARP-1 and PARP-2 have 

distinct structures and functions.  PARP-2 is a 62 kDa protein located on chromosome 

14q11.2 in humans [81].  Unlike PARP-1, it has a very short DBD region of 64 amino 

acids and does not contain zinc fingers (Figure 3.4).  While PARP-2 does contain an 

automodification domain, it lacks the BRCT domain seen in PARP-1 [46, 80, 81].  

PARP-2 forms homo and heterodimers using via this automodification domain.  It also 
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contains a caspase 3 cleavage site between the DBD and the automodification domain, 

[81] similar to PARP-1.   

 One of the most significant differences between PARP-1 and PARP-2 relates to their 

catalytic properties.  PARP-2 has a Km of 130 µM for NAD+, which is 2.6 fold lower than 

PARP-1, which is 50 µM [80].  It also has a Km/Kcat ratio that is 18 fold lower than 

PARP-1 suggesting that PARP-2 is less efficient in its polymerase activity [81], at least 

in vitro.  PARP-1 and PARP-2 also target different protein sets: PARP-1 preferentially 

PARylates histone H1 while PARP-2 modifies histone H2B [52].  PARP-2 is also much 

less extensively automodified than PARP-1 [82].  Moreover, PARP-1 and PARP-2 

display different kinetics in response to DNA strand breaks: PARP-1 accumulates rapidly 

and transiently while PARP-2 shows a delayed and persistent accumulation at damage 

sites [83].  These observations would indicate that PARP-2 involvement occurs later in 

the DNA repair process [81, 83], which is supported by data from experiments involving 

BER after alkylating damage [81].  In addition, PARP-2 appears to have a higher affinity 

for DNA gaps and flaps, which are structures associated with the later stages of the BER 

process [83].  

 Studies from PARP-2 knockout animals indicate that the animals are not tumor prone, 

but are highly sensitive to low levels of radiation [84].  The essential activity of PARP-2 

at the kinetochores and during mitosis is believed to be the cause of the enhanced 

sensitivity [81, 83].  Importantly, PARP-1-/-;PARP-2-/- mice are not viable, suggesting 

that PARP-1/2 play a critical role during embryogenesis [83].  Moreover, comet assays in  
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Figure 3.4: PARP-2 Structure 
PARP-2 overall structure and domain organization is shown relative to PARP-1 for 
reference.  PARP-2 contains a much smaller DNA binding domain as compared to 
PARP-1. 
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PARP-2 deficient MEFs (mouse embryonic fibroblasts) indicate that the loss of PARP-2 

results in as severe a defect in BER as the loss of PARP-1 [85].  These cell-based data, 

along with in vitro studies recently conducted by Altmeyer et al. demonstrate that PARP-

1 and PARP-2 have overlapping but distinct activities.  Thus, despite their high level of 

structural and functional similarities, PARP-1 and PARP-2 cannot completely 

compensate for each other and as such, they may also possess separate and unique 

regulatory mechanisms. 

3.12 PARG 
 
3.12.1 PARG Structure and Function. 

 While multiple PARPs genes exist, in contrast, only one gene encoding PARG has 

been found to date. [46, 86].  The PARG protein was originally discovered in 1971 by 

Miwa and Sugimura [87] and initially characterized in bovine tissues [88].  PARG 

catalyzes the breakdown of ADP-ribose polymers and is essential for cellular survival.  

Located on chromosome 10q11.21-23, PARG shares a biodirectional promoter with a 

protein that mediates the translocation of pre-proteins into the mitochondria, TIM23 

(translocase of inner membrance complexes 23) [86].  Full length PARG is encoded by 

18 exons to give a protein of 111 kDa.  The regulatory domain consists of exons 1 to 3, 

with exon 1 encoding a NLS [89].  This N-terminal regulatory region is comprised of 

amino acids 1 to 426.  The catalytic region, encoded by exons 9 to 14, is located in the C-

terminus and encompasses residues 526 to 838 [69, 89] and includes domains B, C and D 

(Figure 3.5).   This catalytic region contains four putative NLS, an NES, and an MTS 

[89].  A hinge region connects the regulatory and catalytic domains, and it is exquisitely 
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sensitive to proteolysis [90].   The main regulatory mechanism for PARG appears to be 

alternative splicing to target isoforms to specific subcellular locations (Figure 3.6) [69].   

Full length PARG (111 kDa) is exclusively nuclear, while other PARG isoforms are 

predominantly cytosolic.  The splice variants differ only in their A domain, with PARG 

102 lacking exon 1 and PARG 99 lacking exons 1 and 2.  A fourth splice variant of 59 

kDa in humans, 60 kDa in mice, lacks exons 1, 2, 3 and half of 4 [54, 69].  With only 

PARG 111 being  targeted to the nucleus, the predominant activity of PARG appears to 

be cytoplasmic [60].  Another protein with poly(ADP-ribose) glycohydrolase activity was 

recently identified by Moss et al [91]. ADP-ribosylarginine hydrolase 3 (ARH3) is a 39 

kDa protein with the ablity to catabolize PAR.  However, it is structurally very different 

from PARG and significantly less active [89, 91].   Like PARP, PARG is also cleaved by 

caspase 3 during apoptosis into two fragments of 85 and 74 kDa; these fragments retain 

their catalytic activity.  [92, 93]  

3.12.2 PARG Enzymatic Properties.   

 Although PARG has a much lower cellular abundance as compared to PARP, its 

specific activity is considerably higher [67].  PARG activity must be delpleted by greater 

than 90% to allow PAR accumulation [94, 95], which results in an extremely short half 

life for polymer residues of typically less than 1 minute [96].  With regard to its kinetics, 

PARG possesses an endoglycosidic activity that liberates free polymers and an 

exoglycosidic activity that releases free ADP-ribose.  PARG exo activity is much greater 

than its endo activity, and this exo capacity accounts for the majority of PARG function 

[97, 98].  PARG exhibits a bimodal action in which the higher exo activity works in  
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Figure 3.5 PARG Structure and Key Domains 
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Figure 3.6: PARG Splice Variants in Human and Mouse 
A single PARG gene gives rise to three main isoforms of 111, 102, and 99 kDa in 
humans, while PARG 60 is only found in the mouse.  PARG 60 is the isoform encoded in 
PARPΔ2,3 hypomorphic mice and lacks the regulatory domain.  Adapted from Meyer et 
al., 2003 and Meyer-Ficca et al., 2004. 
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concert with moderate endo activity to first liberate free polymer from acceptor proteins, 

and then later works to reduce shorter polymers to free ADP-ribose [60, 90].   An 

additional enzyme, ADP-ribosyl protein lyase has been proposed to be required to 

remove the proximal ADP-ribose residue from the acceptor protein [96].  PARG has a 

much lower Km for long polymers (<0.3 µM) as compared to short polymers (10 µM), 

indicating that PARG cleaves long, unbranched polymers much faster than shorter, 

highly branched ones [45, 90].  This aspect of PARG activity is crucial for preventing the 

buildup of long polymer chains on acceptor proteins, most notably PARP-1 itself.    

3.12.3 PARG Biological Function.   

 With regard to biological roles, PARG is involved similar functions as PARPs, 

including cell cycle progression, gene transcription, apoptosis, and DNA repair [99].  

This is likely due to the critical role PARG plays in regulating the activity of PARP-1 via 

removal of the PAR residues involved in automodification.  The attachment of PAR to 

PARP-1 results in its dissociation from DNA and subsequent inactivation.  Unless this 

automodification is degraded by PARG, it cannot resume enzymatic activity [90].  

Therefore, it is reasonable to postulate that PARG is an important regulator of PARP 

activity and overall energy expenditure within the cell.  Furthermore, it works in concert 

with PARP-1 to regulate chromatin remodeling by degrading PAR on histones to allow 

nucleosome reformation and chromatin tightening [96, 100]. 

 Further elucidating the biological role of PARG in a cellular context has been 

difficult due to the very low endogenous levels of the protein and its sensitivity to 

proteases. The two most utilized classes of PARG inhibitors are tannins and APD-HPD 
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(adenosine diphosphate-(hydroxymethyl)-pyrrolidinediol). Tannins are nonspecific 

inhibitors of both PARP and PARG and also have antioxidant effects which complicate 

interpreting the results from their use [93].  APD-HPD, which is a competitive inhibitor 

that is a structural analog of ADP-ribose also presents problems with regard to 

permeability and stability [90].  No highly selective inhibitors exist, and selective cell 

permeable inhibitors are not commercially available [95]. Consequently, most of our 

current understanding of PARG function has derived from studies involving genetic 

alteration of the PARG gene in mice and in cells derived from these animals.  A PARG 

knockout mouse was generated by Koh et al. and indicated that complete PARG 

knockout was embryonically lethal [101].  This study clearly shows the critical 

importance of PARG in development and in mitigating the cytotoxic effects of PAR.  

Moreover, it indicates that no compensatory mechanism for PAR degradation exists 

outside of PARG.  Koh et al also developed PARG-/- cells from trophoblast stem cells, 

however, these cells absolutely require the PARP inhibitor 3-aminobenzamide to survive.  

Once the inhibitor is removed, cells stop replicating and die, which is further 

confirmation of the cytotoxicity of PAR buildup and the necessity of PARG function for 

cellular maintenance [101, 102].    

3.12.4 PARGΔ2,3 Mouse Model.   

 Because full deletion of the PARG gene is lethal, hypomorphic mutant mice were 

developed by selectively removing exons 2 and 3 which encode the putative regulatory 

region, domain A [99].  These mice do not produce full length nuclear PARG 111, but 

instead express a 60 kDa protein normally localized in extra-nuclear locations.  This 
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PARG 60 isoform is postulated to contain a NLS in exon 4, as nuclear PARG activity 

was still observed in these animals [99].  Mice lacking the 111 kDa PARG have 20% to 

30% of the wild type PARG activity in the kidney, brain, and liver, and 70% to 80% in 

the spleen and heart [99].  Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) derived from this model 

possess approximately 25% of the wild type PARG activity in both the cytoplasm and the 

nucleus.  Importantly, these animals and cells show a significant reduction in PARP-1 

automodification and PAR formation.  They are also much more sensitive to alkylating 

agents and ionizing radiation as compared to wild type [89, 99, 102].  These results 

suggest that PARP-1 and PARG 60 may have an abnormal interaction that prohibits 

extensive modification of PARP-1.  As a result, functions requiring automodication may 

be severely impacted.  Further studies in PARG hypomorphic MEFs suggested that this 

was indeed the case, as cells lacking PARG 111 were deficient in their response to double 

and single strand breaks [103] which are processes mediated by automodified PARP-1.   

Furthermore, these cells were also hypersensitive to alkylation, suggesting that PARG 

111 has a protective effect in cells [95, 103].  This idea is supported by the fact that 

PARG 111 depleted mice show a high vulnerability to ischemic brain injury [104].  To 

place these observations in a biological and functional context, reduced PARP-1 

automodification would prevent it from separating from DNA strand breaks.  This 

reduces accessibility to the break, while decreasing the recruitment of repair factors.  In 

addition, because PARP-1 is catalytically active, it will continue to consume NAD+ and 

ATP to produce polymer in a futile cycle that results in necrosis.  This may explain the 
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increased sensitivity to DNA damage and heightened cell death observed with cells and 

animals deficient in PARG 111. 

 PARG 111 and PARG 60 differ primarily with regard to their A domain, which is 

lacking in PARG 60 (Figures 3.5 and 3.6).  This region contains a high level of acidic 

amino acid residues which are hypothesized to have regulatory function in modulating 

the process of substrate recognition for the highly negatively charged PAR [96].  In 

addition, a cluster of six phosphorylation sites was recently mapped to this region as well 

[105].  The negative charge from the phosphate groups may also play a role in modifying 

PARG affinity for substrate.   Additional studies will be required, but these data coupled 

with observations from the PARG 111 deficient model would suggest that the regulatory 

region of PARG might play an important role in modulating PARP-1 activity.  

3.13 Therapeutic Potential of PARPs and PARG 
 
3.13.1 PARP and PARG Inhibitors as Chemotherapy Sensitizers.   

 Most cancer therapeutics target the cell cycle either through impairment of mitosis or 

inhibition of DNA synthesis [106].  Given the critical role of PARP and PARG in cellular 

maintenance and DNA repair pathways, these proteins represent excellent potential 

targets with regard to developing novel cancer therapeutics.  Initial efforts at developing 

inhibitors have focused on the ability of PARP and PARG to act as sensitizers toward 

alkylating agents such as temozolomide.  Inhibition of PARP would prevent DNA repair 

of methylated bases via BER, resulting in a higher number of DSBs that would result in 

increased cancer cell death. [6].  While such strategies did prove to be more efficacious 

against cancer cells in vivo, they equally sensitized the surrounding, healthy tissues to the 
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drug’s effects as well [106].   This resulted in increased toxic side effects due the lack of 

selectivity inherent in broad spectrum alkylating agents.   Similar investigations into 

PARG inhibitors as sensitizers of temozolomide indicated that such drugs were capable 

of significantly increasing melanoma sensitivity to chemotherapy [107].  However, the 

same toxicity concerns arose.  Ultimately such efforts were an excellent proof of concept 

for the efficacy of PARP and PARG inhibitors as potential chemotherapeutic agents.  

Yet, their true value as cancer therapies would not be recognized until they were 

evaluated in the context of synthetic lethality. 

3.13.2 PARP and PARG Inhibitors as Monotherapeutic Agents in Cancer.   

 Perhaps more than any other discovery in the last decade, the concept of synthetic 

lethality has completely altered the approach to discovering novel cancer therapeutics.  

Synthetic lethality refers to the idea that a combination of two ordinarily non-lethal 

mutations results in a catastrophic event that causes cell death.  This notion arose from 

the observation that a deficiency in one DNA repair component renders tumor cells 

highly sensitive to specific inhibition of a auxiliary pathway that would otherwise be 

nonessential.  Specifically, it was discovered that BRCA1 and BRCA2 deficient tumors 

are exquisitely sensitive to treatment with PARP inhibitors [108, 109].   BRCA1/2 are 

required for the high fidelity homologous repair (HR) of DNA DSBs, and in patients 

heterozygous for BRCA1/2, the loss of the remaining wild type allele frequently occurs.  

This loss of heterozygosity (LOH) greatly facilitates the process of malignant 

transformation, and tumors rapidly result.  Treatment of BRCA1/2 deficient tumors with 

PARP inhibitors results in the massive production of SSBs.  In a typical cell, 104 SSB 
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occur every day [108], however, cancer cells divide much more frequently and therefore 

give rise to many more potential strand breaks.  Without PARP to sense the damage and 

coordinate repair via BER, these SSBs are converted into DSBs during repliation, which 

are considerably more toxic.  Because these cells also lack BRCA1/2 function, they are 

not capable of HR, and must instead employ error-prone DSB repair mechanisms such as 

nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) and/or sister chromatid exchange (SCE) [106].  As a 

result, cells accumulate a large number of chromatid breaks and chromosomal aberrations 

that ultimately cause cell cycle arrest and death [110].  Moreover, because surrounding 

healthy tissues still retain BRCA function, only the tumor cells are affected.  Because this 

mechanism is so exquisitely selective, it gives rise to a therapy with a very high 

therapeutic index.  The first human clinical trials with the PARP inhibitor olaparib have 

shown extremely high efficacy, and demonstrated up to 1,000 fold greater selectivity for 

cancer cells vs normal tissue [4].  The use of PARP inhibitors likely extends beyond 

BRCA1/2 related-tumors, and may be applied to tumors bearing other HR-related 

deficiencies such as RAD51, RPA1, NBS1, ART, ATM, CHK1, CHK2, FANCD2, 

FANCA, or FANCC [110].  In addition, PARP inhibitors may also be valuable in 

treatment of or prophylaxis of ischemia/reperfusion injury, myocardial infarction, and 

inflammatory disorders [58]. 

 Given the great efficacy observed in the clinic with PARP inhibitors, PARG may also 

represent an excellent therapeutic target.  Blocking PARG function would essentially 

prevent PARP-1 and PARP-2 catalytic activity and result in a similar blockade of BER as  

caused by PARP inhibition.  Moreover, such a strategy would take advantage of the fact 
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that no compensatory mechanism for PAR degradation exists [101, 102].  Therefore, we 

are targeting a required element of a DNA repair network not subject to biological 

redundancy, which should allow for much greater specificity and significantly less 

resistance.  Cell based studies using shRNA suggest that PARG blockade exerts even 

greater effects on DNA repair than shRNA inhibition of PARP-1 [93].  PARG inhibition 

may also be an effective means of suppressing NAD+/ATP depletion associated with 

PARP-1 overactivation in ischemia/reperfusion injury [94].   Therefore, understanding 

the cellular responses to DNA damage and energy depletion in the context of PARP and 

PARG function would have great value in developing novel, targeted therapeutics for 

cancer and other diseases.    

3.14 Statement of Intent 
 
 The overall purpose of this dissertation is to better characterize the interaction 

between PARG, PARP-1, and PARP-2 in the context of cellular response to genotoxic 

stress.  Gaining a greater understanding of the how these proteins function to coordinate 

DNA repair and/or effect cell death would be useful in promoting our general knowledge 

of PARP function and cellular response to DNA damage.  Moreover, a detailed 

understanding of PARP and PARG function relative to the maintenance of genomic 

stability would have great value in approaching the development of novel therapeutic 

agents within the synthetic lethality paradigm.  The work described in this project builds 

upon earlier studies focusing specifically on the role of the PARG A domain in relation to 

PARP-1 function [103].  The goal of this project was to characterize the nature of the 

interaction between the PARG regulatory domain, PARP-1, and PARP-2 to determine if 
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the regulatory domain exhibits differential functions with regard to PARP-1 and PARP-2.   

The hypothesis of this dissertation is that the PARG regulatory domain specifically 

interacts with PARP-1 and that full length PARG 111 is required for normal PARP-1 

mediated response to genotoxic stress.  

3.14.1 Description of Experimental Model.   

 This hypothesis will be evaluated though the utilization of four mouse embryonic 

fibroblast (MEF) cell lines with specific mutations to their PARP and PARG genes to 

probe the impact of the PARG regulatory domain on PARP function. (Figure 3.7)  Wild 

type cells contain full length PARG 111, PARP-2 and PARP-1 while the PARGΔ2,3 

hypomorphic mutant described earlier contains a truncated form of PARG, PARG 60, in 

addition to PARP-1 and PARP-2.  This line will be particularly useful in characterizing 

differences to DNA damage relative to the wild type.  The third line is PARP-1-/-, which 

lacks PARP-1 but contains PARP-2 and full length PARG 111.  This model will be used 

to tease out the individual role of PARP-1 in the DNA repair response and cell fate 

determination.  The final model is a double knockout that contains both PARP and PARG 

mutations and is designated as PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3.  This cell line contains only PARP-2 

and truncated PARG 60, and will be very important in determining if a unique dynamic 

exists between PARG 60 and PARP-1 vs PARG 60 and PARP-2.  This system will be 

critical in assessing the role between the PARG regulatory domain and PARP-1/2 

function under condition of genotoxic stress.  

 DNA damage will be induced by treatment with the strong alkylating agent MNNG 

(N-methyl-N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine).  Alkylation of DNA bases leads to activation of 
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DNA glycosylases to remove the lesion and repair the damage.  The activity of these 

glycosylases results in apurinic sites and transient DNA strand breaks that activate 

PARPs and the base excision repair (BER) pathway.  Therefore, MNNG treatment 

represents a tool to study PARP activation and cellular response to genotoxic stress 

(Figure 3.8).  Additional chemical treatments include the use of pan-kinase inhibitor 

staurosporine as a method of initiating apoptosis.  Staurosporine will be used as a positive 

control in the assessment of cell death by flow cytometry (Figure 3.8)   

3.14.2 Description of Thesis Structure.   

 Three main aspects of PARP-1/2 activity in response to genotoxic stress will be 

considered: NAD and NADP consumption, coordination of the DNA damage response in 

terms of foci formation, and the role of PARP-1/2 in cell death.  Each of these areas will 

be addressed in a separate chapter, and further background and development of the major 

ideas behind each experiment will be discussed in the introduction to each chapter.    
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Figure 3.7 Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast (MEF) Cell Lines Under Investigation 
Diagram represents the complement of PARP-1, PARP-2, and PARG enzymes present in 
the nucleus of each cell line. 
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Figure 3.8: Structure of Chemical Agents Used as Research Tools  
Staurosporine was applied at 1 µM to induce apoptosis as a positive control in cell 
viability assays.  MNNG (N-methyl-N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine) is a potent alkylator 
used to induce genotoxic stress and PARP activity. 
 
 
 

Staurosporine 
MW =466.5 g/mol 

MNNG 
MW = 147.1 g/mol 
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CHAPTER 4: MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR THE 
VALIDATION OF PARG AS A THERAPEUTIC TARGET 

 
4.1 General Materials 
 
 Supplier is listed in parentheses. 

 A. Cell Scraper (Sarstedt) 

 B.  Cell counting vials, 20 mL (Fisher) 

 C.  Coverslips (VWR) 

 D.  Cryostorage tubes (USA Scientific) 

 E.  Disposable syringe filters, 0.2 µM (UNIFLO-Plus, Schleicher & Schuell) 

 F.  Filter paper, 3 mm (Whatmann) 

 G. Microcentrifuge tubes  (USA Scientific) 

 H. Microscope slides (VWR) 

 I. Parafilm M (Pechiney Plastic Packaging) 

 J.  Pasteur pipets, 6” and 9” glass (Fisher, VWR) 

 K. pH paper, range 6 to 9 (Hydrion Papers, Micro Essential Laboratory) 

 L.  Pipets, serological  (Sarstedt) 

 M.  Pipetmen (Ranin)  

 N. Pipet tips (USA scientific) 

 O. Polypropylene tubes, conical 15 and 50 mL (Sarstedt) 

 P. Polystyrene tubes, round botton 12 x 75 mm (Becton Dickinson) 

 Q. Pointed, curved forceps (Fisher) 

 R. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) transfer membranes (Millipore) 
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 S. Scintillation vials, 7 mL polyethylene (RPI) 

 T. Tissue culture dishes, 35 mm and 60 mm (Sarstedt) 

 U. Tissue culture flasks, 25 cm2 and 75 cm2 (Sarstedt) 
 
4.2 Chemicals (Source) 
 
2-Mercaptoethanol, βME (Sigma)    

Accustain neutral buffered formalin (Sigma) 

Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide, 30% , 37.5:1, 2.6% C (Bio-Rad) 

Ammonium persulfate (EM) 

Bicine (Sigma) 

b-NAD (Sigma) 

Bromophenol Blue (J. T. Baker) 

Cacium chloride (Sigma) 

DAPI (Sigma) 

DMSO, cell culure grade (Sigma) 

EDTA (Sigma) 

EGTA (Sigma) 

Ethanol (AAPER alcohol and chemical company) 

Ethyl ether anhydrous (EMD) 

Glycerine (Sigma) 

Glycine (Sigma) 

Igepal (Sigma) 

Isocitrate 
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Magnesium Chloride (Sigma) 

Methanol (J. T. Baker) 

MNNG (Sigma) 

MTT (Sigma) 

NADP (Sigma) 

Perchloric acid (Sigma) 

Phenazine ethosulfate (Sigma) 

Phosphoric Acid (J. T. Baker) 

Ponceau S (EBI) 

Potassium Chloride (Sigma) 

Potassium hydroxide (Fisher) 

Potassium phosphate dibasic (Fisher) 

Potassium phosphate monoasic (Fisher) 

Powdered milk, instant nonfat (Nestle USA) 

Semicarbazide HCl (Sigma) 

Sodium Chloride (Fisher) 

Sodium deoxycholate (Sigma) 

Sodium docecyl sulfate, SDS (Sigma) 

Sodium Hydroxide (Fisher) 

Sodium phosphate dibasic (Sigma) 

Sodium phosphate monobasic (Sigma) 

Sodium pyrophosphate tetrabasic decahydrate  (Sigma) 
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Sodium thiosulfate (Sigma) 

Staurosporine (Sigma) 

TEMED (Sigma) 

Tricholoroacetic acid, TCA (Calbiochem) 

Tris base (Sigma) 

Triton X-100 (Sigma) 

Tween 20 (Sigma) 

Xylene cyanol (Sigma) 
 
4.3 Biological and Biochemical Reagents (Supplier) 
 
4.3.1 Proteins and Enzymes 

 Alcohol dehydrogenase (Sigma) 

 Bovine serum albumen, BSA (Sigma) 

 Isocitrate dehydrogenase (Sigma) 

 Spectra Protein Ladder for electrophoresis (Fermentas) 

4.3.2 Antibodies 

 anti-β-actin clone AC-15, mouse (Sigma) 

 anti-PAR antibody, mouse (Trevigen) 

 anti-γH2AX antibody, mouse (JBW301 Upstate) 

 anti-XRCC1 antibody, rabbit (AHP832, Serotec) 

 FITC-coupled donkey anti-rabbit  antibody (Jackson Laboratories, Cat# 711-095-152) 

 TRITC-coupled donkey anti-mouse antibody (Jackson Laboratories, Cat# 715-023-
 151) 
 
 HRP-congujated goat anti-rabbit antibody (Jackson Laboratories) 
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 HRP-conjugated goat-anti-mouse antibody (Jackson Laboratories) 

4.3.3 Biochemical Reagent Kits 

 Apoptosis Kit, Annexin V/PI (Sigma) 

 BCA Protein Quantitation Kit (Pierce) 

 ECL Reagent (Millipore) 

 Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, Cømplete Mini Tabs (Roche) 

4.4 Cell Culture Reagents 
 
 Coulter Clenz (Coulter) 

 Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium, DMEM low glucose (Sigma) 

 Fetal Bovine Serum, FBS (Hyclone) 

 Hanks Buffer Salts  (Sigma) 

 Isoton II (Coulter) 

 Trypsin-EDTA (Sigma) 

4.5 Cell Lines 
 
 A. Wild type mouse embryonic fibroblasts (Z-Q. Wang laboratory) 

 B. PARGΔ2,3 mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

 C. PARP-1-/- mouse embryonic fibroblasts  

 D. PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

4.6 Data Analysis Software 
 
 Prism (Graph Pad) 

 Microsoft Excel 
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4.7 Equipment (Supplier) 
 
 A. Autoclave SG-120 (Amsco Scientific) 

 B.  Balances, Models AE100 and PB 1501 (Mettler) 

 C. Biological safety cabinet, class II type Aa/B3 (Nuair) 

 D. Cell Counter, model Z2 (Coulter) 

 E. Centrifuge (Jouan) 

 F. Electrophoresis apparatus (Bio-Rad) 

 G. Freezer, -80oC (Harris) 

 H. Gel imaging system (Kodak) 

 I. Incubator (Precision) 

 J. Incubator, CO2 controlled for cell culture (Jouan) 

 K. Incubator shaker, Innova 4000 (New Brunswick) 

 L.  Microcentrifuge, 5417 (Eppendorf) 

 M. Microscope (Olympus IX70) connected to digital camera (Nikon DXM 1200F) 

 N. Microplate reader, Snyergy HT (Biotek) 

 O. pH meter, pH ion meter 150 (Corning) 

 P. Pipet-aid, Accu-Jet (Brinkmann) 

 Q. Power Supply, electrophoresis model 3000 (Bio-Rad) 

 R. Rotating Shaker (Gyrotwister, Labnet) 

 S. Scintillation counter, LS6500 (Beckman Coulter) 

 T. Semi-dry transfer cell (Bio-Rad) 

 U. Spectrophotometer, Ultrospec III, UV/Vis (Pharmacia) 
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 V. Vortex genie mixer (Fisher) 

 W. Water purification system, milli-UF plus (Millipore) 

 X. Waterbath, 180 series (Precision) 

4.8 Cell Culture Methods 
 
4.8.1 Thawing of Cell Lines.   

 Previously frozen cells were obtained from cryostorage in liquid nitrogen and thawed 

in a water bath until contents became fluid.  One mL of thawed cell suspension was 

placed in a 15 mL conical falcon tube to which 9 mL of pre-warmed media was added.  

Media consisted of DMEM low glucose plus 10% FBS and 100 µM βME.  Cells were 

allowed to incubate for 10 min at room temperature in this media, and then were 

centrifuged at 1200 rpm and 4oC for 5 min to pellet the cells.  The supernantant was 

removed by aspiration and the cell pellet was resuspended in 5 mL of fresh media and 

placed into a T-75 flask containing 10 mL media.  The flask was then placed in a 37oC 

cell culture incubator with 5% CO2. Cell attachment and active growth was confirmed 

and monitored with phase-contrast microscopy. 

4.8.2 Propagation of Cell Lines.   

 All cell lines were split and reseeded every 3 days as consistent with recommended 

protocol for fibroblasts immortalized with the 3T3 procedure, which suggests a reseeding 

density of 3 x 103 cells/cm2 [111].  This process consisted of washing the cells with pre-

warmed PBS, treatment with 2 mL of 1x Trypsin-EDTA, and resuspension in 10 mL of 

fresh media.  Cells were seeded at a density of 2.25 x 105 cells per T-75 flask containing 
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15 mL media for regular passaging.  Seeding densities varied with the experimental 

procedure performed, and will be noted in the remaining text.  

 4.8.3 Cryostorage of Cells.   

Cells to be frozen were harvested by treatment with trypsin as described above and then 

transferred into a 15 mL conical tube for centrifugation at 1200 rpm at 4oC for 5 min.  

Prior to centrifugation, a 1 mL aliquot was removed for cell counting.  (See cell counting 

procedure below, Section 2.8.4).  After centrifugation, the supernatant was removed and 

cells were resuspended in cryo-media to a density of 1.25 x 106 cells/mL.  Cryo-media 

consisted of 10% DMSO, 50% media, and 40% FBS.  This solution was prepared fresh 

each time, and maintained on ice until needed for resuspension.  For cryostorage, 1 mL of 

cells resuspended in cryo-media was placed in a screw-top cryovial which was placed in 

a styrofoam isothermal block and maintained at -80oC for 24 hours.  Cells were then 

transferred to a liquid nitrogen cryo-facility for long-term storage. 

4.8.4 Cell Counting Procedure.   

 Typically, a 1 mL aliquot of cell suspension was placed into 9 mL of Isoton II diluent 

in a 20 mL Dilu-vial.  The Dilu-vial was inverted 10 times to thoroughly mix the diluted 

cell suspension, and the mixture was read in a Coulter Z2 Dual cell counter. For all cell 

lines, the lower size threshold for counting was set to 12 µm, and the upper limit was 30 

µm.   

4.9 Determination of Cell Growth Curves 
 
Wild type, PARP-1-/-, PARGΔ2,3 and PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 cell lines were all seeded in 35 

mm dishes at a density of 1.0 x 104 cells/dish.  Media was changed every 3 days and cell 
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growth was monitored each day by harvesting cells and determining a total cell count for 

each dish.  Harvesting of cells by treatment with trypsin and cell counts were performed 

according to the procedure described above (Sections 9.8.2 and 9.8.4) with the following 

modification: trypsinized cells were transferred into 8 mL of media in a falcon tube , and 

diluted 10x into Isoton II for cell counts.  Experiment was carried out for a total of 7 

days. 

4.10 NAD and NADP Quantification  
 
 Cell Culture Conditions and Seeding Densities.  Cells were seeded in 35 mm dishes 

at the following densities: 

Wild Type cell line: 4.8 x 104 cells/dish 

PARGΔ2,3 cell line: 7.5 x 104 cells/dish 

PARP-1-/- cell line:  2.5 x 104 cells/dish 

PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3  cell line: 5.0 x 104 cells/dish 

Dishes were grown to confluence for all experiments.  The evening before dosing and 

extraction, the media was changed to media which contained DMEM plus 10% FBS but 

without βME.  The thiols in βME react with MNNG and reduce its level of toxicity, 

therefore, it must be removed from the media and washed out the of the cells as much as 

possible prior to beginning the NAD and NADP isolation experiments.  Media also 

reduces the effect of MNNG, and dosing solutions were therefore prepared with Hank’s 

Balanced Salt Solution.  MNNG is unstable in water, so dosing solutions were prepared 

fresh at the start of each experiment.  MNNG was dosed at a final concentration of 50 

µM by creating a 100x stock in DMSO and diluting 100-fold with Hanks Balanced Salt 
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Solution to give a final concentration of 1% DMSO in all samples.  Dosing solutions 

containing MNNG were applied to cells and NAD/NADP levels were monitored for 2 hr 

at time points of 15, 30, 45, 60, and 120 minutes.  Control samples treated with only 

Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution were also evaluated at each time point for purposes of 

normalization.   

 NAD/NADP Isolation.  Extraction was carried out in accordance with previously 

published protocol [103] and all reagents were kept on ice.  Briefly, cells were washed 

twice with PBS and lysed with ice-cold 1.0 M NaOH.  Dishes were scraped and lysates 

were quickly transferred to a microcentrifuge tube containing 2M H3PO4 to achieve a 

final pH between 7.0 to 7.5. This entire process was completed in under 2 min to prevent 

sample degradation.  Aliquots of 2 mM phenazine ethosulfate and 1M HClO4 were added 

to this mixture to give final concentrations of 91 µM and 0.5 M, respectively.  Samples 

were incubated on ice for 2 hrs, and then subjected to centrifugation at 20,000 g at 4oC 

for 10 min.  Supernatants were transferred to new tubes and neutralized with 1 M KOH to 

a final pH between 7.0 to 7.3.  Pellets were retained for protein quantitation via BCA 

analysis.  All samples were kept frozen at 0oC prior to quantitation. 

 NAD and NADP Quantitation.  NAD and NADP levels were determined using an 

enzymatic and redox cycling reaction as described previously [112].  For NAD 

quantitation, samples were incubated in a reagent mix including alcohol dehydrogenase, 

MTT, and phenazine ethosulfate.  For NADP quantitation, the cycling assay was initiated 

by isocitrate dehydrogenase in a reagent mixture containing MTT and phenazine 

ethosulfate.  Samples were incubated at 30oC and absorbance was read at 570 nm.   
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 Determination of Protein Content.  Pellets obtained from extraction with HClO4 were 

dissolved in 100 µL of 1.0 M NaOH and were diluted 5x into milli-Q water.  For the 

BCA assay, 25 µL of this diluted sample were used for protein analysis in accordance 

with the manufacturer’s instructions.  Protein levels were used to normalize NAD and 

NADP quantitation data. 

4.11 Analysis of XRCC1 levels by Western Blot 
 
 Cell Culture Conditions and Seeding Densities.  Cells were seeded in 60 mm dishes 

at the following densities: 

Wild Type cell line: 1.0 x 105 cells/dish 

PARGΔ2,3 cell line: 2.0 x 105 cells/dish 

PARP-1-/- cell line:  1.0 x 105 cells/dish 

PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3  cell line: 2.0 x 105 cells/dish 

Cells were allowed to grow for 2 days without media changes.  The evening before 

dosing and extraction, the media was changed to media which contained DMEM plus 

10% FBS but without βME.  Cells were dosed when they reached a density of 1.0 x 106 

to 1.7 x 106 cells/dish. 

 Dosing Conditions. Cells were treated with MNNG in DMSO to a final concentration 

of 250 µM and 1% DMSO.   Samples were treated with MNNG for 30 min, after which 

the dosing media was replaced with fresh media that did not contain βME.  Samples were 

allowed to incubate in fresh cell culture medium for up to 4 hours.  Cells were harvested 

by lysis at the following time points: 0 min recovery, 1 hr, 2 hr, 3 hr, or 4 hr recovery in 
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media.  Samples treated with only 1% DMSO in media not containing βME served as a 

negative control. 

 Lysis of cells. Total cell extracts were isolated according to a previously published 

protocol [113].  Lysis buffer prepared according to protocol consisted of 150 mM NaCl, 

1% Igepal, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 20% 

glycerol, CØMPLETE protease inhibitor cocktail, and 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.5.  Cells 

were washed twic with ice-cold PBS, and lysis buffer was applied ice-cold at 200 µL per 

dish, and dishes were scraped on ice periodically for 5 minutes.  Lysate was transferred to 

a pre-chilled microcentrifuge tube and sonicated in a bath sonicator for 2 min.  Samples 

were maintained on ice for 30 min and then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm  at 4oC for 15 min.  

Supernatant was aliquoted at 75 µL/per tube into pre-chilled, labeled microcentrifuge 

tubes and stored at -80oC.  

 Determination of Protein Content.  Total protein content was determined by analysis 

with BCA kit.  Cell extracts were diluted 4x into water and the assay was carried out 

according to the manufacturers instructions.    

 Electrophoresis and Immunoblotting. Samples were prepared for electrophoresis by 

mixing with 5x loading dye to give a concentration of 1.0 to 1.5 µg/mL.  The 5x loading 

dye consisted of 25% βME, 50% glycerol, 10% SDS, 0.05% bromophenol blue and 312.5 

mM Tris-HCl.  Samples were heated to 65oC for 15 min, and subjected to centrifugation. 

The resulting supernatants were loaded onto a 15-well, 1.5 mm 12% polyacrylamide gel 

poured with a  5% stacking gel; 30 µg of each sample was loaded per well.   Gels were 

run at 100 V until proteins migrated through the stacking gel, and then at 140 V until the 
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dye front was approximately 1 cm from the bottom of the plates.  Proteins were blotted 

onto PVDF membrane via semi-dry transfer at 17 V for 1.25 hrs, and membranes were 

blocked for 1 hr with 3% nonfat milk in TBS buffer containing 0.1% Tween 20 (TBS-T).  

Prior to blocking, membranes were cut in horizontal strips corresponding to the 

molecular weight of XRCC1 and β-Actin (90 kDa and 42 kDa, respectively).   

Membranes were probed for XRCC1 using a rabbit anti-XRCC1 antibody (AHP832, 

Serotec) at a dilution of 1:8,000 in 3% milk in TBS-T.  Membranes were also probed for 

β-Actin as a confirmation of equal loading using a mouse anti-β-actin antibody clone 

AC-15 (Sigma) at 1:500,000 dilution.  Membranes were incubated in primary antibody 

overnight with constant rocking at 4oC.   The following series of washes were conducted 

to remove the primary antibodies: 5 min, 10 min, 15 min, 15 min, 15 min.  This series 

was also used after incubation with secondary antibodies.  For detection of XRCC1 a 

goat anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson Laboratories) was used at 

1:100,000 dilution in 3% milk in TBS-T, while goat anti-mouse HRP-conjugated 

secondary at 1:50,000 (Jackson Laboratories) was used for β-Actin detection.  

Membranes were incubated for 1 hr at room temperature with secondary antibodies and 

washed as described above with TBS-T.  Millipore ECL reagent was used in conjunction 

with Kodak film and developing equipment to image the blots.    
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4.12  Detection of XRCC1 and γH2AX Foci with Immunofluorescence Staining 
 
 XRCC1 and γH2AX foci were determined via indirect immunofluorescence staining 

using the same primary antibodies used in Western Blotting coupled with fluorescently 

labeled secondary antibodies.   

4.12.1 Cell Culture Conditions and Seeding Densities. 

 Cell lines were seeded into 60 mm dishes lined with pre-sterilized glass coverslips at 

the following cell densities: 

Wild Type cell line: 5.0 x 104 cells/dish 

PARGΔ2,3 cell line: 5.0 x 104 cells/dish 

PARP-1-/- cell line:  1.00 x 105 cells/dish 

PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3  cell line: 1.00 x 105 cells/dish  

Cells were grown to either 95% confluence or 50% confluence prior to dosing as assessed 

by phase contrast microscopy.  Approximately 12 to 18 hrs prior to dosing, media was 

replaced by cell culture media that did not contain βME. 

4.12.2 Dosing of Samples.   

 Samples were dosed with a final concentration of either 50 µM or 250 µM MNNG by 

using a 1000x dosing stock prepared in 100% DMSO that was spiked into media not 

containing βME.  The final concentration of DMSO in the media was 0.1% .  Because 

these studies assessed response to DNA damage and cellular stress, a lower percentage of 

DMSO was used in these experiments to avoid artifacts resulting from the toxicity of 

DMSO.  Samples were dosed with MNNG for 20 minutes, then media was removed and 
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replaced with fresh media not containing βME.  Samples were allowed to recover in 

media for 0, 10 min, 1 hr, 2 hr, 3 hr, or 4 hr prior to fixation. 

4.12.3 Fixation of Samples.   

 Cells to be fixed were washed twice with 2 mL of  warm PBS (37oC) and 4 mL of 

diluted Accustain (Sigma) was applied.  Accustain was diluted by placing 3 mL 

Accustain solution into  7 mL sterile PBS to give a resulting solution of 30% Accustain.  

Cells were incubated in 30% Accustain at room temperature for 30 minutes, then rinsed 3 

times with PBS.  Samples were placed in 5 mL PBS and stored at 4oC wrapped in foil.   

4.12.4 Permeabilization and Immnostaining.   

 Coverslips to be stained were placed in sterile 35 mm dishes; one coverslip per dish.  

Samples were permeabilized with 0.4 % Triton X prepared freshly in PBS; 2 mL was 

added per dish and incubated 3 to 4 min at room temperature.  Coverslips were washed 

three times with PBS and blocked in 3% BSA (w/v) in PBS for 30 min at room 

temperature.  Samples were washed with PBS and incubated on a rotating rocker for  5 

minutes per wash; this procedure was repeated for a total of three washes.  Primary 

antibody was added at 50 µL per coverslip, and a small square of parafilm was placed 

over each coverslip to distribute the antibody and maintain moisture.  Coverslips were 

then incubated in primary antibody overnight at 4oC in a humid chamber.  The following 

primary antibodies were used at the respective dilutions in 3% BSA in PBS:  XRCC1 

antibody at 1:2000 (Serotec), γH2AX antibody at 1:2500 (Upstate).  The next morning, 

primary antibody was removed using a series of 3 x 5 minute washes with PBS on a 

rotating rocker.  FITC-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody was added at a 
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dilution of 1:250 for XRCC1, and TRITC-conjugated donkey anti-mouse secondary 

antibody was used at 1:400 for γH2AX.  Secondary antibodies were added in the dark to 

prevent photobleaching of the fluorophores. Coverslips were covered with parafilm as 

described above and incubated for 1 hr at 37oC in a humid chamber.  Secondary antibody 

was removed using another series of 3 x 5 minute washes with PBS on a rotating rocker.  

Samples were covered with foil while rocking to prevent photobleaching.  To mount 

slides, 10 µL of VectaShield containing 1 µg/mL of DAPI was added to each coverslip, 

and coverslips were inverted onto a clean slide surface.  Mounts were  pressed to remove 

excess liquid and sealed with clear nail polish.  Slides were imaged using a fluorescence 

microscope (Olympus IX70) connected to a digital camera (Nikon DXM 1200F).  All 

photographs were taken at 60X magnification.    

4.13 Determination of Cell Viability by Flow Cytometry 
 
4.13.1 Cell Culture Conditions and Seeding Densities. 

 Cell lines were seeded into 35 mm dishes at the following densities: 

Wild Type cell line: 5.0 x 104 cells/dish 

PARGΔ2,3 cell line: 5.0 x 104 cells/dish 

PARP-1-/- cell line:  1.25 x 105 cells/dish 

PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3  cell line: 1.0 x 105 cells/dish  

Cells were grown to 95% confluence prior to dosing as assessed by phase contrast 

microscopy.  The level of confluence was determined by extent of cell growth covered 

the field of vision; when 95% of the field of vision was occupied by cells, this was 

defined as 95% confluence.  Multiple regions of each dish were examined at 10x and 40x 
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magnification to determine total confluence. Approximately 12 to 18 hrs prior to dosing, 

media was replaced by cell culture media that did not contain βME. 

4.13.2 Dosing and Harvesting Samples. 

 Cells at approximately 95% confluence cells were dosed with MNNG in DMSO to a 

final concentration of 1.0, 1.5 or 2 mM, with 1.0% DMSO.  Dosing stocks were prepared 

at 100x and spiked into dishes containing fresh media without βME. Samples were 

incubated for 30 min in cell culture incubator, after which media containing MNNG was 

removed and replaced with fresh media not containing βME.  Positive control samples 

were treated with 1 µM staurosporine in DMSO to a final concentration of 1% DMSO.  

Staurosporine was applied to cells for 4 hrs, then removed and replaced with fresh media 

not containing βME.   Samples were harvested 24 hrs after dosing by trypsinization as 

described previously, however the media, PBS washes, and cell suspension were retained 

in a 15 mL falcon tube.   

4.13.3 Analysis by Flow Cytometry. 

 Samples were centrifuged at 1500 rpm at 4oC for 5 minutes, and the supernatant was 

discarded.   Samples were washed with PBS, and collected by centrifugation as before.  

Supernatant was again discarded and pellets were resuspended in binding buffer supplied 

with the Annexin V/PI Apoptosis kit (Sigma) to final density of 1.0 x 106 cells/mL.  Cell 

suspension (300 µL) was transferred to a 10 x 75 mm tube; 3.5 µL of Annexin V—FITC 

conjugate and 3 µL of propidium iodide were added to samples prior to analysis and 

allowed to incubate for 10 min in the dark.  Samples were analyzed on a FacScan flow 

cytometer at the Flow Cytometry core facility at the Arizona Cancer Center.  Gating was 
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determined based upon positive control samples treated with staurosporine, and negative 

controls which were treated with 1% DMSO only. 
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CHAPTER 5: CHARACTERIZATION OF NAD AND NADP 
CONTENT IN CELLS WITH PARP AND PARG MUTATIONS 

 
5.1 Introduction 
 
 NAD and NADP play critical roles in energy metabolism and the cellular response to 

oxidative and genotoxic stress.*   NAD+ is generally employed as a cofactor by enzymes 

that catalyze substrate oxidation whereas NADPH is typically utilized by enzymes that 

catalyze substrate reduction.  NAD is primarily connected to energy metabolism and 

calcium homeostasis.  NAD+ mediates key reactions in glycolysis, and is a required 

cofactor in the oxidation of glyceraldyhyde-3-phosphate to 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate.   

Low levels of NAD+ lead to glycolytic blockade, which ultimately results in cell death.  

Moreover, NAD+ and NADH play a critical role in the TCA cycle as well, both by 

serving as cofactors to critical reactions as well as providing key intermediates such as 

pyruvate which is required as a starting material for oxidative metabolism [114].   

Furthermore, NADH serves as the major electron donor in the electron transport chain.  

Therefore, NAD is a principle component of cellular energy generation.   

 In addition, NAD plays a key role in maintaining calcium levels through the 

generation of cyclic ADP-ribose, which can activate ryanodine receptors to effect 

calcium release [115-118].  Both calcium levels and energy status play a major role in 

determining cell fate, and NAD depletion is directly related to induction of apoptosis and 

cell death [77, 114]; [66, 78, 116]; [67, 119-122] (See also Section 5.1). Moreover, 

                                                
* The term NAD will be used to refer to both NAD+ and NADH species, and NADP will 
refer to both NADP+ and NADPH species. 
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because PARP-1 uses NAD+ as a substrate, and PARP-1 is extensively activated under 

conditions of genotoxic stress, NAD+ depletion can quickly occur as a result of PARP-1 

hyyperactivation during periods of high genotoxic stress. This overactivation and 

concomitant NAD+ loss interferes with most, if not all energy dependent cellular 

processes.  Furthermore, if severe enough, the resulting NAD+ depletion stimulates both 

necrotic death and proapoptotic pathways such as AIF (Apoptosis Inducing Factor) 

release from the mitochondria to the nucleus to effect cell death.  In addition, 

decremented NAD+ levels also affect the NAD/NADH ratio and can drastically change 

the redox state of cells.  This has important implications both with regard to overall 

homeostasis as well as the redox state of p53 and its ability to control cellular 

transcriptional activities [66].  Therefore, NAD levels are a key indicator of overall 

cellular health as well as a potential marker of PARP-1 over-activation.  

 A key cellular reductant, NADPH is a principal component in antioxidation pathways 

and is required to regenerate reduced glutathione (GSH) from the oxidized GSSG [77].  

In addition, it is also a required cofactor for the pentose shunt as well as multiple 

bioreduction synthetic pathways.  NADPH provides a source of electrons for the 

reductive synthesis of fatty acids, steroids, and DNA, as well as acting as the substrate for 

NADPH oxidase that generates ROS (Reactive Oxygen Species) [115, 116].  Because 

GSH and ROS are critical components of detoxification and cellular metabolism, 

respectively, NADP levels are a significant indicator of cellular response to stress.  

Moreover, NADP+ may be directly synthesized from NAD+ via phosphorylation at the 2’ 

hydroxyl of the adenosine ribose moiety [115].  This biosynthetic pathway effectively 
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links NADP+ levels to NAD+ status.  If NAD+ levels are severely depleted, cellular 

NADP+ pools may also be affected.  Examining the level of both critical redox cofactors 

would provide a more comprehensive analysis of total NAD+ availability and the overall 

energy status of the cell.   

5.2 Characterization of the Growth Properties of Cells with PARP and PARG 
Mutations  
 
 Prior to examining NAD and NADP content across all cell lines, it was important to 

first determine if the presence of PARP-1 or PARG mutations prevented cell growth.  If 

these mutations exerted a cytostatic effect, it could result in artifacts observed in NAD 

and NADP content, thereby prohibiting useful comparisons between the cell lines 

carrying such mutations.   Therefore, the first step was to observe the overall growth 

pattern of all four cell lines and characterize any differences in cell density or 

morphology.  Cells were grown in 35 mm dishes and cell counts were taken each day for 

a total of seven days to assess growth.  Data are shown in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1.  The 

PARGΔ2,3 mutation slows cell growth considerably, while the PARP-1-/- mutation does 

not appear to have any impact on growth rate .  Cells carrying the double mutation also 

show slow growth, likely due to the presence of the PARGΔ2,3 mutation.  Wild type cells 

appear to plateau in growth at about 5 days and reach a maximum confluence of  1.39 ± 

0.04 x 106 cells/dish.  To ensure that the PARGΔ2,3 mutation only slowed growth, but did 

not impair it, cell densities and protein content at confluence in 35 mm dishes were 

compared across all four cell lines.  It becomes apparent that the PARGΔ2,3 mutation is not 

preventing cells from growing to confluence, and this cell line reaches a very similar cell 

density as that observed for the wild type.  It also contains a very similar overall protein  
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Figure 5.1: Growth Curve for Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast (MEF) Cell Lines with 
PARP-1 and PARG Mutations.   
Cells were seeded in 35 mm dishes at a density of 1.0 x 104 cells/dish and counted at 24- 
hour intervals using a Z2 Coulter counter (Beckman Coulter).  Points represent the mean 
of 3 individual replicates, and error bars represent s.e.m.  The s.e.m. was smaller than the 
symbols for most points on the graph. 
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Cell Line Cell Density 
(# cells/ 35 mm dish) 

Total Protein/106 cells 
(µg) 

Wild Type 1.39 ± 0.04 x 106 155 ± 5 

PARGΔ2,3 1.32 ± 0.07 x 106 145 ± 6 

PARP-1-/- 2.86 ± 0.08 x 106 82 ± 2 

PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 0.81 ± 0.08 x 106 67 ± 5 
 
Table 5.1: Cell Density of Transformed MEF Lines at Confluence in 35 mm dishes.  
Cells were counted using a Z2 Coulter counter (Beckman Coulter) once they had reached 
confluence as determined by inspection via phase contrast microscopy.  Total protein 
content was determined by BCA assay.  Measurements represent the average of 6 
separate replicates.    
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content to the wild type.  The loss of PARP-1 does not impair growth, and results in an 

almost two-fold higher cell density observed as compared to the wild type.  This stems 

from the fact that the loss of PARP-1 causes changes to cell morphology, resulting in 

smaller, more narrow, spindly shaped cells.  Consequently, more cells can fit into the 

same surface area, giving rise to a higher measured cell density as compared to the wild 

type.  Corresponding to the smaller cell size of PARP-1-/- cells, we observe a decrease in 

protein content per 106 cells relative to the wild type, which is again related to cell 

morphology.  Morphologic changes are also responsible for the decreased cell density 

observed in cells carrying the double PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 mutation.  These cells are 

much flatter and wider as compared to the wild type, and as such, a 35 mm dish will 

accommodate fewer cells relative to the wild type.  Therefore, while the PARP-1-/-

;PARGΔ2,3 cells reach confluence as assessed by microscopy, they have a cell density of 

roughly half the wild type as well as a lower protein content.  Given that all cell lines 

proliferate and reach confluence, comparisons across these lines are valid provided they 

are normalized to total protein content to account for any differences due to cell density 

and morphology. 

5.3 Cells with PARP-1 and PARG Mutations Have Similar NAD Pools Under Basal 
 Conditions   
 
 Total NAD and NADP content was determined for all cell lines under investigation to 

probe if the genetic alteration in PARP or PARG grossly impacts substrate availability 

for ADP-ribose polymer synthesis or availability for redox metabolism.  Total NAD and 

NADP pools were evaluated using the enzyme cycling assays described in Chapter 2, and 

the results are presented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3   All cell lines contain similar levels of 
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total NAD under basal conditions, roughly 2,000 to 2,200 pmol/mg protein.  This would 

suggest that in the absence of genotoxic stress, the PARP-1-/- and PARGΔ2,3 mutations do 

not have a significant impact upon NAD consumption and cycling.  

5.4 PARP and PARG Mutations Affect Total NADP Content Under Basal  
 Conditions 
 
 Cellular levels of NADP are much lower than those of NAD under physiological 

conditions [115], therefore, the lower values obtained for NADP content relative to NAD 

are normal and anticipated.  Confluent MEF cells with the PARGΔ2,3  mutation showed 

lower total levels of NADP as compared to the wild type.  All lines carrying this mutation 

had an approximately 20% decrease in their NADP content as compared to the wild type.  

Interestingly, the PARP-1-/- mutation appears to significantly increase the amount of 

NADP present under basal levels by almost two-fold.  This was an unexpected 

observation, but was reproducible across all 6 replicates for PARP-1-/- cells.  Because 

these data are normalized to total protein content, the higher cell density of PARP-1-/- 

cells should not be a contributing factor.  This observed increase in total NADP content 

has not been previously reported in the literature.  

5.5 Cells with PARGΔ2,3 Mutation Consume NAD More Rapidly When PARP-1 is 
Present  
 
 To investigate the impact of genotoxic stress on NAD levels, all four cell lines were 

dosed with 50 µM MNNG in Hank’s Buffer and time points were taken every 15 min 

over the period of 1h.  At each time point, samples were compared to untreated cells in 

Hank’s Buffer at the same time intervals.  From the data in Figure 5.2, it is clear that the 

PARGΔ2,3 mutation results in rapid and severe depletion of NAD relative to the wild type. 
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Cell Line NAD (pmol/mg protein) 

Wild Type 2247 ± 37 

PARGΔ2,3 2027 ± 37 

PARP-1-/- 2391 ± 69 

PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 1949 ± 58 
 
Table 5.2: Total NAD Content in Confluent Transformed MEF Cell Lines Under 
Basal Conditions 
Cells were grown to confluence, lysed, and total NAD content was determined by an 
enzyme cycling assay.  All values were normalized to total protein levels and represent 
the mean of 6 individual replicates.   
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Cell Line NADP (pmol/mg protein) 

Wild Type 181 ± 5 

PARGΔ2,3 144 ± 6 

PARP-1-/- 339 ± 8 

PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 144 ± 7 
Table 5.3: Total NADP Content in Confluent Transformed MEF Cell Lines Under 
Basal Conditions 
Cells were grown to confluence, lysed, and total NADP content was determined by an 
enzyme cycling assay.  All values were normalized to total protein levels and represent 
the mean of 6 individual replicates.   
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 Within 1 hr, the PARGΔ2,3  cells consumed almost 60% of their NAD pool whereas the 

wild type consumed only 30%.  In addition, the loss of PARP-1 did not have a significant 

impact upon NAD levels.  Because these cells contain functional PARP-2, it would 

suggest that PARP-2 is fully capable of compensating for PARP-1 under these 

experimental conditions.  Interestingly, the loss of PARP-1 has a restorative effect upon 

cells carrying the PARGΔ2,3 mutation.  The double mutant cell line PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 

showed similar levels of NAD depletion to that observed for the wild type.  These data 

indicate that the rapid NAD depletion observed with the PARGΔ2,3 mutation appears to be 

specific to PARP-1 activation, and not to PARP-2.  These findings indicate a putative 

interaction between PARP-1 and the A domain of PARG. 

5.6 PARP-1 and PARG Mutations Do Not Affect NADP Levels Under Conditions of 
 Genotoxic Stress 
 
 NADP levels were assessed for all four cell lines upon treatment with 50 µM MNNG 

to induce genotoxic stress.  Conditions were identical to those described for NAD 

determination.  As can be seen from Figure 5.3, no significant differences were observed 

in NADP levels for any of the cell lines examined.  While the PARP-1-/- line appears to 

have lower NADP content at earlier time points, these results were not statistically 

significant and likely reflect experimental variation rather than a true observed effect of 

PARP-1 knockout.  Overall, these results indicate that while PARP-1 and PARG 

mutation may affect basal levels of NADP, they have no measurable impact upon NADP 

pools under conditions of genotoxic stress.  Similar results have also been reported in the 

literature [103, 123], suggesting that PARP and PARG mutation primarily affects NAD+ 

consumption. 
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Figure 5.2: NAD Levels in Transformed MEF Cell Lines Under Genotoxic Stress 
Cells were grown to confluence in 35 mm dishes and treated with 50 µM MNNG in 
Hank’s Buffer.  Samples were assayed every 15 min for 2 h and compared against 
samples treated with only Hank’s Buffer at each corresponding time point.  Total NAD 
content was determined by enzyme cycling assay as described previously.   Data shown 
represent the average of 6 independent experiments and error bars represent the s.e.m.  
Statistical significance determined by paired, two-tailed  t-test, p <0.01 as compared to 
the wild type cell line. 
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Figure 5.3: NADP Levels in Transformed MEF Cell Lines Under Genotoxic Stress 
Cells were grown to confluence in 35 mm dishes and treated with 50 µM MNNG in 
Hank’s Buffer.  Samples were assayed every 15 min for 2 hr and compared against 
samples treated with only Hank’s Buffer at each corresponding time point.  Total NADP 
content was determined by enzyme cycling assay as described previously.   Data shown 
represent the average of 6 independent experiments and error bars represent the s.e.m.  
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5.7 Discussion  
 
 Overall, the PARGΔ2,3 mutation has the greatest impact upon cellular function both 

with regard to growth rate and NAD consumption.  In contrast, the loss of PARP-1 did 

not impact growth rate or NAD depletion.  Moreover, PARP-1 knockout rescues the 

rapid NAD depletion observed with the PARGΔ2,3 mutation.  Altered poly(ADP-ribose) 

metabolism resulting from the PARP-1 and PARG mutations had no effect on NADP 

levels under conditions of genotoxic stress.  Given the fact that PARP-1 is predominantly 

activated by MNNG treatment and that it utilizes NAD+ rather than NADP+ as a 

substrate, these results are not surprising.   

 However, what is particularly noteworthy with regard to the NAD depletion data is 

the differential response observed between PARP-1, PARP-2 and mutated PARG.  Upon 

further examination of the complement of enzymes present in each line (Figure 5.4), a 

very clear pattern begins to emerge.  Wild type cells, which contain PARP-1, PARP-2 

and full length PARG 111, have a rate of approximately 30% NAD consumption under 

conditions of genotoxic stress.  Conversely, PARGΔ2,3 cells, which contain PARP-1, 

PARP-2, and PARG 60, result in 60% NAD depletion.  PARP-1-/- cells, which contain 

only PARP-2 and PARG 111, display the wild type rate of NAD consumption.  These 

results suggest that PARP-2 can fully compensate for the loss of PARP-1 and that the 

PARP-2 and PARG 111 interaction is equivalent to the PARP-1 and PARG 111 

interaction in terms of  NAD+ consumption. Cells with the double PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 

mutation contain only PARP-2 and PARG 60 and, importantly, exhibit NAD kinetics 
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Figure 5.4: Rate of NAD Consumption Relative to PARP and PARG Enzymes 
Present in Cell Line 
Cell lines are shown in blue boxes and PARP and PARG enzymes are shown in red.  
Wild type rate corresponds to approximately 30% NAD loss over 1 hr; increased rate 
observed in the PARGΔ2,3 line corresponds to approximately 60% NAD loss over 1 hr. 
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Figure 5.5: The Loss of the PARG A Domain Results in PARP-1 Overactivation 
PARGΔ2,3 cells contain a truncated form of PARG that lacks the regulatory domain.  The 
loss of this domain results in decreased PARP-1 automodification and prevents cessation 
of PARP-1 activity by auto-inhibition.  Chronic PARP-1 activation leads to the 
concomitant depletion of NAD.   
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 virtually identical to the wild type.  These data indicate that the interaction between 

truncated PARG 60 and PARP-2 does not result in increased NAD consumption.  Taken 

together, these findings demonstrate that the enhanced rate of NAD depletion observed in 

the PARGΔ2,3  cell line arises primarily from the interaction between PARP-1 and PARG 

60.  

 Moreover, the severe NAD depletion observed in PARGΔ2,3 cells suggests PARP-1 

over-activation.  Automodification of PARP-1 is required to inhibit its polymerase 

activity and allow its dissociation from DNA. PARGΔ2,3  cells, which lack the regulatory 

domain, have been shown to have a higher PARG activity relative to the wild type in 

cultured MEF cells [103].  The loss of the PARG regulatory domain may disrupt this 

auto-inhibition process by interfering with PARP-1 automodification via continual 

hydrolase activity.   Reduced automodification would prevent cessation in PARP-1 

activity and  may give rise to a positive feedback loop of continual PARP-1 activation 

(Figure 5.5).  The loss of this essential feedback inhibition mechanism may explain the 

excess consumption of NAD as a substrate.  Moreover, decreased automodification 

would impair the DNA damage response due to the critical role it plays in recruiting 

members of the DNA damage response pathway such as XRCC1.  Therefore, 

investigating the impact of PARG and PARG mutation upon the DNA damage response 

as mediated by PARP-1 and PARP-2 will be a potentially effective means of assessing 

the interplay between the PARG A domain and PARP-1 automodification. 
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CHAPTER 6: CHARACTERIZATION OF DNA DAMAGE 
RESPONSES IN CELLS WITH PARP AND PARG MUTATIONS 

 
6.1 Introduction 
 
 Recognition of damaged DNA is critical in initiating pathways that can lead to repair 

and cell survival.  Because PARP-1 and PARP-2 not only bind to damaged regions of 

DNA, but are specifically activated by strand breaks, they are an integral component of 

the cellular response to DNA injury.  DNA damage is categorized into two main 

subclasses: single strand breaks (SSBs) and double strand breaks (DSBs).  Of the two, 

DSBs are generally recognized as more severe given their ability to stall replication forks 

and result in replication failure and cell death.  In addition, incorrectly repaired DSBs can 

lead to genomic rearrangements and predisposition to cancer [76].  SSB’s are mended 

through the base excision repair (BER) pathway while DSB’s are addressed mainly via 

homologous repair (HR), or less frequently, via nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ).  

Treatment with a strong alkylating agent such as MNNG generates large amounts of 

methylated bases which are typically repaired via BER.  The activity of DNA 

glycosylases gives rise to apurinic sites which, if not properly repaired, can ultimately 

lead to DSBs upon replication.  DSBs can also be generated by MNNG treatment due to 

simultaneous processing of clustered apurinic sites on opposing DNA strands [124, 125]. 

 Because poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation plays an critical role in detection and response to 

strand breaks, alterations in PAR metabolism may have significant consequences with 

regard to efficient recognition and repair of DNA damage.  To probe the role of PAR 

metabolism in BER, we are investigating the activity of XRCC1 in response to PARP and 
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PARG mutation.  XRCC1 is a 70 kD protein that is essential for repair of SSBs via the 

BER pathway [85, 126, 127].  While it does not possess any known enzymatic activity, 

XRCC1 is a scaffolding protein that recruits and coordinates the activity of key proteins 

in the BER pathway such as DNA polymerase β, PCNA, and others [127, 128].  XRCC1 

is rapidly recruited to sites of SSBs and forms foci which accelerate the detection and 

repair process [126].  Importantly, XRCC1 recruitment to SSBs depends upon PARP 

activity [85, 126].  XRCC1 binds only to automodified PARP-1 and PARP-2; when 

PARP activity is blocked with 3-amino benzamide, XRCC1 binding is ablated [85].  

XRCC1 interacts with both PARP-1 and PARP-2 via its BRCT (BRCA C-Terminal 

Repeat) domain I, and deletion of the BRCT I domain also inhibits XRCC1 binding and 

recruitment [128, 129].  Therefore, alterations in PAR metabolism introduced by 

PARGΔ2,3 and PARP-1-/- mutations may seriously affect the interaction of XRCC1 with 

PARP-1 and PARP-2.    

 Histone 2A variant X (H2AX) is a 15 kD protein that is a member of the histone 2A 

family. H2AX plays a key role in maintaining genomic stability through its rapid 

response to DNA damage.  Upon detection of DSBs, H2AX is phosphorylated on Ser 

139, and this phosphorylated species is designated gH2AX.  The formation of gH2AX 

foci is one of the earliest events in the DNA damage response pathway, and is critical in 

both identifying sites of injury and recruiting key repair proteins.  gH2AX stabilizes 

repair foci and allows the recruitment of cohesions and other proteins required to tether 

sister chromatids together for efficient and accurate HR [130].  Furthermore, gH2AX foci 

formation increases the local concentration of repair factors and speeds the overall repair 
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process [131].  In MEF cells, H2AX is phosphorylated by ATM kinase (Ataxia 

Telangiectasia Mutated) in response to DSBs generated by MNNG treatment [132].  

ATM kinase activity is significantly increased by PARP-1 activity [133].  Importantly, 

ATM binds only to automodified PARP-1 which serves to enhance its kinase activity 

[76].  In the absence of PAR, ATM-dependent phosphorylation of H2AX is significantly 

reduced.  A similar response is also observed upon treatment with PARP inhibitors [76].  

This strongly suggests that PAR formation and turnover are directly linked to the DNA 

damage response for DSBs.  Therefore, alterations in PAR metabolism introduced by the 

PARGD2,3 and PARP-1-/- mutations may significantly impact the cell’s ability to detect 

and respond to DSBs.   We are measuring the formation of gH2AX foci as a means to 

gauge response to DNA damage for cells with mutations in their PARP and PARG genes.        

6.2 PARGΔ2,3 and PARP-1-/- Mutations Impair the Formation of XRCC1 Foci 
 
6.2.1 Confluent Cells with PARGΔ2,3  and PARP-1 Mutations Form Less Foci. 

 To evaluate the impact of PARP and PARG mutation upon the recognition and 

response to single strand breaks, the formation of XRCC1 foci was examined across all 

four cells lines.  To determine the role of replication and proliferation upon DNA damage 

recognition, foci were evaluated at both 50% cell confluence and 100% cell confluence. 

In addition, escalating doses of MNNG were used to assess the cells’ response under 

increasing levels of genotoxic stress. Untreated and vehicle treated confluent cells were 

compared to ensure that DMSO was not adversely affecting the cells or giving rise to 

artifacts (Figure 6.1).  There was not an appreciable difference between untreated and 

vehicle treated samples.  Wild type cells form an extensive number of XRCC1 foci upon 
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treatment with 50 µM MNNG as evidenced by the punctate staining pattern observed 

(Figure 6.2).  This sharp staining pattern is a direct contrast to the more diffuse pattern 

seen in the untreated and vehicle control samples.  The PARGΔ2,3 mutation severely 

impairs the formation of foci as can be seen from the conspicuous absence of punctate 

staining in these cells and the overall lack of foci at both 50 µM and 250 µM MNNG.   

 To quantify the effects of altered PAR metabolism on XRCC1 foci formation, foci 

were counted and a statistical analysis was performed (Figure 6.3).  Cells containing 10 

or more foci per cell were considered positive for foci, and only foci-positive cells were 

quantified.  Using these criteria, almost all cells evaluated were foci-positive; only 5% or 

less of all cells were not positive for foci, including the untreated and vehicle controls.  

Wild type cells have a basal level of foci of approximately 15 foci per cell which rapidly 

escalates to 40 foci per cell upon treatment with 50 µM MNNG.  In contrast, the 

PARGΔ2,3 cells have fewer foci even under basal conditions, with only 10 foci per cell in 

vehicle-treated samples.  This lower level of foci in vehicle treated samples is statistically 

significant from the wild type.  In addition, they form only 25% of the XRCC1 foci of the 

wild type, with roughly 10 foci per cell at 50 µM MNNG vs the 40 per cell observed for 

the wild type.   The PARP-1-/- vehicle-treated cells had slightly more foci than the wild 

type, but this was not statistically significant, and at 50 µM MNNG generated half the 

foci of the wild type, with approximately 20 foci per cell.  The PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3; cells 

behaved similarly to the PARP-1-/- cells, although they had a higher level of foci under 

basal, untreated conditions which was statistically significant.  While cells with PARP-1-/- 
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Figure 6.1:  XRCC1 Foci in Confluent Cells: Untreated and Vehicle Samples 
1) Wild Type; 2) PARGΔ2,3; 3) PARP-1-/-; 4) PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3. Vehicle consisted of 
0.1% DMSO in media.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with FITC 
(green), nuclei counterstained with DAPI (blue).   
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Figure 6.3 Average Number of XRCC1 Foci per Cell 
Foci imaged by immunofluorescence were quantified for cells classified as foci positive 
(ie, ≥10 foci per cell).  NTX, No Treatment; V, Vehicle treated samples (0.1% DMSO in 
media not containing βME); 50, 50 µM MNNG; 250, 250 µM MNNG.  Bars represent 
the average of 10 or more cells, error bars represent s.e.m. Statistical analysis performed: 
student’s unpaired, two-tailed t-test, * = p < 0.05; ** = p <0.005; *** = p < 0.0001. 
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and PARGΔ2,3  mutations were capable of amplifying their response to the presence of 

increased genotoxic stress at 250 µM MNNG, they still formed only half the level of foci 

observed in the wild type, and this was of the highest statistical significance across all 

mutated cell lines.   Overall, these results indicate that mutations in PARP and PARG 

function critically affect the ability to form XRCC1 foci, and that the PARGΔ2,3 mutation 

results in more severe impairment than does the loss of PARP-1.   

6.2.2 Nonconfluent Cells with PARGΔ2,3 and PARP-1 Mutations Form Less Foci. 

 Nearly identical trends with regard to XRCC1 foci formation were also observed in 

nonconfluent cells (Figures 6.4 and 6.5), suggesting that the proliferation rate is not 

impacting the DNA damage recognition response. Because such similar results were 

observed across both 50% and 100% confluence levels, foci were not quantified for 

nonconfluent cells. Cells with the PARGΔ2,3 mutation and cells lacking PARP-1 form 

many less foci than observed in wild type cells.  In addition, the foci formed are smaller 

and more diffuse as indicated by the less intense staining patterns observed in PARGΔ2,3, 

PARP-1-/-and PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 cells.  For the PARGΔ2,3 line, there is not a significant 

difference observed between the untreated and MNNG treated samples for this cell line, 

indicating a gross inability to form XRCC1 foci.  The PARP-1-/- mutation also impairs 

foci formation, although PARP-1-/- cells were still able to form punctate patterns.  

However, the total number of foci is roughly half of that observed for the wild type cells. 

PARGΔ2,3; PARP-1-/- cells have slightly more foci than the PARP-1-/- cells, and form 

more foci as the MNNG dose is increased to 250 µM.  However, these cells overall form 
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Figure 6.4 XRCC1 Foci in Nonconfluent Cells: Untreated and Vehicle Samples Only 
1) Wild Type; 2) PARGΔ2,3; 3) PARP-1-/-; 4) PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3. Vehicle consisted of 
0.1% DMSO in media.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with FITC 
(green), nuclei counterstained with DAPI (blue).   
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Figure 6.6 Total XRCC1 Levels as Determined by Western Blot 
Cells were treated with 250 µM MNNG for 30 minutes and allowed 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 hr 
recovery in media not containing βΜΕ.  Total cell extracts were loaded on a 12% SDS-
PAGE gel at 30 µg extract per well.  β-Actin was used as a loading control. 
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many less foci relative to the wild type, again suggesting that alteration in PAR 

metabolism significantly impacts XRCC1 foci formation in nonconfluent cells.   

 To rule out the possibility that cells with mutated PARP and PARG simply contain 

less XRCC1, and are therefore less efficient at forming foci, total XRCC1 levels were 

compared across all four cell lines (Figure 6.6).  As can be seen from the western blot, all 

cells contain similar levels of XRCC1 under basal conditions and under treatment with 

250 µM MNNG.  This would suggest that the PARGΔ2,3 and PARP-1-/- mutations are not 

affecting the level of XRCC1, but rather how it is mobilized within the cell. 

6.3 PARG Mutation Impairs γH2AX Formation 
 
 Having previously determined that proliferation status did not impact the ability to 

form foci (see section 6.2 above), confluent cells were utilized for H2AX studies as well 

to maintain consistency across experiments.  All four cell lines were treated with both 50 

µM and 250 µM MNNG, and samples were allowed 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 hr of recovery in 

media not containing βME.  Escalating doses of MNNG were used to determine if H2AX 

phosphorylation status changed in response to increasing levels of genotoxic stress.  Foci 

were quantified for the 50 µM dose using a classification system in which cells with 10 

or more foci were considered foci positive.  The total number of foci positive cells was 

assessed for each sample and these data are presented in Figure 6.13.  Only cells 

classified as foci positive were quantified for number of foci present per cell (Figure 

6.14).  Taken together, these data enable quantitative comparisons between cell lines for 

the number of cells responding to DNA damage and the level of that response. 
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 Comparisons of untreated and vehicle treated cells were again performed to rule out 

the possibility of artifacts due to DMSO (Figure 6.7).  Vehicle treated samples contained 

slightly more foci, but a significant effect from DMSO was not observed.  Wild type cells 

responded rapidly when dosed with 50 µM MNNG (Figure 6.8), and within 10 min 

following dosing had doubled the amount of γH2AX foci present to 40 per cell.  Over the 

next two hours, the level of γH2AX foci hit a maximal level of more than 55 foci per cell.  

It should be noted that once the maximal level of phosphorylation has been reached, it is 

impossible to quantify foci because the entire cell stains positive for γH2AX.  Therefore, 

any cell stained solid orange was considered to have 55 or greater foci present.  Once the 

maximum level of phosphorylation was reached for wild type cells at 3 hrs, this level was 

sustained through 4 hr of recovery in media.  At 250 µM MNNG (Figure 6.15), the cells 

responded much more rapidly: within 1 hr, all cells stained positive for γH2AX foci.  In 

addition, the staining was much more intense from 2 hr through 4 hr than that observed 

with the 50 µM dose.   

 In contrast, PARGΔ2,3 cells displayed a gross deficiency in forming γH2AX foci when 

treated with 50 µM MNNG (Figure 6.9).  Even under basal conditions, the response rate 

of these cells was only 20% of that observed in wild type cells (Figure 6.13), and this 

trend continued after exposure to genotoxic stress.  Even after 4 hr of recovery, less than 

20% of PARGΔ2,3 cells are foci positive, as compared almost 100% as seen in the wild 

type.  Moreover, the small fraction of PARGΔ2,3 cells that do respond form significantly 

less foci than the wild type.  On a qualitative level, PARGΔ2,3 cells exhibit much less 

intense staining for γH2AX relative to the wild type, which is particularly evident at the 4 
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hr time point.  After exposure to MNNG, PARGΔ2,3 cells form less than 50% of the foci 

observed in wild type cells, with an average of 20 to 30 foci per cell as compared to 

greater than 55 foci per cell in the wild type (Figure 6.14).   Yet, when the dose of 

MNNG is increased to 250 µM, almost all PARGΔ2,3 cells form foci within 1 hr (Figure 

6.16), indicating that it requires a much higher level of genotoxic stress to elicit a 

response.  However, as compared to wild type cells treated with 250 µM MNNG, the 

level of γH2AX staining is considerably less intense.  Taken together, these data suggest 

that the PARGΔ2,3 mutation severely impairs the ability to recognize and respond to DNA 

damage.   

6.4 PARP Mutation Impairs γH2AX Formation  
 
 Under basal conditions, PARP-1-/- cells contain many more foci than the wild type 

(Figure 6.14).  Upon treatment with 50 µM MNNG, PARP-1-/- cells respond similarly to 

wild type cells in the amount of foci positive cells, despite an initial lag in response seen 

immediately after dosing (Figure 6.10).  However, there is a significant difference in the 

amount of foci produced per cell (Figures 6.13 and 6.14).  Relative to the wild type, 

PARP-1-/- cells form 30% to 35% fewer foci per cell, and the response appears to be 

bimodal, with some cells containing foci too numerous to count while others contain only 

10 or 12.  This is in contrast to the more homogenous response observed in wild type 

cells.  Importantly, PARP-1-/- cells respond to a much greater extent and form 

significantly more foci than PARGΔ2,3  cells, which would suggest that the loss of PARP-

1 does not impact H2AX phosphorylation as severely as the loss of the PARG regulatory 

domain.  At 250 µM, 100% of PARP-1-/- cells respond and form numerous amounts of 
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foci (Figure 6.17).  This matches the pattern observed for the wild type and PARGΔ2,3 cell 

lines and indicates that when genotoxic stress exceeds certain levels, altered PAR 

metabolism may not impact γH2AX formation. 

6.5 PARP and PARG Double Mutation Significantly Impairs γH2AX Formation  
 
 Under basal conditions, PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3  cells form many fewer foci than any 

other cell line, and foci are not detectable in more than 90% of all samples (Figures 6.13 

and 6.11).  Upon treatment with 50 µM MNNG, these cells respond much more rapidly 

with foci formation than do any other cell line tested, but the response is not sustained 

and tapers off prior to 4 hr.  In addition, they form significantly fewer γH2AX foci 

relative to the wild type and PARP-1-/- lines (Figures 6.12 and 6.14).   With regard to the 

number of foci per cell, the PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3   cells very closely match the PARGΔ2,3  

cell line.  This suggests that loss of PARP-1 restores the ability to rapidly phosphorylate 

H2AX, but the loss of the PARG A domain severely impairs the level of response.  At 

250 µM MNNG, PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 cells show 100% response and the generation of 

large amounts of foci (Figure 6.18).  Interestingly, the PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 cells have a 

greater overall response at 250 µM than that observed for the PARGΔ2,3 cells, which 

would also suggest that the loss of PARP-1 imparts a restorative effect upon these cells. 

6.6 Discussion 
 
 With regard to XRCC1 recruitment and SSB repair, the PARGΔ2,3 mutation most 

severely impairs the formation of XRCC1 foci, followed by PARP-1-/- and PARP-1-/-;  
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Figure 6.7: γH2AX Foci in All Cell Lines: Untreated and Vehicle Samples Only 
1) Wild Type; 2) PARGΔ2,3; 3) PARP-1-/-; 4) PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3.  Vehicle contained 
0.1% DMSO in media.  Cells were immunostained with TRITC (orange) and 
counterstained with DAPI (blue) to visualize nuclei.  Magnification 60x.   
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Figure 6.8: γH2AX Foci in Wild Type Cells Treated with 50 µM MNNG 
1) Vehicle; 2) 0 hr recovery; 3) 1 hr recovery; 4) 2 hr recovery; 5) 3 hr recovery; 6) 4 hr 
recovery.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with TRITC (orange); nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Recovery refers to incubation in media.    
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Figure 6.9: γH2AX Foci in PARGΔ2,3 Cells Treated with 50 µM MNNG 
1) Vehicle; 2) 0 hr recovery; 3) 1 hr recovery; 4) 2 hr recovery; 5) 3 hr recovery; 6) 4 hr 
recovery.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with TRITC (orange); nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Recovery refers to incubation in media. 
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Figure 6.10: γH2AX Foci in PARP-1-/- Cells Treated with 50 µM MNNG 
1) Vehicle; 2) 0 hr recovery; 3) 1 hr recovery; 4) 2 hr recovery; 5) 3 hr recovery; 6) 4 hr 
recovery.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with TRITC (orange); nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Recovery refers to incubation in media. 
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Figure 6.11: γH2AX Foci in PARP-1-/- ;PARGΔ2,3 Cells Treated with 50 µM MNNG 
1) Vehicle; 2) 0 hr recovery; 3) 1 hr recovery; 4) 2 hr recovery; 5) 3 hr recovery; 6) 4 hr 
recovery.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with TRITC (orange); nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Recovery refers to incubation in media. 
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Figure 6.13 Percent γH2AX Foci-Positive Cells Upon Treatment with 50 µM MNNG 
Cells containing 10 or more foci per cell were classified as foci-positive.  Points represent 
the average of at least 10 or more cells, error bars represent s.e.m.  Statistical analysis 
performed was an unpaired, two-tailed t-test: *  = 0.01 < p < 0.03; ** = p < 0.008;  
*** = 0.0001 < p < 0.0008.  All statistical comparisons are relative to wild type cells. 
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Figure 6.14 Number of γH2AX Foci per Cell Upon Treatment with 50 µM MNNG 
The total number of foci per cell was determined for cells containing 10 or more foci per 
cell (i.e, foci-positive).  Points represent the average of 10 or more cells, and error bars 
represent the s.e.m. Statistical analysis performed was an unpaired, two-tailed t-test:  
*  = 0.01 < p < 0.05; ** = 0.002 < p < 0.003;  *** = 0.0001 ≤ p ≤ 0.0006.  All statistical 
comparisons are relative to wild type cells. 
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Figure 6.15: γH2AX Foci in Wild Type Cells Treated with 250 µM MNNG 
1) Vehicle; 2) 0 hr recovery; 3) 1 hr recovery; 4) 2 hr recovery; 5) 3 hr recovery; 6) 4 hr 
recovery.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with TRITC (orange); nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Recovery refers to incubation in media.    
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Figure 6.16: γH2AX Foci in PARGΔ2,3 Cells Treated with 250 µM MNNG 
1) Vehicle; 2) 0 hr recovery; 3) 1 hr recovery; 4) 2 hr recovery; 5) 3 hr recovery; 6) 4 hr 
recovery.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with TRITC (orange); nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Recovery refers to incubation in media. 
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Figure 6.17: γH2AX Foci in PARP-1-/- Cells Treated with 250 µM MNNG 
1) Vehicle; 2) 0 hr recovery; 3) 1 hr recovery; 4) 2 hr recovery; 5) 3 hr recovery; 6) 4 hr 
recovery.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with TRITC (orange); nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Recovery refers to incubation in media. 
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Figure 6.18: γH2AX Foci in PARP-1-/- ;PARGΔ2,3 Cells Treated with 250 µM MNNG 
1) Vehicle; 2) 0 hr recovery; 3) 1 hr recovery; 4) 2 hr recovery; 5) 3 hr recovery; 6) 4 hr 
recovery.  Foci determined by immunofluorescence staining with TRITC (orange); nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Recovery refers to incubation in media. 
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PARGΔ2,3 mutation, respectively.  At 250 µM MNNG, all mutated cell lines form a 

similar number of XRCC1 foci per cell.  While both PARP-1 and PARP-2 interact with 

XRCC1, PARP-1 is the major recruiter for XRCC1.  This binding interaction occurs 

exclusively via automodification on PARP-1, and these data suggest that changes in PAR 

metabolism stemming from these mutations strongly impact XRCC1 recruitment.  The 

PARGΔ2,3 cell line, which lacks the regulatory domain of PARG, has been shown to have 

higher PARG activity and correspondingly lower levels of PAR [99, 103].  Consequently, 

due to this higher PARG activity, cells with the PARGΔ2,3 mutation cannot achieve a high 

level of PARP-1 automodification and XRCC1 recruitment is greatly reduced.   This 

trend is apparent even in vehicle treated cells, and becomes highly significant upon 

exposure to genotoxic stress. 

 PARP-1-/- cells also show impaired formation of XRCC1 foci relative to the wild 

type.   While PARP-2 is capable of interacting with and recruiting XRCC1 in a PAR-

dependent manner, PARP-2 undergoes less extensive automodification than PARP-1 

[81].  As a result, it is likely much less efficient at recruiting XRCC1, which would 

explain the greatly reduced level of foci formed in cells lacking PARP-1.  Additionally, 

PARP-2 is believed to heterodimerize with PARP-1 to carry out efficient repair via the 

BER pathway [50, 81].  For this reason, the loss of PARP-1 may also severely impact the 

ability to effect efficient repair.  The PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 mutation results in an XRCC1 

foci pattern that most closely resembles PARP-1 loss.  Given the more critical role that 

PARP-1 plays in XRCC1 recruitment, this is not surprising.  One notable difference is in 

the level of foci observed in untreated PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 cells.  This was unexpected, 
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and may result from the fact that these cells are less efficient at repairing DNA damage 

that is commonly incurred through normal progression through the cell cycle.  Overall, 

however, PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 cells form more foci than do either of the singly mutated 

cell lines, and importantly, they form twice as many foci at 50 µM MNNG than do the 

PARGΔ2,3  cell line.  The higher PARG activity associated with the PARGΔ2,3 mutation is 

not having the same impact on PARP-2 activity and automodification as that observed for 

PARP-1.  This provides additional evidence that there is a specific interaction occurring 

between the A domain of PARG and PARP-1 that is critical to PAR metabolism and 

therefore, to XRCC1 recruitment.  

 With regard to the formation of γH2AX foci, the PARGΔ2,3  mutation severely impairs 

H2AX phosphorylation at 50 µM MNNG relative to wild type and PARP-1-/- cells.  

γH2AX foci formation resulting from MNNG treatment is both dose and time dependent 

[134], which would explain why all cell lines readily formed foci when treated with 250 

µM MNNG.  Because enhanced activation of ATM requires binding to automodified 

PARP-1, the higher PARG activity in PARGΔ2,3 cells blunts PARP-1 automodification 

and results in significantly impaired γH2AX foci formation observed at 50 µM MNNG.  

PARP-1-/- cells have a much higher rate of foci formation under basal and vehicle-treated 

conditions due to the fact that these cells are inherently have a much higher level of DNA 

damage relative to wild type cells.  Due to the fact that PARP-1 plays such a paramount 

role in surveillance and maintenance of the genome, PARP-1 knockout cells tend to 

acquire a much higher level of DNA damage relative to wild type cells.  The consequence 

of this inability to recognize sites of DNA injury is the persistence of SSBs that are 
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converted into DSBs, which in turn causes sustained ATM activation [76].  In addition, 

γH2AX foci that do not resolve over time are indicative of damage sites that are no 

longer subject to repair.  Taken together, these two observations would explain the higher 

level of γH2AX foci seen in untreated PARP-1-/- cells.  Overall, however, the loss of 

PARP-1 impairs the ability form γH2AX foci in response to treatment with 50 µM 

MNNG.  Interestingly the PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 cells demonstrate the same level of  

deficiency in forming γH2AX foci as do the PARGΔ2,3 cells.  This would suggest that 

either PARG activity or binding of the A domain itself impacts the activation of ATM.   

Because PAR acts as a crucial early DNA damage signal that impinges upon the ATM-

signaling cascade [76, 135], our data indicates that disruption of PAR metabolism 

drastically impairs the ATM-mediated response to DNA damage.  One of the important 

downstream targets of ATM is p53, another DNA repair protein that is critical to 

maintaining genomic integrity.  Based on the observation that the PARGΔ2,3 mutation 

significantly affects ATM-mediated phosphorylation, it may also have severe cellular 

consequences with regard to downstream signaling in the DNA damage response.   

 Across all four cell lines, it becomes apparent that the loss of the PARG regulatory 

domain seriously impairs the formation of XRCC1 and γH2AX foci (Figure 6.19).  

Because the formation of such foci represents an early and critical response to DNA 

damage, cells with altered PAR metabolism due to this mutation may be much less 

efficient at recognizing and repairing damage to their DNA.  As a result, they may be 

much more sensitive and susceptible to genotoxic stress.   
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Figure 6.19: Loss of the PARG Regulatory Domain Impairs Response to DNA 
Damage 
Cells lacking the PARG regulatory domain exhibit less automodification which results in 
significantly decreased recruitment of factors required for efficient repair of SSBs and 
DSBs such as XRCC1 and ATM, respectively.  Because these processes are critical to 
repair DNA damage, cells lacking this regulatory domain may have a higher incidence of 
cell death upon exposure to genotoxic stress.  
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CHAPTER 7: CHARACTERIZATION OF CELL DEATH IN CELLS 
WITH PARP AND PARG MUTATIONS 

 
7.1 Introduction 
 
7.1.1 PARP-1 and Cell Death. 

 PARP-1 is a major determinant of cellular fate.  Under conditions of low to moderate 

DNA damage it enhances DNA repair and cellular recovery, however, when DNA 

damage is extensive and PARP-1 is hyperactivated, it plays an important role in cell 

death.  Two main mechanisms of cell death associated with PARP-1 activity are caspase-

dependent cell death and caspase-independent cell death.    Caspase-dependent cell death 

is a highly regulated and tightly coordinated cellular process that is controlled by a 

variety of signaling networks.  Mitochondrial release of cytochrome c initiates this 

process which involves apoptosome formation and sequential activation of effector 

caspases, such as capsase 3 and caspase 7, that result in DNA fragmentation, nuclear 

pyknosis, and cell death.  PARP-1, PARP-2, and PARG all undergo protein cleavage as a 

result of the caspase-dependent mechanism of cell death.  PARP-1 activation also leads to 

caspase-independent cell death, which involves the release of apoptosis inducing factor 

(AIF) from the mitochondria and subsequent DNA fragmentation and cell death [122].  

Two major differences between these two processes are firstly, that capspase-independent 

cell death as mediated by AIF does not involve the formation of nuclear bodies or 

oligonucleosomal DNA fragments typically observed in the caspase-dependent pathway 

[136].  Secondly, AIF release is independent of cellular ATP status [122, 136].   A closer 

examination of how PARP-1 activation can initiate each of these processes will be 

discussed below. 
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7.1.2 PARP-1 and Caspase-Dependent Cell Death. 

 As discussed in Section 3.1, high PARP-1 activity can rapidly deplete NAD+ levels.  

In order to compensate for the loss of NAD+, cells convert nicotinamide into NAD+, but 

this process consumes 4 ATP per molecule of NAD+ synthesized [67, 121].  Continued 

PARP-1 activity leads to both NAD+ and ATP depletion, and the loss of NAD+ rapidly 

causes shuts down glycolysis and the TCA cycle, which further decreases ATP levels.  

This compromises energy production and metabolism within mitochondria, and depletion 

of the mitochondrial NAD+ pool can effectively trigger a mitochondrial permeability 

transition, cytochrome c release and initiate cell death via the caspase cascade.  

Furthermore, under conditions of severe ATP shortage, the Na-K ATPase ion transporter 

can no longer function to maintain osmotic pressure in the cell, and finally results in 

membrane rupture and cell lysis.  In this manner, low levels of NAD+ and ATP caused by 

PARP-1 overactivation can initiate cellular necrosis [58]. Under conditions of extreme 

NAD+ and ATP depletion, the apoptotic pathway is blocked because it requires ATP.  

Unlike apoptosis, necrosis is typically followed by a massive inflammatory response 

[102], which can often exacerbate further cell injury and death.  Thus, PARP-1 

overactivation contributes to cell death via both caspase-dependent and necrotic pathways 

[116]. 

7.1.3 PARP-1 and Caspase-Independent Cell Death. 

 High levels of PARP-1 activity can also lead to the induction of apoptosis through the 

release of AIF from the mitochondria.  While the exact mechanism of AIF release is still 

being explored, it appears that both mitochondrial NAD+ levels and the production of 
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PAR are both an integral part of this process.  Mitochondrial NAD+ pools are maintained 

separate and distinct from cytosolic NAD+ pools, and they do not exchange [120].  

However, nuclear NAD+ levels do impact the mitochondrial NAD+ supply, and it is 

believed that under conditions of high PARP-1 activity, decreased nuclear NAD+ levels 

are perceived by the mitochondria, which triggers the release of AIF.  Cytosolic AIF 

translocates to the nucleus to initiate nuclear condensation and ultimately effect cell death 

[78].   

7.1.4 The Role of PAR and PARG in Cell Death. 

 PAR polymer itself has been postulated to be capable of causing AIF release when 

either transported out of the nucleus or generated in the mitochondria [119, 137].  

Furthermore, PAR has been proposed to act as a death signal in and of itself.  It has been 

well demonstrated that PAR is cytotoxic at concentrations as low as 20 nM.  In addition, 

the larger and more complex the polymer structure, the greater its toxicity [119].  

Because PARG is the only known enzyme with high specific activity for PAR 

catabolism, PARG activity is therefore crucial in maintaining the balance between PARP-

1 activity and cell death.  This is evidenced by the fact that PARG knockout is 

embryonically lethal [99, 101], and that the absence of PARG as induced by siRNA 

sensitizes cells to injury and death at significantly lower levels of genotoxic stress as 

compared to wild type [102].  Therefore, PARG clearly has a protective role in mitigating 

the cellular response to stress.  Understanding the nature of the interaction between 

PARP-1 and PARG in the context of cellular survival would be of great value in 

designing therapeutics for a variety of diseases, including cancer, stroke,  and heart 
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attack.  In order to probe this interaction, we are studying the impact of altered PAR 

metabolism on cell death. These experiments examine cell death resulting from genotoxic 

stress in the context of both caspade-dependent and caspase-independent mechanisms and 

do not attempt to make distinctions between these subsets.    

7.2  PARGΔ2,3 Mutation Enhances Sensitivity to Genotoxic Stress While PARP-1-/- 
Mutation Confers Resistance to Genotoxic Stress 
  
 All four cell lines  were treated with a series of escalating doses of MNNG, starting at 

500 µM continuing through 2000 µM.  Importantly, all cell lines had similar levels of 

viability when treated with vehicle (1% DMSO), indicating that comparisons between 

cells lines are valid.  For wild type cells, lower doses of MNNG such as 500 µM and 750 

µM had very little impact upon cell viability (Figure 7.1), which is expected for confluent 

cells.  It typically requires a much higher dose of MNNG to begin to affect confluent 

cells due to their higher density and lower rates of replication.  However, at 1000 µM the 

cells are clearly beginning to respond and there is a loss of 24% viability.  By the time the 

maximum dose of 2000 µM is reached, there is an overall loss of 50% viability (Figure 

7.6).   

 In contrast, PARGΔ2,3 cells are exquisitely more sensitive to treatment with MNNG, 

and even at 500 µM and 750 µM have begun to show a significant decrease in viability 

(Figure 7.2), with a loss of 43% of the total cell population.  At 1000 µM, less than 10% 

of the cells are viable as compared to more than 70% viability observed for wild type 

cells, and by 2000 µM almost the entire cell population has died (Figure 7.6).  The 

PARGΔ2,3 cell line is statistically different than the wild type line at every concentration 

tested.   
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Figure 7.1: Confluent Wild Type Cells Treated with 500 to 2000 µM MNNG. 
Confluent wild type cells were treated with 500 µM, 750 µM, 1000 µM, 1500 µM, or 
2000 µM MNNG for 30 minutes and allowed to recover in media for 24 hr.  Cells were 
collected, stained with Annexin V/propidium iodide and analyzed by flow cytometry.  
Plots shown are representative of three independent experiments.    
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Figure 7.2: Confluent PARGΔ2,3 Cells Treated with 500 to 2000 µM MNNG. 
Confluent PARGΔ2,3 cells were treated with 500 µM, 750 µM, 1000 µM, 1500 µM, or 
2000 µM MNNG for 30 minutes and allowed to recover in media for 24 hr.  Cells were 
collected, stained with Annexin V/ propidium iodide and analyzed by flow cytometry.  
Plots shown are representative of three independent experiments.    
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Figure 7.3: Confluent PARP-1-/- Cells Treated with 500 to 2000 µM MNNG. 
Confluent PARP-1-/- cells were treated with 500 µM, 750 µM, 1000 µM, 1500 µM, or 
2000 µM MNNG for 30 minutes and allowed to recover in media for 24 hr.  Cells were 
collected, stained with Annexin V/ propidium iodide and analyzed by flow cytometry.  
Plots shown are representative of three independent experiments.    
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Figure 7.4: Confluent PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 Cells Treated with 500 to 2000 µM 
MNNG. 
Confluent PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 cells were treated with 500 µM, 750 µM, 1000 µM, 1500 
µM, or 2000 µM MNNG for 30 minutes and allowed to recover in media for 24 hr.  Cells 
were collected, stained with Annexin V/propidium iodide and analyzed by flow 
cytometry.  Plots shown are representative of three independent experiments.    
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of all Cell Lines Treated with 2000 µM MNNG. 
Confluent cells with treated with 2000 µM MNNG for 30 minutes and allowed to recover 
in media for 24 hr.  Cells were collected, stained with Annexin V/propidium iodide and 
analyzed by flow cytometry.  Plots shown are representative of three independent 
experiments. 
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of Percent Viable Cells After Treatment with MNNG. 
Confluent cells were treated with vehicle (1.0% DMSO), 1000, 1500, or 2000 µM 
MNNG and allowed to recover in media for 24 hr.  Cells were collected, stained with 
Annexin V/PI and analyzed by flow cytometry.  Percent viable cells were quantified for 
each cell line from the total gated cell population.  The first bar in each series represents 
vehicle treated samples.  Bars represent an average of three independent experiments; 
error bars represent the s.e.m.  Statistical analysis performed was a two-tailed, unpaired t-
test; * =  0.01 < p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.003.  All statistical comparisons are relative to wild 
type cells. 
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 Unlike the increased sensitivity observed with the PARGΔ2,3 cells, the PARP-1-/- cell 

line is highly resistant to genotoxic stress (Figure 7.3).  There is essentially no change 

inviability across the entire range of dosing with MNNG, including 2000 µM, at which 

point 84% of the cells were still viable (Figure 7.6).  This is in sharp contrast wild type 

cells which were 40% viable at the same dose, and to PARGΔ2,3 cells, which were less 

than 3% viable.  These data suggest that the loss of PARP-1 has a cytoprotective effect 

against cell death induced by genotoxic stress.  

 This protective effect of PARP-1-/- mutation is again observed in the PARP-1-/-

;PARGΔ2,3 cell line, which responds very similarly to PARP-1-/- in response to escalating 

MNNG treatment (Figures 7.4 and 7.6).  At 1000 and 1500 µM, 80% of the cells are still 

viable, and at 2000 µM, 61% of the total population is still viable.  This is a significantly 

different response than that observed for PARGΔ2,3 cells which were less than 3% viable 

at the same dose, and indicates that increased cell death resulting from the PARGΔ2,3 

mutation is specifically related to PARP-1.  

7.3 Discussion 
 
 These data clearly support PARP-1 as a mediator of cell death under conditions of 

genotoxic stress.  The PARP-1-/- cells are strongly resistant to even high doses of MNNG, 

which suggests that in the absence of PARP-1, cells cannot effectively undergo cell 

death.  The PARGΔ2,3 cells are exquisitely more sensitive to genotoxic stress which may 

be due to several contributing factors.  These cells have serious defects in their ability to 

recognize and respond to DNA damage (Chapter 6).  Thus, they are also likely to be less 

capable of effecting efficient DNA repair that would enable their survival.  Moreover, we 
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have established previously that the loss of the PARG A domain leads to PARP-1 

overactivation and increased NAD depletion (Chapter 5).  Therefore, due to their 

depleted NAD+ status, PARGΔ2,3 cells are much more susceptible to death as induced by 

necrosis and AIF release.  The restorative effect upon cell viability observed in the 

PARP-1-/-;PARGΔ2,3 cells is further confirmation that PARP-1 overactivation is 

responsible for driving the higher mortality rate seen in PARGΔ2,3 cells.  Our results from 

NAD+ studies are in accordance with these viability data in suggesting that the interaction 

between the PARG A domain and PARP-2 does not significantly impact response to 

genotoxic stress and overall cellular survival. 

 Taken together, these data provide yet more evidence that an interaction between the 

PARG A domain and PARP-1 enhances sensitivity to genotoxic stress (Figure 7.7).  The 

PARG A domain is a putative regulatory region that may control PARG activity.  Given 

that PAR is highly cytotoxic, and that PARP-1 overactivation has such deleterious 

consequences with regard to cell fate, tight coordination of PARP-1 and PARG activity is 

critically important for cell survival and homeostasis.  Disruption of this delicate balance 

by removing the A domain of PARG clearly has devastating effects on cell survival upon 

exposure to genomic insult, and suggests that the PARG regulatory region may also play 

a crucial role in regulating PARP-1 function.   
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Figure 7.7: Loss of the PARG Regulatory Domain Results in Increased Cell Death 
The severe NAD depletion resulting from continual PARP-1 activation leads to increased 
susceptibility to death after exposure to genotoxic stress.  The NAD depletion coupled 
with impaired DNA damage response in cells lacking the PARG regulatory domain leads 
to significantly enhanced sensitivity to genomic damage. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS 
 

8.1 Results and Significance 
 
 Studies utilizing MEF cell lines with mutated PARP-1 and PARG genes indicate that 

truncated PARG 60 exhibits significantly different interactions with PARP-1 in the 

context of cellular stress.  While basal levels of NAD are similar across all 4 cell lines, 

under conditions of genotoxic stress, PARGΔ2,3 cells hyperactivate PARP-1 with the 

consequence of rapid and severe NAD depletion.  Double mutant cells (PARP-1-/-; 

PARGΔ2,3) containing truncated PARG 60, PARP-2, but not PARP-1 demonstrate similar 

NAD kinetics to the wild type, indicating that the loss of the regulatory domain in PARG 

60 specifically disregulates PARP-1 function. PARGΔ2,3 cells have been previously 

shown to have greatly decreased basal PARP-1 automodification as compared to wild 

type MEF cells [99, 103].  Furthermore, PARGΔ2,3 MEFs have also been shown to have 

much higher levels of PARG activity relative to wild type MEFs following genotoxic 

stress [103].  This accelerated PARG activity may explain the lower levels of 

automodification observed: once attached to PARP-1, PAR would be rapidly degraded by 

the highly active PARG, giving rise to a futile cycle that consumes massive amounts of 

NAD+.      

 This reduced automodifcation severely impairs the ability of PARP-1 to recruit 

protein binding partners necessary for the rapid and efficient repair of both SSBs and 

DSBs, as confirmed by the markedly decreased foci formation observed in MEF cells 

carrying the PARGΔ2,3 mutation.  It should be noted that PARP-1 is also critical for 

proper recruitment of repair factors as evidenced by substantially decreased XRCC1 and 
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γH2AX foci formation.  These results suggest that a precise coordination between PARP-

1 and PARG function is essential for an appropriate response to genomic injury, and that 

the regulatory domain of PARG plays a significant role in that process.   

 Additionally, PARGΔ2,3 cells exhibit exquisite sensitivity to genotoxic agents as 

compared to wild type cells, while PARP-1-/- cells are strongly resistant to cell death as 

induced by MNNG.  This enhanced cell death occurs only in the context of PARP-1 and 

truncated PARG 60, as the PARP-1-/-; PARGΔ2,3 cells which contain PARP-2 and PARG 

60 are protected from cell death.  This suggests that removing PARP-1 from cells with 

truncated PARG has a restorative effect, and that there is a specific interaction between 

PARP-1 and the regulatory domain of PARG which is exacerbating cell death in response 

to genotoxic stress.  Taken together, these results provide further evidence that precise 

coordination between full length PARG 111 and PARP-1 is necessary for proper cellular 

response to DNA damage.  Moreover, they suggest that the regulatory domain of PARG 

may play a crucial role in modulating PARP-1 activity as well (Figure 8.1).   

 While PARP-1 and PARP-2 are share similar structures and overall function, they 

play different roles within the context of DNA repair.  Because they share overlapping 

yet distinct functions, it is quite likely that they also possess independent regulatory 

mechanisms [50].   For this reason, it is not surprising that the loss of the PARG 

regulatory domain does not appear to impact PARP-2 function.  PARP-2 has a much 

smaller DNA binding domain as compared to PARP-1 and does not contain a BRCT 

domain for automodification.  These regions may be of interest in mapping potential sites 

of interaction between the PARG regulatory domain and PARP-1.   
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Figure 8.1: Proposed Model of PARP-1 and PARG A Domain Interaction. 
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 In addition, the regulatory domain of PARG is known to contain a series of acidic 

residues believed to be important in altering PARG affinity for substrate [96].  Recently, 

a series of 6 phosphorylation sites were also mapped to the regulatory domain [105] 

further indicating that this region is likely very important in substrate recognition.  The 

negative charge from the acid residues and phosphorylation of this domain would result 

in significantly decreased affinity for the highly negative PAR.  Beyond adjusting 

PARG’s affinity for substrate, these phosphorylation sites may also play an important 

role in modulating protein-protein interactions.   

8.2 Future Studies 
 
 Areas that remain to be address from the current studies described are a full 

examination of polymer levels in all four cell lines.  This would be extremely helpful in 

definitively proving that the impaired recruitment of XRCC1 and γH2AX is caused by 

decreased automodification.  Moreover, it would allow an examination of the levels of 

PARG specific activity in each cell line, which would also be very insightful in the 

context of polymer content.  In addition, monitoring ATP levels upon treatment with 

MNNG would be a very useful way to confirm if cell death is indeed occurring in 

PARGΔ2,3 cells due to severe depletion of NAD+.  Caspase assays or treatment with 

caspase inhibitors would also be helpful in discerning whether cell death was effected by 

caspase-dependent or caspase-independent mechanisms.   

 In order to characterize the nature of the interaction between the PARG regulatory 

domain and PARP-1, a series of Co-IP and pull down experiments could be performed in 

multiple cell lines to ensure that results are not an artifact of any particular cell line.  
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Studies conducted with both wild type and PARP-1 knockout cells when available would 

be particularly insightful.  However, the impact of the PARGΔ2,3  mutation could only be 

studied in MEF cells at this time.  Additional biochemical experiments include 

mutatgenesis of the phosphorylation site and acid residues to determine their effect upon 

modulating substrate affinity modulation and to map the region of potential interaction 

with PARP-1 and putative other binding partners.  

8.3 Potential of PARG as Therapeutic Target 
 
 These studies have established that full length PARG 111 is required for proper 

PARP-1 function in a cellular context.  The fact that PARG activity is so closely 

coordinated with that of PARP-1 suggests that inhibition of PARG may be an effective 

means of modulating PARP-1.  Previous studies have clearly demonstrated the efficacy 

and safety of PARP inhibitors as monochemotherapeutic agents in cancer treatment [4, 

106, 110, 135, 138].  Blocking PARG activity with small molecules would prevent the 

removal of PAR residues from PARP-1, causing it to remain catalytically inactive, and 

may ostensibly yield similar results to those observed with PARP inhibitors.  Thus, 

PARG blockade would represent an indirect mechanism of ablating PARP activity.  

Because only one PARG gene is known to exist, this could result in a very specific drug 

target with an excellent selectivity advantage in cancer treatment.  However, because no 

compensatory mechanisms exists for PAR catabolism and PAR buildup is highly toxic, 

this approach would need to be tested very carefully to ensure it would not cause damage 

to healthy tissues.  
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 Moreover, as the studies discussed have shown, the A domain of PARG specifically 

interacts with PARP-1.  This opens up the intriguing possibility of developing small 

molecule PARG effectors that only impact PARP-1.  Given the unique and critical role 

that PARP-1 plays in determining cell fate, this may be a very attractive option for 

diseases such as ischemia/stroke and myocardial infarction where preventing the death of 

terminally differentiated cells would be highly desirable. 
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APPENDIX A: JACS MANUSCRIPT 
 

A.1 Direct Inhibition of Hypoxia-Inducible Transcription Factor Complex with 
Designed Dimeric Epidithiodiketopiperazine 
 
This manuscript is reproduced in its entirety with permission from Block, K.M., et al., 
Direct Inhibition of Hypoxia-Inducible Transcription Factor Complex with Designed 
Dimeric Epidithiodiketopiperazine. Journal Of The American Chemical Society, 2009. 
131(50): p. 18078-18088.  Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. 
 
Manuscript immediately follows cover page illustration (Figure A.1). 
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Figure A.1: Title Page and Cover Illustration for Hypoxia Manuscript 
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Abstract: Selective blockade of hypoxia-inducible gene expression by designed small 

molecules would prove valuable in suppressing tumor angiogenesis, metastasis and 

altered energy metabolism. We report the design, synthesis, and biological evaluation of 

dimeric epidithiodiketopiperazine (ETP) small molecule transcriptional antagonist 

targeting the interaction of the p300/CBP coactivator with the transcription factor HIF-

1α. Our results indicate that disrupting this interaction results in rapid downregulation of 

hypoxia-inducible genes critical for cancer progression. The observed effects are 

compound-specific and dose-dependent. Controlling gene expression with designed small 

molecules targeting the transcription factor-coactivator interface may represent a new 

approach for arresting tumor growth. 
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Introduction 

Hypoxia, the state of reduced oxygen levels, is characteristic of most solid 

malignancies and is involved in promoting aggressiveness and rapid progression of 

neoplastic disease.1-3 The cellular response to hypoxia is primarily mediated by hypoxia 

inducible factor 1 (HIF-1), a heterodimeric basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) protein of the 

Per-Arnt-Sim (PAS) family. The HIF-1α subunit is an oxygen-sensitive transcription 

factor which regulates the expression of hypoxia-responsive genes and represents a major 

point of amplification in oncogenic signaling. Under well-oxygenated conditions, HIF-1α 

is polyubiquitinated by the E3 ubiquitin ligase pVHL and targeted for proteosomal 

degradation.4-8  Under hypoxia, HIF-1α is stabilized and translocates to the nucleus where 

it dimerizes with its β-subunit, aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator (ARNT, 

HIF-1β). Upon binding to its cognate DNA sequences, hypoxia response elements 

(HREs), it recruits the p300/CBP and SRC-1 family of coactivators to initiate 

transcription of a diverse group of genes involved in the adaptive response to hypoxia. Of 

particular significance are the gene encoding vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), 

a potent mitogen that mediates sprouting of new blood vessels and contributes to 

metastasis2, 9-12 and genes whose protein products are involved in extracellular matrix 

remodeling, such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and lysyl oxidase (LOX).13-15 

Given the involvement of HIF-1α in multiple cellular pathways critical for cancer 

progression,16-20 direct antagonism of HIF-1α-induced transcriptional activity could be an 

effective means of therapeutic intervention. 
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The interaction between the HIF-1α C-terminal activation domain (C-TAD) and the 

cysteine-histidine rich 1 (CH1) region of the coactivator p300 or its ortholog, CREB 

binding protein (CBP), is critical for transactivation. Disruption of this interaction 

suppresses transcriptional activity.21,22  The contact surface between p300/CBP and HIF-

1α is extensive; it spans an area of 3393 Å2,23,24 and hence direct blockade of this 

interaction with small molecules is challenging. Instead, inducing a structural change in 

one of the binding partners may be a more effective means of disrupting the complex. For 

example, altering the global fold of p300/CBP could render the coactivators incapable of 

binding to HIF-1α and thereby prevent their recruitment for subsequent chromatin 

remodeling and transcriptional initiation. Herein we report the design, synthesis, and 

evaluation of biological activity of a synthetic small molecule capable of inhibiting HIF-

1α inducible transcription via disruption of the HIF-1α C-TAD-p300/CBP interface.  

Our design was inspired by the natural products chaetocin 125 and chetomin 226 (Fig. 

1b) that have been recently identified as inhibitors of the HIF-1α-p300/CBP interaction, 

although the exact mechanism of this inhibition remains unclear.22  Despite initial 

encouraging activity reports, 2 induced coagulative necrosis, anemia, and leukocytosis in 

experimental animals. 22 Chaetocin and chetomin are epidithiodiketopiperazine (ETP) 

metabolites from the filamentous fungi of the Chaetomium species that have been 

previously characterized as having antimicrobial activity. These molecules contain two 

epidithiodiketopiperazine (ETP) rings connected via a rigid central scaffold.27  Under 

physiological conditions, the bridging disulfide moieties can exist either in an oxidized,  
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Figure 1. Targeting the HIF-1α C-TAD/p300 CH1 complex with ETP antagonists. (a) 
NMR-derived structure of p300 CH1 domain in complex with the HIF-1α C-TAD, with 
Zn2+ ions depicted as cyan spheres. (b) Structures of chaetocin 1 (isolated from 
Chaetomium globosum) and chetomin 2 (from Chaetomium cocliodes). (c) Comparison 
of distances between the centers of the two disulfide bridges in 2 and 3, derived from 
molecular modeling. (d) Structures of control DKP 4 and ETP 5. 
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disulfide form or a reduced, dithiol form and are thought to be essential for biological 

activity of this class of natural products. Recent studies have shown that ETPs 

accumulate in cells in a glutathione-dependent manner even under well-oxygenated 

conditions and exist in the cytoplasm almost exclusively in the reduced form.28   

To probe the importance of the bridging disulfides for the biological activity of ETPs, 

we designed and synthesized inhibitor 3 (Fig. 1c). Dimeric ETP 3 was designed to match 

the conformationally-averaged distance between the bridging disulfide groups in 2 which 

is approximately 10 Å. Because diketopiperazines have been shown to be metabolic 

products of ETPs,28 compound 4 (Fig. 1d),29 which lacks bridging disulfides, was 

designed as a negative control to test if the bridging disulfides are required for ETP 

function and to ascertain that products of the ETP metabolism are inactive as 

transcriptional inhibitors. Finally, monomeric ETP 5 was introduced as additional control 

to ensure that dimeric ETPs have enhanced binding affinity and biological activity. 

Results and Discussion 

Synthesis of dimeric ETP 3. Our strategy involved three key transformations (Scheme 

1):  i) synthesis of  monomeric ETP precursor having bridging disulfides protected in the 

form of dithioacetals, ii) functionalization of the C-3 and C-6 positions of the dithioacetal 

rings via carbanion chemistry, and iii) regeneration of the disulfide bridges. The 

dithioacetal 6 was obtained from sarcosine anhydride 5 by the method reported by Kishi 

et al.30  Regioselective deprotonation of 6 at the bridgehead carbon with a strong base and 

subsequent reaction with benzyloxymethyl chloride afforded monosubstituted 

dithioacetal 7 in good yield. Similarly, deprotonation of the bridgehead position in 
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dithioacetal 7, followed by reaction with 0.5 equiv. of α,α’-diiodo-p-xylene produced a 

diastereomeric mixture of dithioacetal dimers 8. After separation of (±)-8 from the meso-

product, removal of the benzyl groups was performed by treatment of (±)-8 with boron 

trichloride. The conversion of the protected dithioacetal into dimeric racemate ETP (±)-3 

(hereafter simply abbreviated as 3) was carried out by initial oxidation with m-

chloroperbenzoic acid followed by treatment with 70% perchloric acid in methanol. A 

fraction of the racemate 3 was subjected to chiral separation, during which two 

enantiomers, denoted as ent1-3 and ent2-3, were obtained (see Supporting Information 

and Fig. S1 for details). Due to the small amount of the chiral material on hand, we opted 

not to determine their signs of optical rotation. The conversion of meso-8 into meso-3 

was carried out in a similar manner. Control DKP 429 and monomer ETP 530 were 

synthesized according to previously published procedures.  

Synthetic ETP binds to p300 CH1 domain under reducing conditions. 

Prior to undertaking more rigorous biophysical and biological characterization of 

dimeric ETP 3, it was important to first characterize its thermodynamic binding 

properties toward the target, p300 CH1 domain.  We conducted SPR experiments in the 

presence of DTT to mimic the reducing environment that would be found in the 

intracellular milieu.  From the SPR sensorgrams (Fig. 2), it is clear that both chetomin 2 

and dimeric ETP 3 bind directly to GST-tagged CH1 domain of human p300 (aa residues 

323-423) with sub-micromolar affinity.  The measured KD values were 5.4 × 10-7 M for 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of dimeric ETP (±)-3. 
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 chetomin 2, and 7.5 × 10-7 M for ETP 3. With regard to the rates of association and 

dissociation, chetomin 2 and ETP 3 show similar binding kinetics with on-rates (Kas) of 

6.1 × 103 M-1s-1 and 5.1 × 103 M-1s-1 and off-rates (Kds) of 3.3 × 10-3 s-1 and 3.8 × 10-3 s-1, 

respectively. Based on these data, both chetomin 2 and ETP 3 reversibly bind to p300-

CH1-GST and exhibit a rapid on-rate and a slow off-rate with gradual dissociation from 

the protein immobilized on the chip surface. Control DKP 4 did not bind at any 

concentration tested up to 5.0 × 10-5 M.  

Because of the possibility that each of the two enantiomers ent1-3 and ent2-3, could 

bind p300 CH1 domain with different affinity, we evaluated binding thermodynamics of 

each enantiomer obtained after chiral separation and compared them to the binding 

affinities of meso-3 and racemate 3.  Despite the difficulties encountered in chiral 

separation, the obtained amounts of ent1-3 and ent2-3 produced acceptable, albeit low 

signal-to-noise, SPR curves sufficient to calculate their equilibrium thermodynamic 

binding characteristics.  We found that both enantiomers of ETP 3 and the meso-isomer 

have similar binding affinities (Supporting Information, Fig S2).  The Kas are within the 

range of 1.7 × 103 M-1s-1 to 5.0 × 103 M-1s-1 and Kds are averaging from 1.9 × 10-3 s-1 to 1.1 

× 10-2 s-1. These binding affinities are comparable to the constants obtained for the 

racemate 3 and chetomin 2.   Given that the structure of the ETP 3 has two freely rotating 

ETP rings, one could hypothesize that the conformational space of the two disulfides is 

similar for ent1-3 and ent2-3 and for meso-3, resulting in a similar binding interaction 

with the target protein.  Therefore, we opted to use more readily accessible ETP racemate 

3 for further cell-based studies. 
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Figure 2. SPR sensorgrams for binding of compounds 2-4 to surfaces modified with 
p300-CH1-GST fusion protein. Curves represent the concentration of compound tested 
ranging from 50 nM, 200 nM, 500 nM, 1 µM, 10 µM, to 50 µM; all concentrations were 
tested in duplicate.  (a) Chetomin 2 and (b) synthetic ETP 3 exhibit reversible binding 
with submicromolar equilibrium dissociation constants. (c) Control DKP 4 does not bind 
immobilized p300-CH1-GST fusion protein at micromolar concentrations.  
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Because DTT reduces disulfide bonds and has been previously shown to reduce ETPs 

under certain conditions,31 we also examined the reduction state of dimeric ETP 3 in the 

presence of 100 µM DTT by mass spectrometry.  The mass spectra (Fig S3, Supporting 

Information) clearly show an ion with m/z = 575 indicating the presence of a fully 

reduced tetrathiol form of 3, along with several peaks resulting from the loss of sulfur 

(m/z = 541, 507, and 473), and one peak at m/z/= 592, presumably from oxidative 

hydroxylation of 3 under conditions of the experiment.  Analysis of the LCMS total ion 

chromatogram (TIC) indicated that over 90% of compound 3 remains in the reduced 

state.  

To better understand the role of disulfide reduction in maintaining the high affinity 

interaction of dimeric ETP 3 with its target, p300 CH1 domain, we measured its binding 

affinity in SPR assays under conditions of higher concentration of DTT (500 µM) and in 

the absence of DTT (see Fig S4, Supporting Information).  The SPR sensorgrams show 

that compound 3 binds the p300 CH1 domain in the presence of 500 µM DTT with a KD 

value of 1.9 × 10-6 M, which is within 2.2-fold from the KD value measured in buffer with 

100 µM DTT (7.5 × 10-7 M).   In contrast, when the binding affinity of 3 was measured in 

buffer without DTT, a much lower KD value of 2.7 × 10-5 M was found.   The 36-fold 

decrease in the binding affinity of the oxidized form of the dimeric ETP 3 toward p300 

CH1 domain in SPR assays indicates that a reduction step is required for its high-affinity 

binding interaction. 
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Synthetic ETP alters the global fold of p300 CH1 domain.   

Because chetomin 2 has been previously reported to alter the global fold of p300,22 we 

utilized CD spectroscopy to ascertain if dimeric ETP 3 would have a similar effect.  

Purified, expressed, and natively folded p300-CH1-GST fusion was exposed to 

increasing concentrations of either chetomin 2, ETP 3 or DKP 4.   Both ETP 3 and 

chetomin 2 significantly affected the fold of p300-CH1-GST as evidenced by the 

modified spectra observed in the presence of these compounds. Chetomin 2 resulted in 

structural changes at a concentration of 1 µM, while dimeric ETP 3 induced protein 

unfolding at 10 µM.(Fig. 3) The greater effect of 2 on the folding of p300-CH1-GST at 

lower concentrations is somewhat surprising, but given complexity of its structure, is not 

totally unexpected. Treatment with control DKP 4 did not affect the structure of p300-

CH1-GST. Taken together with the SPR data, these results suggest that compounds 2-3 

with bridging disulfides both specifically bind to p300 CH1 domain and are capable of 

altering its global fold. 

 

Figure 3.  CD spectra of the p300-CH1-GST fusion protein in the presence of chetomin 2 
at a concentration of 1 µM, ETP 3 and control DKP 4 (both at concentrations of 10 µM).  
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Synthetic ETP disrupts the HIF-1α /p300 CH1 complex in vitro.  

We employed a previously described fluorescence polarization (FP) competition assay 

to study their effect on the HIF-1α/p300-CH1 complex.32 The assay consisted of the 

p300-CH1-GST and the fluorescein-labeled C-TAD domain of human HIF-1α (residues 

786-826). First, a saturation binding curve for the interaction of HIF-1α C-TAD with 

p300-CH1-GST was measured (see Fig. S5 in Supporting Information). Next, the ability 

of synthetic ETP and controls to inhibit the association of the HIF-1α C-TAD with p300-

CH1-GST was determined. 

Competition binding assays confirmed that both 2 and 3 are capable of disrupting the 

p300-CH1-GST/HIF-1α C-TAD complex (Fig. 4). The calculated IC50 for chetomin 2 

was 540 ± 180 nM under our experimental conditions. Dimeric ETP 3 had an IC50 of 

1500 ± 200 nM toward the complex, whereas control DKP 4 did not bind with significant 

affinity (IC50 > 81 µM).  

Synthetic ETP 3 is less toxic than chetomin. 

Before evaluating ETP 3 in cell culture assays, it was important to first determine their 

impact on overall cell viability to be certain that any observed biological effects were not 

due to cytotoxicity.  ETPs were tested over a concentration range of 25 nM to 1 µM in 

the MCF7 cell line using cell viability assay to measure toxicity (see Experimental 

Section).  Chetomin 2 is considerably more toxic than dimeric ETP 3 (Fig. 5) with a 

mean GI50 value of 180 ± 40 nM as compared to 520 ± 100 nM for ETP 3.  Control DKP 

4 did not show any impact on cell viability.  These GI50 values were used to determine the 

upper concentration limit for chetomin and ETP 3 in cell-based assays. 
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Figure 4. Dimeric ETP 3 disrupts the HIF-1α C-TAD/p300 CH1 complex.  Chetomin 2 
(a) and ETP 3 (b) bind to p300-CH1-GST with IC50 values in the 500-1500 nM range; 
control DKP 4 (c) does not bind this protein with high affinity. Values for IC50 were 
determined by fluorescence polarization competition experiments with fluorescein-
labeled HIF-1α C-TAD as a fluorescent probe; each data point represents an average of 5 
experiments; error bars are standard error of the mean (±s.e.m.). 
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Figure 5. Synthetic ETP 3 is considerably less toxic than chetomin 2.  Cell viability data 
for MCF7 cells treated with chetomin 2 (a), ETP 3 (b), and DKP 4 (c). All samples 
contain 0.1% DMSO as a vehicle; error bars represent the ±s.e.m. of 4 independent 
experiments. 
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Synthetic ETP inhibits HIF-1α  induced transcription.   

After establishing the potential of synthetic ETP to disrupt the HIF-1α C-TAD/p300 

CH1 interaction, we conducted a preliminary evaluation of these molecules in a 

luciferase reporter system to determine their ability to reduce HIF-1α inducible promoter 

activity.  A luciferase construct was obtained33,34 in which five tandem repeats of the HRE 

consensus sequence found in the VEGF promoter (TACGTGGG) were used to drive 

luciferase expression. This construct was stably transfected into MDA-MB-231 cells 

which were subsequently treated with our compounds. Hypoxia was mimicked with an 

iron chelator, desferrioxamine mesylate (DFO.35  We first measured levels of HIF-1α in 

normoxic and hypoxic cells treated with ETP 3, chetomin 2 and DKP 4 by western 

blotting.  The results clearly showed that in hypoxic cells, the levels of HIF-1α remained 

constant regardless of the type of compound used in the treatment, whereas in normoxic 

cells, as expected, the levels of HIF-1α were below the detection limit (Fig. S7).    

To measure the activity of each of the individual enantiomers of ETP 3, an experiment 

was conducted, where the hypoxic cells were treated with the two ETP enantiomers ent1-

3 and ent2-3 at 100 nM concentrations and the results were compared to the activity of 

racemate 3.  To observe dose response of the treatment and possible additive effect of 

each enantiomer, the concentration of racemate 3 (200 nM) was chosen to be double of 

the concentration of enantiomers.  Both ent1-3 and ent2-3 showed nearly identical 

reduction of the activity of the HIF-1α inducible promoter (Fig. 6a). The double-

concentration racemate 3 included in the study showed a double reduction in activity. 
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These results correlate with our earlier observations from SPR assays, indicating that 

both enantiomers of ETP 3 are nearly equal in binding affinity and activity.   

Next, racemic ETP 3 and the panel of controls 2, 4 and 5 were further evaluated for 

dose dependence (fig. 6b).  Based on the GI50 values for 2 and 3 (Fig. 5), maximum 

concentrations of 200 nM for 2 and 600 nM for 3 were chosen. Treatment with 3 reduced 

luciferase expression in a dose-dependent manner by 85% at 200 nM and 94% at 600 nM 

concentrations, respectively (Fig. 6b). In contrast to dimeric ETP 3, control DKP 4 

showed significantly lower activity and did not exhibit dose dependence. ETP 5, which 

contains only one set of bridging disulfides, had only a modest effect on luciferase 

expression and resulted in 31% inhibition. Because treatment with ETP 5 did not reduce 

luciferase expression by 50% or more, this compound did not meet our minimum criteria 

for efficacy and was therefore excluded from further biological evaluation.  Overall, the 

data from luciferase reporter assays indicated that ETP 3 was very effective in 

significantly disrupting HIF-1α mediated transcription, and underscores the role of 

bridging disulfides for biological activity and the importance of dimeric nature of ETP 3. 

Encouraged by our preliminary results, we next evaluated the ability of designed ETP 3 

to downregulate transcription of endogenous HIF-1α inducible genes in cell culture (Fig. 

7). We used quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR) to determine relative mRNA 

expression levels of select HIF-1α inducible genes in MCF7 cells.  ETP 3 reduced VEGF 

expression levels by greater than 50% at 200 nM and showed dose-dependent inhibition. 

We found ETP 3 to be almost as effective as chetomin 2 in downregulating the 
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Figure 6. Inhibition of HIF-1α inducible promoter activity in the MDA-MB-231-HRE-
Luc cell line.  (a) Two enantiomers ent1-3 and ent2-3 are similar in activity and show 
additive effect when applied as a racemate 3. (b) Illustration of dose-dependent inhibition 
of HIF-1α inducible promoter activity by racemate 3 at concentrations of 200 nM and 
600 nM in the same cell line. ETP 5 at 200 nM and 600 nM concentrations does not 
significantly inhibit promoter activity.  Chetomin 2, at 200 nM, is a positive control; ETP 
5 and DKP 4 are negative controls. Hypoxia was induced with 300 µM DFO (see 
Experimental Section). Error bars represent ±s.e.m. of experiments performed in 
triplicate.  ***, P < 0.0001, **, P < 0.01, *, P < 0.05, t test. 
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expression of this gene, whereas control DKP 4 did not inhibit VEGF at either 200 nM or 

600 nM concentrations (Fig. 7a). 

Next, we examined if other therapeutically relevant genes within the HIF-1α signaling 

pathway could be downregulated. We measured the expression of LOX, a HIF-1α target 

gene which has recently been shown to promote metastasis in breast cancer.14,15  In MCF7 

cells under hypoxic conditions, ETP 3 showed dose-dependent inhibition of LOX at 

levels comparable to 2 (Fig.  7b). At a concentration of 600 nM, 94% inhibition of LOX 

expression was observed. Control DKP 4 reduced LOX expression by only 10-15% and 

did not show dose dependence. In summary, synthetic ETP 3 effectively downregulated 

the transcriptional activity of HIF-1α and reduced mRNA levels of hypoxia-inducible 

genes in the MCF7 cell line. Control DKP 4 did not inhibit the expression of either VEGF 

or LOX. Taken together, these findings confirm our observations from fluorescence 

polarization experiments and luciferase assays, and indicate that bridging disulfides are 

important for the biological activity of dimeric ETP 3. In summary, synthetic dimeric 

ETP effectively downregulated the transcriptional activity of HIF-1α and reduced mRNA 

levels of hypoxia-inducible genes implicated in growth and metastasis of solid tumors.  

Importantly, control DKP 4 did not inhibit the expression of either VEGF or LOX.   
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Figure 7.  Synthetic ETP 3 downregulates expression of VEGF and LOX genes in MCF7 
cells. ETP 3 reduces VEGF (a) and LOX (b) gene expression in a dose-dependent manner 
as measured by real-time qRT-PCR; control DKP 4 does not significantly impact 
expression levels. For all experiments, chetomin 2 was applied at 200 nM; ETP 3 and 
DKP 4 were tested at 200 nM and 600 nM concentrations. Hypoxia was mimicked with 
300 µM DFO. Error bars are ±s.e.m of experiments performed in triplicate.  ***, P < 
0.0001, ##, P < 0.001, **, P < 0.01, *, P < 0.05, t test. 
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Because ETP 3 and DKP 4 share a similar skeletal structure, the observed lack of 

biological activity of DKP 4 could be attributed to the absence of the bridging disulfides 

in 4 or to the difference in the stereochemistry of its side chains (trans in 4 vs. cis in 3). 

While a detailed mechanism of the biological activity awaits further elucidation, based on 

our observations that reducing conditions were required for ETP 3 to bind to p300 CH1 

domain in SPR, CD and FP experiments, we hypothesize that bridging disulfides may 

interact with the CH1 domain of p300/CBP and alter its structure so that it can no longer 

bind HIF-1α with high affinity.   

Synthetic ETP downregulates levels of endogenous VEGF protein 

To assess the ability of ETP 3 to downregulate the levels of secreted VEGF protein, 

we conducted western blot analysis in MCF7 cells.  The data from this assay show near 

40% decrease in VEGF protein levels in cells treated with ETP 3 at 200 nM 

concentration (Fig.  8). Notably, ETP 3 at the same concentration (200 nM) was more 

effective than 2 (chetomin), which has been previously shown to inhibit vascularization 

in mice.22  Importantly, the results of the western blot and gene expression experiments 

closely parallel data from the SPR and fluorescence polarization assays. The 

transcriptional blockade of VEGF gene correlates with decreased levels of its secreted 

protein product, suggesting that compensatory cellular stress response mechanisms such 

as internal ribosome entry sites (IRES) or mechanisms enhancing protein translation do 

not override the observed downregulation in expression.  Therefore, reducing the cellular  
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Figure 8. (a) Western blot analysis of relative VEGF expression levels in MCF7 cells 
after 24 hours of treatment with chetomin 2 and ETP 3. (b) Densitometry data with band 
intensity normalized to levels of � -actin. V = relative levels of VEGF expression of the 
cells treated with vehicle only. For all experiments, chetomin 2 and ETP 3 were applied 
at 200 nM concentrations. Hypoxia was mimicked with 300 µM DFO. Error bars are 
±s.e.m. of the experiment repeated in quadruplicate. *, P < 0.05, t test. 
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mRNA levels of HIF-1α target genes with ETP 3 could be an effective means of 

attenuating hypoxia-inducible oncogenic signaling.   

Gene expression profiling with oligonucleotide microarrays.  Because the target 

proteins p300 and CBP are pleiotropic multidomain coactivators, their CH1 regions 

contain binding sites for multiple transcription factors. One potential limitation of the use 

of ETPs for gene regulation is specificity, because inhibiting the interaction between 

CBP/p300 and transcription factors other than HIF-1α may result in large numbers of 

affected genes. To probe the genome-wide specificity of ETPs, the global effects of ETP 

treatment on hypoxia-induced gene expression were evaluated using Affymetrix Human 

Gene ST 1.0 Arrays containing oligonucleotide sequences representing 28,869 

transcripts. For comparison, the effects of control DKP 4 were also measured. 

Experiments were conducted in MCF7 cells in triplicate, and gene expression levels were 

normalized to DFO-treated cells as controls.  

Synthetic ETP 3 at a concentration of 600 nM affected the expression of 403 transcripts 

by at least 2-fold (P < 0.01) (Table 1). At the same threshold, control DKP 4 affected 

expression of only 35 transcripts, indicating that the disulfide bridge exerts a much larger 

effect on transcription as compared to control DKP 4. For comparison, DFO treatment 

alone affected the expression of 580 transcripts. Clustering analysis was performed to 

identify similarities in the expression profiles between the different treatments (Fig. 9a-

b). The expression profile of cells treated with control DKP 4 and DFO is similar to that 

of cells treated only with DFO under the conditions of the analysis. However, the 

expression profiles of ETP 3-treated cells are divergent from the other treatments. 
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Analysis of transcripts affected by both ETP 3 and DKP 4 shows that only 13 transcripts 

are commonly down-regulated by at least 2-fold, and 1 transcript is commonly up-

regulated by at least 2-fold.(P < 0.01). It is not entirely surprising that there is some 

overlap in genes affected by both compounds given the complexity of cellular signaling 

pathways involved in the hypoxic response. We found that DFO induced the expression 

of a set of 43 transcripts by at least 4-fold (P < 0.01) (Fig.  9c). Of this set, only 4 genes 

were inhibited and 2 up-regulated by ETP 3 by at least 2-fold (P < 0.01). In contrast, 

DKP 4 affected only 1 transcript whose function is currently unknown (Affymerix cluster 

id 8100758). A representative set of hypoxia-inducible genes is shown in Table 2. While 

ETP 3 affected almost all genes in this set, DKP 4 had only a modest effect on the 

expression of these genes.  Finally, we analyzed the relative levels of expression of select 

transcription factors commonly upregulated in human cancers (p53, CREB1, ETS-2) and 

general transcription factors (GTF2F1, GTF35C, TAF10, TAF13) in hypoxic, DFO-

treated cells in the presence of ETP 3 or control DKP 4.   Both 3 and 4 had shown no 

significant effects on the levels of transcription of these factors or their downstream 

genes, demonstrating that neither of these compounds is nonspecific transcriptional 

inhibitor or inhibitor of global activity of p300/CBP (Fig. 9c and Table S1 in the 

Supporting Information).  
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Table 1. Number of transcripts affected (P < 0.01) in MCF7 cells as compared to cells 
treated with 300 µM DFO. 

 

Table 2. Representative list of HIF-1α inducible genes affected by ETP 3 (600 nM) and 
DKP 4 (600 nM) under conditions of 300 µM DFO treatment. 

 
 

Treatment 
Vehicle only 3 (600 nM) 4 (600 nM) 

 

No DFO with DFO with DFO 
Up-regulated 
(fold change ≥ 2.0) 240 290 1 

Down-regulated 
(fold change ≥ 2.0) 340 113 34 

Up-regulated 
(fold change ≥ 4.0) 12 40 0 

Down-regulated 
(fold change ≥ 4.0) 36 6 7 

Symbol GenBank/RefSeq 3  4  

TFRC BC001188 -1.8 +1.1 

CA12 AK000158 -2.1 -1.5 

CDKN1A NM_078467 -1.4 -1.1 

ADM BC015961 -1.5 -1.1 

GPI AK129884 -1.6 -1.3 

TGFB3 J03241 -1.8 -1.3 

HK2 NM_000189 -1.6 -1.1 

CITED2 NM_006079 -1.5 -1.1 
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Figure 9. Global effects on gene expression in MCF7 cells interrogated with Affymetrix 
Human Gene ST 1.0 Arrays. (a) Hierarchical agglomerative clustering of all measured 
transcripts (ANOVA, P < 0.01) under the three specified conditions: -, no treatment; 3, 
ETP 3 (600 nM); 4, DKP 4 (600 nM). Clustering was based on a Pearson correlation of 
intensity ratios for each treatment as compared to DFO-induced cells (controls) using 
average-linkage as distance. (b) Clustering of expression changes for the 580 transcripts 
induced or repressed 2-fold or more (P < 0.01) by 300 µM DFO under the designated 
treatment conditions. Of this DFO-induced set, 113 were inhibited by ETP 3, 34 were 
inhibited by DKP 4 (|fold-change| ≥ 2.0, P < 0.01).  (c) Clustering of expression changes 
for the 48 transcripts induced or repressed 4-fold or more (P < 0.01) by 300 µM DFO or 
by the treatments under the designated treatment conditions. Of this DFO-induced set, 6 
were inhibited by ETP 3, 7 were inhibited by DKP 4 (|fold-change| ≥ 2.0, P < 0.01).  
Clustering parameters were the same as in (a). All reported treatments are error-weighted 
averages from three experiments.  (d) Venn diagrams representing transcripts down- and 
up-regulated (|fold-change| ≥ 2.0, and |fold-change| ≥ 4.0, P < 0.01) by ETP 3 and DKP 
4. Numbers inside the intersections represent transcripts affected by both treatments. Of 
the 13 transcripts down-regulated 2-fold or more by both 3 and 4, only 2 are also 
observed to be induced by DFO at the same thresholds. 
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Conclusions 

Cellular pathways that give rise to a cancerous phenotype involve a large number of 

signaling proteins that ultimately converge upon a much smaller set of oncogenic 

transcription factors.36  Because many of these transcription factors interact with one or 

several domains of the p300/CBP coactivator,37,38 they are potentially direct targets for 

therapeutic intervention. Toward this goal, several small molecule-based approaches have 

emerged. Programmable DNA minor groove binding oligomers39,40 provide the ability to 

regulate gene expression by targeting transcription factor-DNA interactions41,42  These 

molecules can affect a select set of genes by separating the interactions of transcription 

factors with different DNA response elements due to the differences in the nucleotide 

composition of these elements.43  Designed small molecules targeting transcription factor-

coactivator interactions offer an alternative approach, by preventing the transactivation 

domains of transcription factors from contacting their cognate coactivators.  Given a 

sufficient degree of specificity within the desired pathway, they may open an opportunity 

for selectively modulating a subset of genes distinctly different from the subset affected 

by DNA binding agents. 

We have designed and synthesized an epidithiodiketopiperazine (ETP) antagonist of 

transcription that binds its p300/CBP target with high affinity and disrupts the HIF-1α C-

TAD-p300/CBP complex in vitro. Cell-based assays demonstrate significant reduction in 

promoter activity and efficient downregulation of the expression of HIF-1α inducible 

genes responsible for promoting angiogenesis and metastasis. Reducing the cellular 
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mRNA levels of these HIF-1α target genes could be an effective means of attenuating 

hypoxia-inducible oncogenic signaling. 

Comparative analysis of the genome-wide effects of the ETP 3 and DKP 4 provided 

further insights into the transcriptional activity of multiple hypoxia-inducible genes. 

Despite their structural similarity, these compounds have a very different impact on the 

levels of expression of hypoxia-inducible genes and show distinct genome-wide effects. 

Treatment with 3 affects 403 genes (1.4% of the entire transcriptome) at a 2-fold 

threshold, with 113 hypoxia-inducible genes being downregulated.  Control DKP 4 has 

only a minimal genome-wide impact at the same threshold and does not affect hypoxia-

inducible genes. Because many biological responses are threshold-based, the observed 

decrease in the transcriptional activity of primary HIF-1α target genes could have 

pronounced downstream effects on the levels of protein products of hypoxia-inducible 

transcription. 

The HIF-1α C-TAD binds to the CH1 region of p300/CBP through induced folding 

with the association being largely driven by hydrophobic forces.44  The CH1 region of 

p300 consists of a tetrahedral shape formed by three main α-helices (α1-α3) 23,24 (Fig. 

1a.) Notably, Zn2+ ions chelated by a Cys3His motif are present at each vertex of the 

tetrahedron and are required to maintain a properly folded, functional protein.44,45 

Molecules capable of disrupting Zn2+-mediated folding of the cysteine-histidine rich 

protein domains may alter the global fold of the CH1 region. Possibly, the bridging 

disulfides, after reduction to dithiols within the cell, may either bind Zn2+ directly or form 

disulfide bonds with cysteine residues involved in Zn2+ coordination. The results of our 
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SPR, CD and FP experiments suggest that both chetomin 2 and ETP 3 target p300/CBP 

CH1 domain under conditions of cellular reduction. Further investigation of the nature of 

structural disruption is currently underway and future mechanistic, redox, and structural 

studies will fully address changes in the p300/CBP global fold induced by binding of 

ETPs.  

Beyond the potential of ETPs as modulators of gene expression, rationally designed 

small molecules targeting general transcriptional coactivators could become tools for 

probing the fundamental mechanisms of transcription.  Because the p300/CBP pleiotropic 

coactivator system interacts with a variety of transcription factors, it represents an 

excellent model to assess the specificity of designed small molecules in gene regulation.46 

Future designs and further structural and stereochemical investigations will address the 

possibility of targeting a desired region of a general coactivator as a means of selectively 

modulating genes under the control of a specific group of transcription factors.  
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Experimental Section 

Cell lines. Human breast carcinoma (MCF7) cell line was obtained from ATCC 

(accession number HTB-22).  Aggressive human breast carcinoma stably transfected with 

an HRE luciferase construct (MDA-MB-231-HRE-Luc) was a gift of Dr. Robert Gillies. 

Cell culture.  MCF7 cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 media (Sigma) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Irvine Scientific).  MDA-MB-231-HRE-Luc 

cells were grown in high glucose DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 

0.4 g/L geneticin (RPI).  All cells were incubated at 37oC in a humidified atmosphere 

with 5% CO2.  Hypoxia was induced by adding desferrioxamine mesylate (DFO, Sigma) 

to a final concentration of 300 µM.  Cell growth and morphology were monitored by 

phase-contrast microscopy. 

Isolation of mRNA.  MCF7 cells were plated in 6-well dishes (BD Falcon) in 1 mL of 

media at a density of 1.2 × 105 cells/mL. After attachment, cells were treated with 1 mL 

of fresh media containing chetomin 2, ETP 3 or control DKP 4 at concentrations of 200 

nM and 600 nM. All samples contained a final concentration of 0.1% DMSO; vehicle 

samples were treated with cell culture media containing 0.1% DMSO.  After 6 h, hypoxia 

was induced and cells were incubated for another 18 hours. Cells were washed twice with 

ice-cold PBS and lysed. Total RNA was isolated with an RNeasy kit (Qiagen) according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions and quantified by UV absorbance. The RNA was 

further treated with DNase I (Ambion, DNAfree kit) to remove any remaining genomic 

DNA. Reverse transcription was performed with Powerscript II Reverse Transcriptase 

(Clontech) as recommended by the manufacturer.  
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Analysis of gene expression.  Real-time qRT-PCR was used to determine the effect of 

ETPs and control DKP on VEGF and LOX genes in the MCF7 cell line. Compounds were 

examined under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions. For VEGF, the forward primer 

5’-AGG CCA GCA CAT AGG AGA GA-3’ and reverse primer 5’-TTT CCC TTT CCT 

CGA ACT GA-3’ were used to amplify a 104-bp fragment from the 3’-translated region 

of the gene.  For LOX, we employed the following primer pair: forward 5’-ATG AGT 

TTA GCC ACT ATG ACC TGC TT-3’ and reverse 5’-AAA CTT GCT TTG TGG CCT 

TCA- 3’ to amplify a 73 bp product.  RNA levels were standardized by quantification of 

the β-glucuronidase as the housekeeping gene with forward primer 5’-CTC ATT TGG 

AAT TTT GCC GAT T-3’ and reverse primer 5’- CCG AGT GAA GAT CCC CTT TTT 

A-3’. The experiments were performed with Applied Biosystems SYBR Green RT-PCR 

master mix. Temperature cycling and detection of the SYBR green emission were 

performed with an ABI 7300 real-time PCR instrument. Data were analyzed with 

Applied Biosystems Sequence Detection System, version 1.2. Statistical analysis was 

performed with data from six independent experiments. 

Analysis of VEGF levels by western blotting.  MCF7 cells were plated in 6-well 

culture dishes (BD Falcon) in 2 mL of media to a density of 1.0 × 106 cells/mL.  After 

attachment, wells were treated with 2 mL media containing chetomin 2 or ETP 3 at 

concentrations of 200 nM. All samples contained a final concentration 0.1-0.3% v/v of 

DMSO. After a 6 hour incubation period, hypoxia was induced and samples were 

incubated for an additional 18 hours. Total cellular proteins were extracted from the cells 

using cell lysis buffer according to manufacturer’s protocol (Cell Signaling). Protein 
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concentrations were measured with BCA Protein assay kit (Pierce/Thermo Scientific). 

Equal amounts of protein samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and electroblotted to 

PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad). These were later probed first with an anti-VEGF mouse 

monoclonal antibody (sc-57496, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), stripped with Restore 

Western Blot Stripping Buffer (Pierce/Thermo Scientific) and re-probed with a rabbit 

polyclonal anti-β-actin antibody (4867, Cell Signaling).  

After washing with tris-buffered saline – Tween 20 (TBST) solution, the membranes 

were incubated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies 

(Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Signals were detected by using a SuperSignal 

chemiluminescent kit (Pierce/Thermo Scientific). 

Analysis of HIF-1α  levels by western blotting. MCF7 cells were plated in 25 mL 

culture flasks at a 60% confluency and a density of 1.0 × 106 cells/mL.  Next, cells were 

incubated with vehicle (DMSO), chetomin 2 (200 nM), ETP 3 (200nM) and DKP 4 

(200nM) for 6 hours before inducing hypoxia with DFO (300µM) (EMD/Calbiochem) 

for an additional 16 hours. Final concentration of DMSO was 0.1% v/v. Cells were lysed 

and nuclear proteins were extracted with NE-PER Kit (Pierce) according to 

manufacturer’s protocol.  Protein concentrations were measured with BCA Protein assay 

kit (Pierce) to ensure equal sample concentration and all subsequent steps were the same 

as in the protocol for VEGF western blot above.  

Gene expression profiling with oligonucleotide microarrays.  Experiments were 

carried out with MCF7 cells. Media, time course, DFO, and small molecule treatments 

were as described above for the qRT-PCR assays. Cultured cells contained vehicle, ETP 
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3 or control DKP 4 at a concentration of 600 nM. RNA was isolated as previously 

described. Further sample preparation was carried out at the Genomics Core Facility, 

Arizona Cancer Center.  Labeled mRNA was hybridized to Affymetrix Genechip Human 

Gene 1.0 ST microarrays.  Four data sets were collected: normoxic cells with vehicle, 

DFO-induced cells with vehicle, DFO-induced cells with 3 and DFO-induced cells with 

4, respectively. Gene expression was analyzed using GeneSpring GX 9 software 

(Agilent). Probe level data have been converted to expression values using a robust multi-

array average (RMA) preprocessing procedure on the core probe sets and baseline 

transformation to median of all samples.  A low-level filter removed the lowest 20th 

percentile of all the intensity values and generated a profile plot of filtered entities.  

Significance analysis was performed by one-way ANOVA test with Benjamini-Hochberg 

correction and asymptotic P-value computation.  Fold change analysis was applied to 

identify genes with expression ratios, above 2-fold and 4-fold between treatments and 

control set (P < 0.01).  Agglomerative clustering was performed using Pearson's centered 

correlation coefficient and average-linkage as distance and linkage methods. 

Plasmids. The DNA sequence of human p300 CH1 domain (amino acid residues 323-

423) was designed as an insert and subcloned into a pUC57 plasmid by Genscript, Inc. 

After transformation of the plasmid in JM109 bacteria (Promega), the gene sequence was 

subcloned into BamHI and EcoRI restriction sites of pGEX-4T-2 expression vector 

(Amersham).   

Protein expression.   The pGEX 4T-2-p300 fusion vector was transformed into BL21 

DE3 pLys competent E. coli (Novagen).   Production of the desired p300-CH1-GST 
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fusion product was verified by SDS-PAGE and confirmed by sequencing.  Bacteria were 

harvested and resuspended in lysis buffer with 50 mM Tris (Sigma), 150 mM NaCl 

(Fisher), 100 µM ZnCl2 (Sigma), 1 mM EDTA (Fisher), 10 mM MgCl2 (Fisher), 1 mM 

DTT (Fisher), 0.1% NP40 (Sigma), 50 µg/mL RNase A (Sigma), and  50 µg/mL DNase 

A (Sigma) at pH 8.0.  Protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) at 10 µL per 1 mL of 

resuspended pellet was added, and bacteria samples were frozen. Thawed pellets were 

then lysed by sonication and centrifuged at 4oC 18,000 rpm for 40 min.  Fusion protein 

was collected from the bacterial supernatant and purified by affinity chromatography 

using glutathione Sepharose 4B beads (Amersham) prepared according to the 

manufacturer’s directions.  The packed column was washed three times with PBS 

followed by three washes with a buffer containing 10 mM Tris (RPI Corporation) and 

100 mM NaH2PO4 (RPI Corporation) at pH 8.0.  An elution gradient was run using 

increasing concentrations of glutathione (Sigma) ranging from 0.5 mM to 50 mM in 10 

mM Tris and 100 mM NaH2PO4 at pH 8.0.  Collected fractions were assayed by SDS-

PAGE gel;  pooled fractions were treated with protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) and 

dialyzed twice against a buffer containing 10 mM Tris, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10% glycerol, 

1mM DTT (Fisher), 100 µM ZnCl2, and 15 mM glutathione at pH 8.0 to ensure proper 

folding.   For the third dialysis, glutathione was removed from the buffer, and purity was 

confirmed by FPLC and SDS-PAGE analysis. 

Fluorescence polarization experiments. The relative binding affinity of each 

compound for p300-CH1-GST was determined using fluorescence polarization-based 

competitive binding assay with fluorescein-labeled C-terminal fragment of HIF-1α (C-
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TAD, aa 786 – 826).  Anisotropy experiments were performed with a DTX 880 

Multimode Detector (Beckman) at 25 °C, with excitation and emission wavelengths of 

485 and 525 nm, respectively.  All samples were prepared in 96 well plates in 10 mM 

Tris, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 % glycerol (v/v), 1 mM DTT, 100 µM ZnCl2, pH 8.0 with 

1% pluronic F-68 (Sigma) and 2% DMSO.  

Determination of HIF-1α C-TAD binding affinity.  Prior to the competition 

experiments, the affinity of fluorescein-labeled HIF-1α C-TAD for p300 CH1 was 

determined by monitoring polarization of the fluorescent probe upon addition of p300-

CH1-GST.  Saturation binding curves were obtained by addition of an increasing amount 

of p300-CH1-GST (0 nM to 1600 nM final concentration) to a 15 nM solution of 

fluorescein-labeled HIF-1α CTAD in PBS buffer at 25 °C.  The IC50 value derived from 

this binding curve was used to obtain the equilibrium dissociation constant (KD1) for the 

fluorescein-labeled HIF-1α CTAD and p300-CH1-GST complex according to a 

previously published method.31 

Determination of ETP binding affinity in competition assays.  A solution of 200 nM 

p300-CH1-GST and 15 nM fluorescein-labeled HIF-1α peptide, corresponding to 51% 

saturation of protein with fluorescent probe, was incubated at 25 °C. After 1 hour, ETP 

compounds were added with final concentrations ranging from 10 nM to 60 µM; the total 

volume of the solution was 60 µL. After 1 h, the amount of dissociated fluorescent probe 

was determined by the Beckman DTX 880 fluorescence plate reader. The IC50 values 

were determined for each compound by fitting the averages of 3-5 individual 
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measurements to a sigmoidal dose-response curve using nonlinear regression model with 

Prism 4.0 software (GraphPad, Inc).  

Surface plasmon resonance experiments.  Measurements were made using a Biacore 

2000 instrument (GE Healthcare). Biacore CM5 Sensor Chip and amine coupling kit 

were purchased directly from Biacore. The CM5 chip consists of a carboxymethylated 

dextran polymer covalently attached to a gold surface;  molecules are then covalently 

coupled to the sensor chip via linkage to carboxyl groups on the dextran coating.   

Activation of chip surface and immobilization of anti-GST capture antibody. The CM5 

sensor chip was activated with 0.4 M 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylpropyl)-carbodiimide mixed 

with 0.1 M N-hydroxysuccinimide in a 1:1 (v/v) ratio.  This was followed with an 

injection of 1 M ethanolamine-HCl at pH 8.5.  Flow rate was 5 µl/min with an injection 

time of 10 minutes. Goat anti-GST antibody (50 µg/mL, Pharmacia) was coupled to the 

chip surface utilizing a flow rate of 15 µL/min with 10 min injections.  

Immobilization of p300-CH1-GST fusion protein. A 1 mg/mL solution of p300-CH1-

GST was allowed to flow over the surface of the sensor chip with anti-GST previously 

immobilized.  Injections of 10 min (flow rate of 10 µL/min) were repeated until the 

desired level of immobilization was achieved. 

Binding experiments. All compounds were assayed at each of the following 

concentrations: 50 µM, 10 µM, 1 µM, 500 nM, 200 nM, and 50 nM.  Samples were 

prepared from 100% DMSO stock solutions in a buffer containing 10 mM Tris, 100 mM 

NaH2PO4, 100 µM DTT, and 100 µM ZnCl2 at pH 8.0.  This buffer was used for all SPR 
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assays and was filtered through a 0.2 µm filter and thoroughly degassed prior to use or 

sample preparation. All samples contained a final concentration of 5% DMSO.   

For each experiment, a sample containing 5% DMSO in buffer was run for each 

compound tested to establish a baseline for the blank.  All runs were also double-

referenced against a flow cell containing only immobilized anti-GST antibody but not 

p300-CH1-GST to account for any nonspecific binding.  A run consisted of 3.3 min with 

a 100 uL sample injection (flow rate was 30 µL/min) followed by 3.3 min buffer flow as 

a wash.  After each injection, the chip surface was regenerated with a 1 min injection 

(flow rate of 30 µL/min) of 10 mM H3PO4 following the buffer wash.  All experiments 

were performed in triplicate.   

Luciferase assays.  MDA-MB-231-HRE-Luc cells were plated in 24-well dishes (BD 

Falcon) at a density of 6.5 × 104 cells/mL.  After attachment, cells were treated with 1 mL 

of fresh media containing chetomin 2, racemic ETP (±)-3, enantiomers ent1-3, ent2-3, 

monomer ETP 5, or control DKP 4 at 200 nM and 600 nM concentrations. All samples 

contained a final concentration of 0.1% DMSO; vehicle samples were treated with cell 

culture media containing 0.1% DMSO.  Cells were incubated for 6 h, hypoxia was 

induced, and cells were incubated for another 18 hours.  Whole cell lysate was isolated 

by washing the cells twice with ice-cold PBS and then adding 150 µL of Cell Culture 

Lysis Reagent (CCLR) from the Luciferase Assay Kit (Promega). Further steps were 

carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Relative light intensity was 

measured using a Turner TD-20e Luminometer and the results were normalized to total 

protein content determined by Bradford assay. Briefly, 50 µL of cell lysate was added to 
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200 µL of Bradford reagent and 750 µL of water.  Absorbance was measured at 595 nm 

using a DU-800 spectrophotometer and normalized to protein standards (1 µg/mL to 10 

µg/mL of BSA solution). 

Selection of cell line for gene expression assays. Prior to conducting qRT-PCR, we 

compared the levels of expression for VEGF mRNA under normoxia and hypoxia 

condition in the MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 cell lines. Under hypoxia, the relative VEGF 

expression was found 4-fold greater in the MCF7 cells as compared to the MDA-MB-231 

cells (Fig. S6), and therefore, MCF7 was selected as the cell line of choice.   

Cell viability assay.  MCF7 cells were plated in opaque 96-well plates (Greinier) at a 

density of 10,000 cells/well (50,000 cells/mL).  After attachment, cells were treated with 

100 µL of fresh media containing chetomin 2, synthetic ETP 3, or DKP 4 at 

concentrations from 0 to 1500 nM.  All samples contained a final concentration of 0.2% 

DMSO or less.  Vehicle samples were treated with cell culture media containing 0.1% 

DMSO.  Cells were incubated with compounds for a total of 24 hours.  Once the 

incubation was complete, 20 µL of Cell Titer Blue reagent (Promega) was added to each 

well, and plates were incubated at 37oC and 5% CO2 for 2 hr before reading fluorescence 

on a BioTek Synergy HT microplate reader.  GI50 curves were plotted using Prism 

(GraphPad, Inc) software.   
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Figure B.1: Spectra of Separated Enantiomers Ent1-3 and Ent2-3.  
(a-b) Total ion chromatograms (top), mass spectra (middle) and reverse-phase HPLC 
traces at 220 nm (bottom) of the two separated enantiomers ent1-3 and ent2-3.  (c) CD 
spectra of the enantiomers. 

c) 

ent1-3 

ent2-3 
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Figure B.2: Both enantiomers of ETP 3 and its meso-isomer bind target protein 
p300 CH1 domain with comparable affinities. 
SPR sensorgrams for binding of (a) ent1-3, (b) ent2-3, and (c) meso-3 to surfaces 
modified with p300-CH1-GST fusion protein in the presence of 100 µM concentration 
DTT.  Curves represent the concentrations of compound tested ranging from 100 nM to 8 
µM with all concentrations tested in duplicate. 
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Figure B.3: ETP (±)-3 in the Presence of DTT.  
(a) LCMS total ion chromatogram (TIC) showing the result from an MS detector 
(positive ion mode) from the sample of ETP (±)-3 in the presence of 100 µM DTT.  (b) 
The mass spectrum taken from the shaded region of the TIC indicating presence of the 
reduced tetrathiol form of (±)-3.  

a) 

b) 
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Figure B.4: Reducing conditions are necessary for ETP 3 to bind to its target with 
high affinity. 
(a) SPR sensorgrams for binding of ETP 3 to surfaces modified with p300-CH1-GST 
fusion protein in the presence of 500 µM concentration DTT.  (b) Sensorgrams for 
binding of ETP 3 to the chip surfaces in the absence of DTT under otherwise identical 
conditions. Curves represent the concentration of compound tested ranging from 50 nM, 
200 nM, 500 nM, 1 µM, 10 µM, to 50 µM; all concentrations were tested in duplicate.   
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Figure B.5:  Saturation binding curve for HIF-1α  C-TAD fluorescent probe binding 
to p300-CH1-GST fusion protein.  
Calculated Kd value was used to perform fluorescence polarization competition 
experiments to determine the binding affinity of synthetic ETP 3 and controls for p300.  
Each point represents the average of 3-5 experiments, error bars are ± s.e.m.   
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Figure B.6:  Relative VEGF mRNA expression levels in MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 
cell lines determined by qRT-PCR.  
MCF7 cells exhibit a 4-fold greater induction as compared to MDA-MB-231 cells.  
Hypoxia was induced with 300 µM DFO.  Error bars represent ±s.e.m. of experiments 
performed in triplicate.    
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Figure B.7:  ETP 3 and controls do not change the intracellular levels of HIF-1α . 
Analysis of HIF-1α levels in nuclear extracts of treated MCF7 cells by western blotting. 
MCF7 cells were incubated for a total of 24 hours with vehicle (0.1% DMSO), chetomin 
2, ETP 3 and control DKP 4. All compounds were tested at 200 nM concentrations. After 
6 hours, hypoxia was mimicked with DFO (300µM) for 18 additional hours. HIF-1α 
levels were determined 24 hours after treatment.  The band that corresponds to 
phosphorylated HIF-1α is labeled as HIF-1α*. 
 

1         2              3          4               5           6               7           8 

HIF-1α 
HIF-1α∗ 
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B.1 General Synthetic Methods 
 
All reagents and solvents were obtained from commercial sources and were used as 

received unless otherwise stated. Chetomin was purchased from EMD Biosciences.  Dry 

THF was obtained by distillation with sodium and benzophenone. Dry CH2Cl2 was 

freshly distilled with calcium hydride. All reactions involving moisture-sensitive reagents 

were conducted under argon atmosphere with anhydrous solvents and flame-dried 

glassware. Hygroscopic liquids were transferred via a syringe and were introduced into 

reaction vessels through rubber septa. Reaction product solutions were concentrated using 

a rotary evaporator at 30-150 mm Hg. Column chromatography was performed on silica 

gel (230-400 mesh) using reagent grade solvents. Analytical thin-layer chromatography 

(TLC) was performed on glass-backed, pre-coated plates (0.25 mm, silica gel 60, F-254, 

EM Science).  Analytical HPLC were performed on Microsorb-MV C8 reverse-phase 

column (250 × 4.6 mm, Varian) using Shimadzu LC-10A VP pump and Shimadzu SPD 

10A VP UV-vis variable-wavelength detector.  Preparative HPLC purifications were 

carried out with C8 reverse phase preparative column (Alltech/Grace Davison). The flow 

rate fro preparative reverse-phase HPLC was 5 mL/min. In all cases, gradients of 

acetonitrile in 0.1% aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) were used as eluents. Water (18 

MΩ) was obtained from a Millipore MilliQ water purification system, and all buffers 

were 0.2 µm filtered. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were collected on 

Bruker 500 MHz or 600 MHz instruments in the indicated solvents. The peak positions 
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are reported with chemical shifts (δ) in parts per million (ppm) downfield from the signal 

for tetramethylsilane (0 ppm) and referenced to the signal resulting from the incomplete 

deuteration of a solvent used in the experiment (CDCl3: 7.26 ppm, or the center line of 

the multiplet of DMSO-D6: 2.50 ppm). Carbon-13 chemical shifts are reported as δ 

values in ppm and referenced to the cabon-13 signal of a solvent used in the experiment 

(CDCl3: 77.0 ppm, or the center line of the multiplet DMSO-D6: 39.51 ppm). The 

coupling constants (J) are reported in Hertz (Hz). The following abbreviations are used: 

singlet (s), doublet (d), triplet (t), doublet of doublets (dd), multiplet (m). Mass spectra 

were obtained from the Mass Spectrometry Laboratory in the Department of Chemistry, 

University of Arizona.  CD spectra were recorded on Olis DSM-20 CD 

spectrophotometer at the Analytical Biophysics Core Facility, Arizona Research Labs.  

Compound 6 (vide infra), s1 α,α'-diiodo-p-xylenes2 and benzyl chloromethyl ethers3 

were prepared as described in the literature.  

1-(Benzyloxymethyl)-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-6,8-dimethyl-2,4-dithia-6,8-

diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane-7,9-dione (7) 

N
N

S
S

O

O

O

O Cl

1. LHMDS, THF, -78 °C
N

N

S
S

O

O

O

O

2.

6 7  

A solution of 6 (1.0 g, 3.2 mmol) in dry THF (80 mL) was cooled to -78 °C. LHMDS 

(1.0 M solution in THF) (3.8 mL, 3.8 mmol) was added dropwise over a period of 3 min 
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with stirring. Next, benzyl chloromethyl ether (d = 1.527g/cm3) (2.0 g , 1.3 mL, 13 

mmol) was added into the resulting red, cloudy reaction mixture and the stirred mixture 

was allowed to slowly warm up to room temperature for 3 h.  Water was added into the 

reaction and the mixture was extracted with dichloromethane (3 × 100 mL). The 

combined organic extracts were dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered and concentrated 

under reduced pressure. The concentrated product was dissolved in a minimum amount 

of dichloromethane from which 7 (0.90 g, 69%) was obtained by precipitation with 

diethyl ether.  1H NMR (CDCl3, ppm) δ:  7.31 (m, 7H), 6.84 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 5.11 (s, 

1H), 5.04 (s, 1H), 4.74 (d, J = 11.2 Hz, 1H), 4.54 (d, J = 11.2 Hz, 1H), 4.22 (d, J = 10.5 

Hz, 1H), 3.81 (d, J = 10.5 Hz, 1H), 3.78 (s, 3H), 3.22 (s, 3H), 3.10 (s, 3H).  13C NMR 

(CDCl3, ppm) δ: 164.89, 164.03, 160.57, 137.10, 130.44, 128.48, 128.03, 128.00, 126.55, 

114.36, 74.10, 70.64, 68.43, 65.98, 55.33, 50.22, 33.09, 27.28. MS (FAB) m/z: calcd. for 

C22H25N2O4S2
+

 [M+H+]: 445.1, Found: 445.1. 

5,5'-(1,4-Phenylenebis(methylene))bis(1-(benzyloxymethyl)-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-

6,8-dimethyl-2,4-dithia-6,8-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane-7,9-dione) (8) 
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A solution of 7 (0.33 g, 0.75 mmol) in dry THF (15 mL) was cooled to -78 °C. Next, 1 M 

solution of LHMDS in THF (1.0 mL, 1.0 mmol) was added dropwise over a period of 2 

min with stirring. The α,α'-diiodo-p-xylene (88 mg, 0.25 mmol), dissolved in 2 mL of 

THF was then added dropwise into the reaction mixture and the solution was allowed to 

warm up to room temperature for 3 h. Water was added into the reaction and the mixture 

was extracted with dichloromethane (3 × 50 mL). The combined organic extracts were 

dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered and concentrated under reduced pressure. A 

mixture of diastereoisomers meso-8 and (±)-8 (0.20 g, 80%) was separated by column 

chromatography on silica gel using CH2Cl2 : Hexane : EtOAc = 5 : 4 : 1 as an eluent. For 

(±)-8 1H NMR (CDCl3, ppm) δ:  7.33 (m, 14H), 7.07 (s, 4H), 6.84 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 4H), 

5.06 (s, 2H), 4.78 (d, J = 12.20 Hz, 2H), 4.56 (d, J = 12.20 Hz, 2H), 4.36 (d, J = 16.39 

Hz, 2H), 4.28 (d, J = 10.67 Hz, 2H), 3.82 (d, J = 10.67 Hz, 2H), 3.80 (s, 6H), 3.34 (s, 

6H), 3.08 (d, J = 16.39 Hz, 2H), 2.94 (s, 6H).  13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm) δ:165.76, 165.50, 
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160.45, 137.27, 133.72, 130.43, 128.78, 128.44, 127.92, 127.84, 126.52, 114.31, 73.97, 

73.39, 71.00, 68.51, 55.35, 51.03, 40.23, 29.80, 28.08. HRMS (FAB) m/z: calcd. for 

C52H55N4O8S4
+ [M+H+]: 991.290, Found: 991.291. 

(±)-5,5'-(1,4-Phenylenebis(methylene))bis(1-(hydroxymethyl)-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-

6,8-dimethyl-2,4-dithia-6,8-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane-7,9-dione), (±)-9 

N
N
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S

O
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N
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O

O

O

N
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O

O

O

HO

N
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S
S

O

O

O

OH

BCl3, CH2Cl2, 0 °C

(± )-8

( ±)- 9

 

To a solution of (±)-8 (0.13 g, 0.13 mmol) in dichloromethane (10 mL) cooled to 0 °C, 

boron trichloride (1M solution in CH2Cl2, 320 µL, 0.32 mmol) was added dropwise with 

stirring. The solution was stirred at 0 °C for additional 10 min and then poured into ice-

cold water (10 mL) and extracted with dichloromethane (25 mL).  The organic layer was 

washed twice with water, dried with anhydrous MgSO4 and concentrated under reduced 

pressure to obtain crude product as a white solid. The crude product purified by column 

chromatography (silica gel, CH2Cl2/EtOAc = 7 : 3) to afford rac-9 (93 mg, 91%). 1H 
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NMR (CDCl3, ppm) δ:  7.32 (d, J=8.8 Hz, 4H), 7.03 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 4H), 5.08 (s, 2H), 

4.37 (d, J = 16.24 Hz, 1H), 4.33 (dd, J = 12.60 Hz and 5.54 Hz, 2H), 4.05 (dd, J = 12.6 

Hz and 9.93 Hz, 2H), 3.81 (s, 6H), 3.42 (s, 6H), 3.06 (d, J = 16.24 Hz, 2H), 2.95 (dd, J = 

9.93 Hz and 5.54 Hz, 2H), 2.91 (s, 6H).  13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm) δ:166.67, 165.83, 

160.45, 133.70, 130.42, 128.80, 126.45, 114.39, 73.20, 71.12, 62.98, 55.39, 50.98, 40.42, 

29.79, 27.98.  HRMS (ESI) m/z: calcd. for C38H43N4O8S4
+ [M+H+]: 811.196, found: 

811.195. 

(±)-4,4'-(1,4-Phenylenebis(methylene))bis(1-(hydroxymethyl)-5,7-dimethyl-2,3-

dithia-5,7-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane-6,8-dione), (±)-3   
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1. mCPBA, 0°C

2. Me2S, HClO4

(±)-9 (±)-3

 

m-Chloroperbenzoic acid (22 mg, 77% max content, 0.10 mmol) was added to an ice-

cold solution of (±)-9 (33 mg, 0.040 mmol) in anhydrous dichloromethane (10 mL) with 

stirring.  After 10 min of stirring at 0 °C, dimethyl sulfide (10 µL) was added, followed 

by treatment with 20 µL of a solution of 70% perchloric acid in methanol (1:5). The 

solution was allowed to stand at room temperature for 9 h.  The reaction mixture was 

poured into a saturated sodium bicarbonate. The solution was extracted with 
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dichloromethane (3 × 30 mL). The combined organic extracts were combined, dried over 

anhydrous MgSO4, filtered and concentrated under reduced pressure. The glassy residue 

was purified by column chromatography (silica gel, CH2Cl2/EtOAc = 6 : 4) to afford (±)-

3 (11 mg, 33%).  1H NMR (DMSO-D6, ppm) δ:  7.24 (s, 4H), 5.90 (t, J = 5.50 Hz, 2H), 

4.33 (dd, J = 12.83 Hz and 5.50 Hz, 2H), 4.23 (dd, J = 12.83 Hz and 5.50 Hz, 2H), 3.89 

(d, J = 16.04 Hz, 2H), 3.73 (d, J = 16.04 Hz, 2H), 3.13 (s, 6H), 2.82 (s, 6H).  13C NMR 

(CDCl3, ppm) δ:165.35, 164.92, 133.45, 128.89, 76.33, 75.91, 59.12, 35.50, 28.31, 27.89. 

HRMS (FAB) m/z: calcd. for C22H26N4O6S4Na+
 [M+Na+]: 593.063. Found: 593.063. 

Chiral sepaparation of (±)-3.  

A portion of purified racemate (±)-3 was dissolved in methanol on heating.  The 

solution was injected in several portions into HPLC system running isocratic method with 

100% MeOH on a Chiralcel OD-H column (250 × 4.6 mm, 5µ particle size, Daicel).  The 

flow rate of 1 ml/min was maintained by Shimadzu LC-10A VP pump with absorption 

measured by Shimadzu SPD 10A VP UV-Vis variable-wavelength detector.   The first 

enantiomer, ent1-3, was eluted with retention time of 15.7 min, whereas the second, ent2-

3 - with retention time of 22.2 min.   Due to the small amount of the obtained 

enantiomers, we opted not to determine their signs of optical rotation by polarimetry, 

using ent1-3 and ent2-3 notations instead. 

The separated enantiomers of ent1-3 and ent2-3 had virtually identical retention times 

within the error of the experiment - 1.99 and 2.00 min, respectively, on the total ion 

chromatogram in the reverse-phase HPLC.  Compounds ent1-3 and ent2-3 also had 

identical m/z of their molecular ions and very similar fragmentation patterns in the mass 
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spectra.  Both ent1-3 and ent2-3 were dissolved in methanol to obtain solutions with 

concentrations of 450 µM and CD spectra of these solutions were recorded.  The opposite 

signs of the CD curves for ent1-3 and ent2-3 confirmed the enantiomeric relationship 

between the two compounds.   

 

B.2. References 
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B.3. NMR Spectra 
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Figure B.8:  1H NMR spectrum of 7 (600 MHz, CDCl3). 
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Figure B.9:  13C NMR spectrum of 7 (600 MHz, CDCl3). 
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Figure B.10:  1H NMR spectrum of (±)-8 (500 MHz, CDCl3). 
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Figure B.11:  13C NMR spectrum of (±)-8 (500 MHz, CDCl3). 
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Figure B.12:  1H NMR spectrum of (±)-9 (500 MHz, CDCl3). 
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Figure B.13:  13C NMR spectrum of (±)-9 (500 MHz, CDCl3). 
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Figure B.14:  1H NMR spectrum of (±)-3 (600 MHz, DMSO-D6). 
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Figure B.15:  13C NMR spectrum of (±)-3 (500 MHz, DMSO-D6). 
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B.4 HPLC analysis 
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Figure B.16: Reverse phase HPLC traces (254 nm) for compounds (±)-8, (±)-9 and 
(±)-3.  
HPLC conditions: Apollo C8 preparative reverse phase column, 5% B to 95% B in 15 
min, 95% B to 95% B in 3 min, 95% B to 5% B in 5 min; A: 0.1% aqueous TFA, B: 
acetonitrile; flow rate: 5.0 mL/min; monitored at λ=254 nm. 
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Table B.1:  Change in the levels of expression of common transcription factors relative to vehicle in 
MCF7 cells treated with ETP 3 or DKP 4 under hypoxic conditions (300 µM DFO). 

Gene 
Symbol 

Fold 
Change 

by 3 

Fold 
Change 

by 4 
RefSeq Name Function 

p53 -0.4 -0.2 NM_00546 Tumor Suppressor p53 
DNA Damage, Cell 

Cycle/Growth Arrest 

NFΚβ 0.7 -0.3 NM_021975 Nuclear Factor Κβ 
Transcription Factor, 

regulates genes involved in 
inflammation 

FOXA1 0.7 -0.4 NM_004496 Forkhead Box A1 Transcription Factor 

CREB1 0.7 0.0 NM_004379 
cAMP Responsive Element 

Binding Protein 1 
Transcription Factor 

E2F1 0.4 -0.5 NM_005225 E2F Transcription Factor 
Cell Cycle 

Regulation/Tumor 
Suppressor 

c-MYB 0.3 0.1 NM_005375 
Myeloblastosis Viral 
Oncogene Homolog 

Transcription Factor 

ATF6 -0.4 -0.1 NM_007348 
Activating Transcription 

Factor 6 

Transcriptional Regulation 
of Endoplasmic Reticulum 

Proteins 

ETS-2 1.2 0.0 NM_005239 
Erythroblastosis Virus E26 

Oncogene Homolog 2 

Transcription Factor; 
regulates genes involved in 

senescence and death, 
tumorigenesis 

ERBB2 -0.3 0.0 
NM_001005

862 

Erythroblastic Leukemia 
Viral Oncogene Homolog 2 

(HER2) 
Growth Factor, Oncogene 

GTF2F1 0.3 0.0 NM_002096 
Transcription Factor II F 

(TFIIF) 
General Transcription 

Factor 

GTF35C 0.4 0.0 NM_001521 
Transcription Factor II C 

(TFIIC) 
General Transcription 

Factor 

TAF13 0.9 0.0 NM_005645 
TAF 13 RNA Polymerase 
II, TBP-associated Factor 

General Transcription 
Factor 

TAF10 
 

0.1 
 

-0.3 
 

NM_006284 
 

TAF 10 RNA Polymerase 
II, TBP-associated Factor 

General Transcription 
Factor 
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